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Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is a devastating neurodegenerative disease that causes paralysis and death typically within 3 years of onset. The rapidly progressive loss of motor neurons in
the brain and spinal cord leads to muscle atrophy, causing weakness, muscle fasciculations, and
spasticity. This interferes with normal movement, gait, speech, and swallowing. ALS progresses
inexorably, causing paralysis and eventually death. There is currently no cure for ALS and only
2 drugs have been approved, but these only oﬀer limited beneﬁt. More eﬀective therapeutic
strategies are desperately needed.
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Most ALS cases are sporadic, but around 10% have a family history. Although these familial
cases are rarer than the sporadic ones, they have played an outsize role in contributing to insight
into the causes and mechanisms of ALS. This is because these familial cases can be analyzed by
genetic approaches to map and sequence genes that cause ALS. The ﬁrst gene associated with
familial ALS was SOD1.1 SOD1 mutations have been found in approximately 20% of familial
cases, which equals approximately 2% of all ALS cases. It is believed that the ALS-causing
mutations in SOD1 lead to a toxic gain of function of the protein. Clinical trials in human
patients with ALS are currently under way to test the eﬃcacy of an SOD1-lowering therapy,
using antisense oligonucleotides.2 Although SOD1 mutations in ALS are relatively rare, the path
from SOD1 gene discovery to targeted therapy illustrates the power of genetics in illuminating
the causes of ALS, paving the path for the development of novel therapies. Owing to the explosion
in new gene sequencing technologies, the number of ALS genes has been increasing
exponentially1—each new gene oﬀering the hope for a better understanding of ALS mechanisms.
The identiﬁcation of causative genes for ALS will also improve early diagnosis, which will undoubtedly give therapies a better shot at success.
One of these newly discovered genes is now the most common genetic cause of ALS. Discovered in 2011, mutations in the C9ORF72 gene cause ;40% of familial ALS cases and ;10%
of sporadic cases.1 The ALS-causing mutation in C9ORF72 is a hexanucleotide repeat expansion located in a noncoding portion of the gene. Normally, the gene harbors only a handful
of GGGGCC repeats, but in individuals with C9ORF72 mutations, the number of repeats
increases to hundreds or even thousands. Intense research eﬀorts are under way to deﬁne how
these violent nucleotide repeat expansions in C9ORF72 cause ALS and to devise therapeutic
strategies. Of interest, the repeat expansion in C9ORF72 can be traced back to a single founding
event, probably in Northern Europe.3 Despite being common in Europe and North America, it
is extremely rare in Asian ALS populations.4 The paucity of C9ORF72 mutations in Asia raises
the question of whether repeat expansions in other genes could be more common causes of ALS
in this population.
Beyond C9ORF72, repeat expansions in at least 2 other genes, NOP56 and ATXN2, have been
associated with motor neuron disease, including ALS.5,6 Noncoding GGCCTG-repeat
expansions in the NOP56 gene cause spinocerebellar ataxia type 36, which can present with
prominent motor neuron degeneration. Long trinucleotide CAG-repeat expansions in the
ATXN2 gene cause spinocerebellar ataxia type 2 (SCA2). Of interest, intermediate-length CAG
repeat expansions in the same gene are associated with ALS.6 Therapeutic strategies to target
ATXN2 are being pursued for SCA2 and ALS.7,8
From the Department of Genetics, Stanford University School of Medicine, CA.
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In this issue of Neurology® Genetics, Hirano et al.9 analyzed
the length of the repeat expansion in 3 genes, ATXN8OS,
C9ORF72 and NOP56, in 103 Japanese patients with ALS. In
this cohort, 3 patients harbored a pathologic expansion in the
ATXN8OS gene. Although healthy controls harbored between 15 and 50 CTA/CTG repeats, patients with ALS had
more than 80 repeats. Since the authors found ATXN8OS
repeat expansions in 3% of patients with ALS, it suggests that
such mutations may be relatively common in Japan.
Nucleotide repeat expansions in ATXN8OS have been previously connected with another neurodegenerative disease,
spinocerebellar ataxia type 8 (SCA8). SCA8 is a slowly progressive ataxia with disease onset from age 1 to the early 70s
but typically with an adult onset.10 As opposed to the rapid
progression observed in ALS, SCA8 progression is slow and
spans decades, regardless of the initial age at onset; lifespan is
typically not shortened. Initial symptoms are scanning dysarthria with a characteristic drawn-out slowness of speech and
gait instability. Various atypical clinical features have also been
identiﬁed in patients carrying an ATXN8OS expansion, such
as parkinsonism, multiple-system atrophy, severe childhood
onset, oromandibular dystonia, dysphagia, respiratory muscle
weakness, or seizure-like episodes.

2

ataxia, hereditary spastic paraplegia, ALS, and frontotemporal
dementia. It is still unclear whether the clinical manifestations
of these mutations result from diﬀerent pathologic mechanisms, diﬀerent aﬀected cell types, or diﬀerent genetic backgrounds harboring a diverse set of genetic modiﬁer genes. It
may be beneﬁcial to start developing and implementing broad
multigene test panels for neurodegenerative and neuromuscular diseases, as is standard practice in cancer screening.
Study funding
No targeted funding reported.
Disclosure
J. Couthouis has received research support from Target ALS.
A.D. Gitler has been a consultant for Aquinnah Pharmaceuticals, Prevail Therapeutics, and Third Rock Ventures and
has received research support from the NIH. Full disclosure
form information provided by the authors is available with the
full text of this article at Neurology.org/NG.
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Abstract
Objective
To assess the contribution of noncoding repeat expansions in Japanese patients with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS).
Methods
Sporadic ALS in Western countries is frequently associated with noncoding repeat expansions
in the C9ORF72 gene. Spinocerebellar ataxia type 8 (SCA8) is another noncoding repeat
disease caused by expanded CTA/CTG repeats in the ATXN8OS gene. Although the involvement of upper and lower motor neurons in SCA8 has been reported, a positive association
between SCA8 and ALS remains unestablished. Spinocerebellar ataxia type 36 is a recently
identiﬁed disease caused by noncoding repeat expansions in the NOP56 gene and is characterized by motor neuron involvement. We collected blood samples from 102 Japanese patients
with sporadic ALS and analyzed the ATXN8OS gene by the PCR–Sanger sequencing method
and the C9ORF72 and NOP56 genes by repeat-primed PCR assay.
Results
Three patients with ALS (3%) had mutations in the ATXN8OS gene, whereas no patient had
a mutation in the C9ORF72 or NOP56 gene. The mutation-positive patients were clinically
characterized by neck weakness or bulbar-predominant symptoms. None of our patients had
apparent cerebellar atrophy on MRI, but 2 had nonsymptomatic abnormalities in the white
matter or putamen.
Conclusions
Our ﬁnding reveals the importance of noncoding repeat expansions in Japanese patients with
ALS and extends the clinical phenotype of SCA8. Three percent seems small but is still
relatively large for Japan, considering that the most commonly mutated genes, including the
SOD1 and SQSTM1 genes, only account for 2%–3% of sporadic patients each.
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Glossary
ALS = amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; DTR = deep tendon reﬂex; PEG = percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy; SCA =
spinocerebellar ataxia.

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) mostly occurs sporadically.
However, more than 10% of sporadic patients examined in
Japan and in Western countries had mutations in various genes
causative for familial ALS.1–3 Noncoding six-base (GGGGCC)
repeat expansions in the C9ORF72 gene are causative for
sporadic ALS and are frequent in Western countries (4%–21%
of all sporadic ALS).2,3 By contrast, only small numbers of
sporadic patients in Japan had mutations in the C9ORF72 gene
(<0.5%).4 Thus, the signiﬁcance of noncoding repeat expansions in ALS has not been established in Japan.
Spinocerebellar ataxia type 8 (SCA8) is an autosomal
dominant neurodegenerative disease, caused by noncoding
CTA/CTG repeat expansions in the ATXN8OS (ATAXIN 8
OPPOSITE STRAND) gene.5,6 The pathogenicity of the
expanded allele has been proven using a transgenic mouse
model.7 Many patients had pure cerebellar ataxia, whereas
some had parkinsonism.5,6,8 Several studies have suggested
the involvement of upper and lower motor neurons in SCA8,
but a positive association between SCA8 and ALS remains
unestablished.9,10
Spinocerebellar ataxia type 36 (SCA36) is a recently identiﬁed
disease, caused by noncoding six-base (GGCCTG) repeat
expansions in the NOP56 gene.11 Motor neuron involvement
becomes apparent during the disease course.
Identiﬁcation of repeat abnormalities by current exome or wholegenome analyses in ALS remains challenging, although eﬀorts
are underway.12 In this report, we analyzed the ATXN8OS,
C9ORF72, and NOP56 genes in 102 Japanese patients with
sporadic ALS and in 10 patients with mutations in various genes
causative for ALS.

Methods
Genetic testing
All patients and controls were Japanese and were enrolled in
this study from the Kinki region in Japan between 2005 and
2017. Blood samples were collected from 102 Japanese
patients with sporadic ALS who had no mutations in the
SOD1, FUS, TARDBP, SQSTM1, VCP, OPTN, UBQLN2,
ATXN1, ATXN2, SMN1, or AR genes.2,11,13,14 DNA was
extracted with a DNA extraction kit (Qiagen Inc, Germantown, MD), and the region containing the CTA/CTG repeat
of the ATXN8OS gene was ampliﬁed using PCR, as described
previously.5,15 The ampliﬁed products were puriﬁed with gel
electrophoresis and subjected to Sanger sequencing. We analyzed the C9ORF72 and NOP56 genes by repeat-primed
PCR assay, as described previously.3,11 The normal number of
2
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CTA/CTG repeats in the ATXN8OS gene ranges from 15 to
50, whereas repeats of length 80 or more are pathogenic. In
several reports, expansions of more than 50 CTA/CTG
repeats, including intermediate expansions, were stated to
cause ataxia at some point in the life; however, there were no
clinical details.16,17 We also examined 10 patients who had
either sporadic or familial ALS with mutations in the SOD1
(n = 3, 1 man and 2 women), TARDBP (n = 1, 1 man), FUS
(n = 1, 1 woman), VCP (n = 2, 1 man and 1 woman), or
SQSTM1 (n = 3, 1 man and 2 women) genes.1,13,14 When
mutations in the ATXN8OS, C9ORF72, or NOP56 gene were
detected, the ERBB4 and COQ2 genes and genes for SCA3,
SCA6, SCA7, SCA12, SCA17, SCA31, and DRPLA were additionally examined.15,18 The patients had a diagnosis of
clinically deﬁnite, probable, or possible ALS, as deﬁned in the
revised El Escorial diagnostic criteria. Patients with sporadic
ALS included 68 men and 34 women with an age of 65 ± 12
years (mean ± SD). The initial symptoms occurred in the limb
muscles in 76 patients, in the bulbar muscles in 20, in the neck
muscles in 3, in the respiratory muscles in 2, and in the
facial muscles in 1. A control group consisting of 200 apparently healthy controls (116 men and 84 women; mean age ± SD,
71 ± 7 years) was also studied. We performed haplotype
analyses in patients with ATXN8OS mutations using several
microsatellite markers, including YI18, D13S1296, JJ9, JJ10,
and JJ12 surrounding the CTA/CTG repeats with distances
of 284, 57, 17, 20, and 52 kb, respectively.16 DNA from relatives of patients with ALS was not available. We additionally
examined 2 ataxic sisters with SCA8 (aged 36 and 39 years) to
compare the haplotype data with those for ALS.
Standard protocol approvals, registrations,
and patient consents
This study was approved by our institutional review board. All
patients provided written informed consent.

Results
Results of genetic testing of our patients
Genetic testing revealed that 3 patients with ALS had
mutations in the ATXN8OS gene (ﬁgure 1), but none in the
C9ORF72 gene or in the NOP56 gene. The clinical information of our 3 patients with ALS and 1 reported Korean
patient with an ALS-like phenotype is summarized in table 1,
and the detailed clinical history of our patients is described as
follows. None of the controls had mutations in the ATXN8OS, C9ORF72, or NOP56 genes. Controls had 26 ± 4
repeats (mean ± SD), ranging from 18 to 32, in the ATXN8OS gene. Double mutations in diﬀerent genes were
not found in our cohort. Patient 1 had 223 repeats
Neurology.org/NG

Table 1 Patients with ALS or an ALS-like phenotype associated with ATXN8OS mutations
Patient

Patient 1

Patient 2

Patient 3

J Clin Neurol 2013;9:274

Sex

F

M

F

M

Age at examination (y)

56

68

76

65

Age at onset (y)

45

68

66

60

Age at PEG (y)

47

68

68

ND

Age at ventilator dependence (y)

48

68 (nasal)

71 (only night)

ND

Initial symptoms

Dysarthria

Neck weakness

Head drop

Dysarthria

Rapid progression of dysphagia

+

+

+

+

Rapid progression of respiratory failure

+

+

−

+

Dementia

−

−

−

ND

Ataxia

−

−

−

? (Unsteadiness)

Parkinsonism

−

−

−

ND

Family history

−

−

−

+ (ataxia)

ATXN8OS repeat no.

223

170

91

86

Repeat configuration

CTA11CTG212

CTA9CTG161

CTA19CTG3CTA1CTG68

ND

MRI abnormality

T2-high in the white matter

Not apparent

T2-high in the putaminal rim

Mild cerebellar atrophy

Note

—

Death at 68

—

Vertical nystagmus

Abbreviation: ND, not described; PEG = Percutaneous Endoscopic Gastrostomy.

(CTA11CTG212), and patient 2 had 170 repeats
(CTA9CTG161). Patient 3 had 91 CTA/CTG repeats with
an interruption (CTA19CTG3CTA1CTG68). Interruption
by CTA in a sequence of CTG repeats has previously been
reported, but its signiﬁcance is unknown.17 The haplotype
analyses identiﬁed apparently diﬀerent haplotypes in the
patients with ALS, although their haplotypes were similar in
part. By contrast, ataxic sisters with SCA8 had the same
haplotype except for the numbers of CTG repeats in the
ATXN8OS gene (table 2). These results suggested that the 3
patients with ALS seemed unrelated.

Clinical and imaging information for the 3
patients with ATXN8OS-related ALS and 1
patient with an ALS-like phenotype
The results of MRI are summarized in ﬁgure 2, A-C. The
detailed clinical histories of our patients are described below.
Patients 1

A 56-year-old woman, with 223 repeats, who had dysarthria
since the age of 45 years visited a local hospital. She had no
family history or previous history of neurologic disease. The
symptoms progressed over 1 year. She visited the local

Table 2 Result of haplotype analyses in patients with mutations in the ATXN8OS gene
Distance from CTA/CTG repeat

Repeat motif

Pt1

Pt2

Pt3

Ataxia1

Ataxia2

YI18 (AY561223)

284 k

GATA

12/13

10/10

11/11

10/11

10/11

D13S1296 (Z51394)

57 k

CA

23/26

23/23

26/27

25/26

25/26

ATXN8OS

0

CTA

11/10

9/7

19/9

7/9

7/9

ATXN8OS

0

CTG

212/17

161/20

72/15

158/15

144/15

JJ9 (AY561232)

17 k

GT

12/12

13/13

12/13

12/13

12/13

JJ10 (AY561233)

20 k

CT

8/9

9/9

8/10

9/10

9/10

JJ12 (AY561234)

52 k

GT

14/17

17/17

14/18

16/17

16/17

Abbreviations: Ataxia1 and Ataxia2 = sisters with cerebellar ataxia; Pt 1-3 = patients with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis.
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Figure 1 Agarose gel electrophoretic analysis for the ATXN8OS gene in patients (Pt) 1–3

Three patients had expansions of the CTA/CTG repeat as indicated, whereas
controls (C) had a normal repeat size. M, 100 base pair (bp) marker.

hospital again at the age of 46 years, with atrophy of the
tongue, an increased jaw jerk reﬂex, increased deep tendon
reﬂexes (DTRs) in all 4 limbs, and positive plantar responses.
She was then referred to our hospital. A needle electromyogram revealed neurogenic changes, with polyphasic or highamplitude neuromuscular units with long durations in the
tongue, left deltoid, and left tibialis anterior muscles. During
the following year, at the age of 47 years, dysarthria, dysphagia, and neck ﬂexor weakness became severe, but mild
weakness of the limbs was seen only in the left upper extremity. Fasciculation was observed in the tongue and all 4
limbs. She was unable to perform a spirometry because of
weak lip seal. She underwent percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy (PEG) at the age of 47 years. She then showed
progressive respiratory failure and weakness and atrophy in all
4 limbs. She underwent tracheostomy with mechanical ventilation at the age of 48 years. Her eyeball movement was not
limited and without nystagmus. At the age of 52 years, she was
completely bedridden and moved only her ﬁngers with very
limited ranges, communicating with a computer-based tool.
Cerebellar ataxia, parkinsonism, sensory disturbance, or autonomic failure was not apparent during the disease course.
The clinical diagnosis, according to the El Escorial diagnostic
criteria, fulﬁlled the criteria for deﬁnite ALS.
Patient 2

A 68-year-old man with 170 repeats noticed weakness of the
neck. Two months later, he visited our hospital at the age of 68
years. He had no previous or family history of neurologic
diseases. Weight loss (10 kg in 2 months) was reported. The
ﬁrst neurologic examination revealed very mild weakness of
neck ﬂexion and ﬂexion of the bilateral proximal upper limbs.
No nystagmus was noted. A spirogram revealed that % vital
capacity was 81.9%. A needle electromyogram revealed
4
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neurogenic changes in the cranial nerve territory and upper
and lower limbs, with ﬁbrillation in the right tibialis anterior
muscle and fasciculation in the left trapezius and right deltoid
muscle. One month later, dysphagia, dysarthria, and respiratory failure became apparent and progressed very rapidly.
Two months later, atrophy of the face and limb muscles became apparent. DTRs were normal in the atrophied upper
limbs, but increased in the lower limbs, with bilateral extensor
planter response. The clinical diagnosis, according to the El
Escorial diagnostic criteria, fulﬁlled the criteria for probable
ALS. Videoﬂuorography showed moderate involvement of
oral and pharyngeal phases, with penetration into the larynx.
The patient then received a nasal ventilator and underwent
PEG about 4 months after onset. Although weakness in the 4
limbs remained mild (manual muscle testing 4/5), dysarthria
and respiratory failure progressed with reduced vital capacity
(49.1%). He refused tracheostomy and died of respiratory
failure at age 68 years, about 5 months after onset. An autopsy
was not performed.
Patient 3

A 76-year-old woman with 91 repeats noticed head dropping
when walking at the age of 66 years. Ten months later (at the
age of 67 years), she experienced dysphagia and weight loss,
dropping from 78 to 50 kg in half a year. She had a history of
complete resection of breast cancer at age 67 years. She had
no previous or family history of neurologic diseases. Neurologic examinations revealed severe dysphagia with aspiration, dysarthria, facial weakness, and severe tongue
atrophy. No nystagmus was noted. Mild weakness was observed in the neck and the right upper limb. DTRs were
normal in the bilateral upper limbs and in the right patella,
with decreases in the left patella tendon and bilateral Achilles
tendon reﬂexes. Bilateral extensor planter responses were
positive. A needle electromyogram revealed neurogenic
changes in all the examined muscles, including the right
trapezius, biceps brachii, the ﬁrst dorsal interosseous, rectus
femoris, tibialis anterior, and tongue muscles. Fibrillation
potentials were present in the tibialis anterior and the ﬁrst
dorsal interosseous. At the age of 68 years, she began to
receive noninvasive positive pressure ventilation because of
reduced vital capacity (66.2%) and underwent PEG for tube
feeding. Cerebellar ataxia, parkinsonism, sensory disturbance, and autonomic failure were not apparent. MRI
revealed no apparent cerebral atrophy, but with faint T2hyperintense signals in the putaminal rim (not shown).
Weakness of the upper limbs progressed slowly. She showed
right vocal cord paralysis at the age of 69 years and then left
paralysis at age 70 years, while the airway remained open.
She had aspiration pneumonia and underwent tracheostomy
at the age of 71 years, 5 years after onset, but she became
independent of mechanical ventilation during the day after
recovery from pneumonia. She used a ventilator only during
the night for safety. The diagnostic criteria fulﬁlled the criteria for possible ALS, but with atypically slow progression.
MRI at the age of 75 years is shown in ﬁgure 2C. She lived
alone, dealt with tube feeding and nighttime ventilation by
Neurology.org/NG

Figure 2 Imaging results for patients who had ALS with mutations in the ATXN8OS gene

(A.a–A.d) Results of MRI (Philips 1.5T, TE/TR = 100/4200 for axial T2-weighted image) of patient 1 (Pt 1) at the age of 47 years (2 years after onset). Atrophy of the
cerebellum (A.a), pons (A.b), hippocampus (A.c, arrows), or frontal lobes (A.d) is not obvious; however, ischemic changes (A.d, arrows) in the white matter can be
observed. (B.a–B.d) Results of MRI (SIEMENS Symphony 1.5T, TE/TR = 83/3400 for axial T2-weighted image and TE/TR = 12/450 for coronal T1-weighted image) of
patient 2 (Pt 2) at the age of 68 years (2 months after onset). Because this patient was not able to complete the MRI examination, the sequences, angles, and
resolutions were limited. Atrophy of the cerebellum (B.a, B.b), pons (B.c), hippocampus (B.c, arrows), or frontal lobes (B.d) is not obvious. (C.a–C.d) Results of MRI
(SIEMENS Symphony 1.5T, TE/TR = 89/4200 for axial T2-weighted image) of patient 3 (Pt 3) at the age of 75 years (9 years after onset). Atrophy of the cerebellum
(C.a), pons (C.b), hippocampus (C.c, arrows), or frontal lobes (C.d) is not obvious; however, high intensities were observed in the putamen (arrowhead).

herself, and walked independently at the age of 76 years,
more than 10 years after onset.

Discussion
This study found that 3 sporadic patients who fulﬁlled the
diagnosis of ALS had mutations in the ATXN8OS gene.
Haplotype analyses suggested that the patients seemed unrelated. By contrast, no patient had a mutation in the
C9ORF72 or NOP56 gene, which was consistent with the
results of other studies conducted in Japan.11,19 The ATXN8OS gene has been viewed as causative for pure cerebellar
ataxia and parkinsonian disorders, both of which do not always aﬀect motor neurons as in ALS. However, a systematic
review reported that about half of patients with SCA8 had
hyperreﬂexia,20 an upper motor neuron sign. The phenotype
of the reported patient from Korea mimicked ALS with
Neurology.org/NG

involvement of both upper and lower motor neurons, although several atypical ﬁndings, such as mild atrophy of the
cerebellum on MRI, vertical nystagmus, unsteady gait, and
a family history of SCA8, precluded a diagnosis of ALS.9 A
more evident involvement of lower motor neurons in SCA8
was described in an autopsied patient with atypical SCA8 and
subsequent motor neuron disease. Neuronal loss and gliosis
were found in the cranial motor nucleus with basophilic
inclusions immunoreactive for TDP43, a protein causative of
familial ALS.10 These ﬁndings suggest that SCA8 occasionally
aﬀects upper and lower motor neurons, a prerequisite for
a diagnosis of ALS.
We found that the predominant clinical symptoms of patients
with ATXN8OS-related ALS were neck weakness and bulbar
signs including dysarthria and dysphagia. Neck weakness was
a rare initial symptom in our cohort (only 3/102) and in
Neurology: Genetics | Volume 4, Number 4 | August 2018
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a reported study (2%).21 Of interest, neck weakness during
the disease process was a sign closely associated with bulbar
symptoms.21 Bulbar-onset ALS, or ALS with bulbar sign
within 1 year of onset, has been associated with poor prognosis.4 As shown in table 1, 3 of the 4 patients indeed showed
rapid progression. However, we found that 1 patient with
a relatively small repeat size had severe and progressive bulbar
symptoms at the beginning but remained ambulant and independent of mechanical ventilation during the day, more
than 10 years after onset. Thus, clinical severity may vary and
might be associated with repeat sizes, which should be conﬁrmed by future studies.
Two of our patients had apparently nonsymptomatic MRI
abnormalities: patient 1 had T2-hyperintense lesions in the
cerebral white matter, and patient 3 had T2-hyperintense
lesions in the putaminal rim. The white matter lesions observed in patient 1 at the age of 47 years were a ﬁnding
relatively rare in individuals before the age of 50 years.
However, a reported 22-year-old patient who had SCA8
with 102 CTA/CTG repeats had T2-hyperintense lesions
in the periventricular white matter.22 Of interest, white
matter lesions have been reported in some patients with
other noncoding repeat diseases such as C9ORF72-related
ALS23 and myotonic dystrophy type 1.24 These might
suggest the importance of noncoding repeat expansions in
glial degeneration. The T2-hyperintense lesions in the
putaminal rim in patient 3 (without parkinsonism) was
a ﬁnding often seen in multiple system atrophy of parkinsonian type, but also found in some control individuals.25
Such an MRI ﬁnding has not been described in SCA8.
Although additional accumulation of patients will be
needed to draw ﬁrm conclusions, the MRI abnormalities
might be a clue to the associations of the ATXN8OS gene,
as with nonsymptomatic atrophy in the hippocampus in
VCP-related ALS.14,26
The observed ﬁnding that mutations in a single gene are
associated with multiple phenotypes, including ALS and spinocerebellar ataxia, has been described in several other genes.
In the ATXN1 gene for spinocerebellar ataxia type 1 or the
ATXN2 gene for spinocerebellar ataxia type 2 (SCA2), intermediate triplet repeat expansions or sometimes full
expansions encoding polyglutamine proteins have been found
in patients with ALS.27–29 In addition, 2 independent reports
described that ataxia and ALS phenotypes were present within
the same family with ATXN2 mutations.29,30 The molecular
mechanisms underlying ATXN1-related or ATXN2-related
disorders may include altered clearance of cytosolic misfolded
proteins, a mechanism shared with that for general ALS.27,31
Very recent studies demonstrated that suppression of ATXN2
expression by antisense oligonucleotides improved motor
functions in SCA2 animal models32 and prolonged the lifespan of TDP43-related ALS models.33 These ﬁndings support
the idea that 2 diﬀerent phenotypes may be at least partly
related to a similar pathomechanism, which can be a therapeutic target.
6
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Because noncoding repeat expansions may have some common pathomechanisms, including formation of RNA foci and
repeat-associated non-ATG translation,34 a therapeutic approach to C9ORF72-related ALS may also be applicable to
ATXN8OS-related ALS. In C9ORF72-related ALS, suppression of abnormal transcription by antisense oligonucleotides
is an ongoing clinical project.35 A similar method was recently
reported in SCA36.36 In another study, suppression of toxicity
in an abnormal ATXN8OS transcript by a certain protein in
vivo exerted a therapeutic eﬀect.37 Although the ATXN8OS
gene, reported to have bidirectional transcripts, may have
a more complex pathomechanism,7 suppression of at least 1
pathologic pathway might help slow the disease process.
In this study, we found that 3 patients with ALS had mutations
in the ATXN8OS gene. The coincidental occurrence of SCA8
and ALS is possible because mutations in the aforementioned
gene have been infrequently found in controls.5,6,38 However,
the repeat sizes found in patients with ALS, 91-223 repeats,
were not found in the reported control alleles in Japan (n =
654).38 The relatively low prevalence of SCA8 (0.7/100,000)
and ALS (5/100,000) in Japan suggests that their coincidental
coexistence is unlikely to happen in the 3 presumably unrelated patients. Three percent seems small, but is still relatively large for Japan, because the most commonly mutated
genes, including the SOD1 and SQSTM1 genes, each account
for 2%–3% of sporadic patients.13,19 Because ATXN8OS
mutations were not found in general ALS in US,39 analysis of
certain subtypes, such as cervical or bulbar-onset types, might
be needed. Our results may improve the understanding of the
pathomechanism of ALS and extend the clinical phenotype of
SCA8.
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Abstract
Objective
To explore the association of a splice variant of the antisense fragile X mental retardation 1
(ASFMR1) gene, loss of fragile X mental retardation 1 (FMR1) AGG interspersions and FMR1
CGG repeat size with manifestation, and severity of clinical symptoms of fragile X-associated
tremor/ataxia syndrome (FXTAS).
Methods
Premutation carriers (PMCs) with FXTAS, without FXTAS, and normal controls (NCs) had
a neurologic evaluation and collection of skin and blood samples. Expression of ASFMR1
transcript/splice variant 2 (ASFMR1-TV2), nonspliced ASFMR1, total ASFMR1, and FMR1
messenger RNA were quantiﬁed and compared using analysis of variance. Least absolute
shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) logistic regression and receiver operating characteristic analyses were performed.
Results
Premutation men and women both with and without FXTAS had higher ASFMR1-TV2 levels
compared with NC men and women (n = 135,135, p < 0.0001), and ASFMR1-TV2 had good
discriminating power for FXTAS compared with NCs but not for FXTAS from PMC. After
adjusting for age, loss of AGG, larger CGG repeat size (in men), and elevated ASFMR1-TV2
level (in women) were strongly associated with FXTAS compared with NC and PMC
(combined).
Conclusions
This study found elevated levels of ASFMR1-TV2 and loss of AGG interruptions in both men
and women with FXTAS. Future studies will be needed to determine whether these variables
can provide useful diagnostic or predictive information.
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Glossary
AR = activation ratio; ASFMR1 = antisense fragile-X mental retardation 1; ANOVA = analysis of variance; cDNA =
complementary DNA; FMR1 = fragile X mental retardation 1; FXS = fragile X syndrome; FXTAS = fragile X-associated tremor/
ataxia syndrome; FXTAS-RS = FXTAS Rating Scale; LASSO = least absolute shrinkage and selection operator; mRNA =
messenger RNA; NC = normal control; PMC = premutation carrier; ROC = receiver operating characteristic; TV2 = transcript
variant 2; UTR = untranslated.

Fragile X-associated tremor/ataxia syndrome (FXTAS) is an
inherited neurodegenerative disorder in adults older than 50
years because of 55–200 (permutation range) CGG repeat
expansion in the 59 untranslated (UTR) region fragile X
mental retardation 1 (FMR1) gene causing adult-onset ataxia.1
Primary features include progressive action tremor and cerebellar ataxia, whereas associated ﬁndings include parkinsonism, neuropathy, cognitive decline, and dysautonomia.2
The CGG repeat in the 59 UTR is unstable and its repeat
length in the normal population ranges from 6 to 55
repeats.3,4 More than 200 repeats (full mutation) is associated
with methylation and transcriptional silencing of FMR1 and
consequent absence or deﬁciency of fragile X mental retardation protein, resulting in fragile X syndrome5 (FXS). The
estimated prevalence of the FMR1 premutation is approximately 1/430 males and 1/209 females.6 The molecular
mechanism of FXTAS includes elevated levels of the expanded CGG repeat–containing messenger RNA (mRNA)
transcript and abnormal repeat-associated non–AUGinitiated (RAN) translation products that lead to cellular
toxicity and neuronal intranuclear inclusions (including DNA
damage response proteins).7–9
Although there is a relationship in a large group analysis between the age at onset/motor severity of FXTAS and CGG
repeat size10 with increasing risk and severity at higher repeat
lengths, the CGG repeat size alone does not fully explain risk.
Women have a protective normal X allele, and hence, the
propensity for developing FXTAS is diﬀerent between men
and women. In carrier women, a higher activation ratio (AR)
(percentage of cells expressing the normal FMR1 gene) may
lower the presence and severity of motor signs of FXTAS.10–12
It is probable, however, that there are additional secondary
genes, medical conditions, and environmental factors that affect the eﬀects of the premutation expansion and contribute to
the risk of developing symptoms.
A second gene, antisense FMR1 (ASFMR1) overlaps a portion
of the FMR1 gene including the CGG repeat sequence, is
transcribed in the reverse direction from FMR1 with 5 splice
variants of unclear exact clinical impact.13 One of the variants
previously described13 ASFMR1 splice variant 2 (ASFMR1
transcript variant 2 [ASFMR1-TV2]) was further explored in
this study. Elevated levels of the expanded GCC repeat–
containing ASFMR1 transcript are observed in premutation
carriers (PMCs),13 and small unpublished studies have suggested that certain splice variants of the ASFMR1 transcript
2
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are associated with the presence of neurologic symptoms in
PMC men with FXTAS. Within the CGG repeat element of
the FMR1 gene, there are AGG trinucleotide interruptions
(typically separated by 9–11 CGG repeats), which are known
to disrupt the otherwise pure CGG repeat motif. Normal
FMR1 alleles typically possess 2 or 3 AGG interruptions;
premutation alleles generally possess 2 or less interruptions,
whereas larger premutation alleles tend to have fewer AGG
interruptions. The loss of AGG interruptions is believed to
increase the probability that large normal and small premutation size alleles will be unstable on transmission and
expand to a full mutation allele on transmission from small or
moderate size alleles.14 The rationale for investigating AGG
interspersions is that pilot data from our group show that
a lack of AGG interspersions is associated with neurologic
signs. In this study, we hypothesized that elevated speciﬁc
splice variants (ASFMR1-TV2) of the ASFMR1 transcript and
a lack of AGG interspersions may play a role in FXTAS, and
we attempted to determine the correlation between these
features in development of clinical symptoms in FXTAS.

Methods
Participants
This is a case-control study. Adult PMCs and healthy NCs
were recruited from the Rush University Fragile X-Associated
Disorders Program. Recruitment occurred from 3 studies investigating neurologic phenotypes in PMCs and NCs15–17
through clinics, and fragile X community events. The published criteria for FXTAS were followed to classify as possible,
probable, or deﬁnite FXTAS participants.3,4
Standard protocol approvals, registrations,
and patient consents
This study received approval from the Institutional Review
Board at the Rush University Medical Center. Written informed consent was obtained from all patients (or guardians
of patients) participating in the study. The family history of
FXS from participants (but not FXTAS or other neurologic
conditions in the family) was obtained.
Neurologic testing
Each subject was evaluated with a neurologic examination, the
FXTAS Rating Scale (FXTAS-RS),18 and the Total Neuropathy Scale19 (modiﬁed to exclude those items that require
a nerve conduction study). The FXTAS-RS was developed to
measure the salient features of the movement disorder seen in
Neurology.org/NG

FXTAS. The scale was constructed by combining 3 published
rating scales commonly used to assess tremor (Clinical Rating
Scale for Tremor),20 ataxia (International Cooperative Ataxia
Rating Scale),21 parkinsonism (Uniﬁed Parkinson’s Disease
Rating Scale),22 and a tandem gait item (Huntington’s Disease Rating Scale).23
CGG and AGG determination
The FMR1 PCR assay (Asuragen Inc, Austin, TX) was performed on blood samples from participants using a recently
developed highly sensitive method, which detects all FMR1
expansions and allows accurate quantiﬁcation of allele-speciﬁc
CGG repeat length,24,25 including identiﬁcation of AGG
interspersions, using primers that ﬂank the repeat and internal
repeat primers. Southern blot assay was performed on samples from premutation women to determine the normal
AR.26,27
Fibroblast collection
Skin biopsy was performed under sterile conditions and delivered to the laboratory immediately for processing. The skin
biopsy was placed in culture media and later diced under
sterile conditions on a culture plate and then plated in T25
ﬂasks in CHANG-Amnio™-Medium (Irvine Scientiﬁc, Santa
Ana, CA), The ﬂasks were incubated at 37°C with 5% carbon
dioxide. After cells grew out, longer-term cultures were
maintained in Corning™ cellgro™ Cell Culture Media–
Dulbecco’s Modiﬁed Eagle’s Medium supplemented with
10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco) and 1% Gibco® AntibioticAntimycotic (containing 10,000 units/mL of penicillin,
10,000 μg/mL of streptomycin, and 25 μg/mL of Gibco
Amphotericin B). Aliquots of all cell lines were frozen and
kept at −80° for long-term use in future studies.
ASFMR1 and FMR1 messenger RNA assays
RNA was puriﬁed using the Qiagen RNeasy kit from blood or
ﬁbroblast samples. Samples were treated with DNase and
screened for contamination; then, complementary DNA
(cDNA) synthesis was performed using the High Capacity
cDNA Reverse Transcriptase Kit from Applied Biosystems,
Foster City, CA. The deﬁning characteristic of ASFMR1-TV2
is the 84-nucleotide deletion near the beginning of the open
reading frame and does include the repeat. The 84-nucleotide
deletion excises an AUG associated with a stronger Kozack
sequence than the proline reading frame.13 Because the AUG
for the polyproline frame is retained and competition is reduced, this potentially enhances the polyproline reading
frame on ASFMR1-TV2.13 Relative expression of ASFMR1TV2, nonspliced ASFMR1, total ASFMR1, and total FMR1
mRNA were quantiﬁed using the VIIA 7 real-time quantitative
PCR system (Applied Biosystems). The results were calculated using a “Delta-Delta CT” (DDCT) algorithm (ﬁrst
Delta CT [DCT] = [target expression] − [Gus-B expression];
second Delta CT [DDCT] = [DCT] − normal control [NC];
fold increase of target vs NC = 2−(second delta CT) = 2−DDCT;
fold increase = 2−DDCT) to compare relative expressions of
target mRNA to the expression of the GUS-B control mRNA
Neurology.org/NG

and then to the expression of an NC sample (primers and
probes in table e-1, links.lww.com/NXG/A58).
Statistical analysis
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) or the Kruskal-Wallis test
(where appropriate) was performed to compare the levels of
ASFMR1-TV2, nonspliced ASFMR1, total ASFMR1, and total
FMR1 among NCs, PMCs without FXTAS (PMC), and
PMCs with FXTAS (FXTAS). The sample size calculation
was based on ANOVA comparing NCs, PMC without
FXTAS, and FXTAS. Pairwise comparisons were conducted
with Bonferroni adjustment for multiple comparisons. The
FXTAS-RS scores were compared among diﬀerent clinical
phenotypes with ANOVA or the Kruskal-Wallis test. Receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis was performed
to evaluate the performance of ASFMR1-TV2 to discriminate
patients with FXTAS from others (NC and PMC). The following guide was used for interpretation: excellent 0.9–1;
good 0.8–0.9; fair 0.7–0.8; poor 0.6–0.7; and fail 0.5–0.6. The
Spearman correlation was used to examine the relationship
between the CGG repeat size and the ratio of the splice
variant and total ASFMR1 mRNA (table e-2, links.lww.com/
NXG/A58). Least absolute shrinkage and selection operator
(LASSO) logistic regression was performed to examine the
association of the splice variant, CGG repeat size, AGG
interruptions, nonspliced ASFMR1, total ASFMR1, FMR1,
and family history of FXS with FXTAS adjusted for age.
LASSO regression was used in this study to select the
strongest predictors. AR was included in the regression for
woman. Data for men and women were analyzed separately
because the penetrance of FXTAS is much higher in men
than in women. Missing data were excluded from the
analysis.

Results
One hundred thirty-ﬁve participants including 56 men (mean,
SD years; 65.2 ± 12.1 years) and 79 women (55.2 ± 15.5
years) were recruited.
Men
Men comprised 66% of those participants who met the criteria for FXTAS, 21% of PMCs without FXTAS and 45% of
NCs. Twenty-six participants who met the criteria for FXTAS,
with a mean age of 71 ± 8.4 years, had a median CGG repeat
length of 91.5 (interquartile range [IQR] 29) (table 1).
Twelve PMC participants without FXTAS, with a mean age of
61 ± 11.8 years, had a median CGG repeat length of 78.5
(IQR 21). Eighteen NCs had a mean age of 59.7 ± 13.6 years
and a median CGG repeat length of 30 (IQR 10). Men with
FXTAS were older than PMC and NC, and the CGG repeat
size was higher in men with FXTAS than in PMC men and
NC men. Nineteen (73.1%) men with FXTAS, 3 PMCs
(25%), and 2 (11.8%) NC men had complete loss of AGG
interruptions. FXTAS-RS scores were higher in FXTAS participants (median [IQR]: 56.5 [42]) than in the other 2
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Table 1 Demographics in men (n = 56)
p Value

NC, N = 18

PMC, N = 12

FXTAS, N = 26

Age, mean (SD)

59.72 (13.64)

61 (11.81)

70.96 (8.38)

0.003

CGG, median (IQR)

30 (10)

78.5 (21)

91.5 (29)

0.15a
0.0001

AGG, n (%)
0

2 (11.76)1

3 (25)

19 (73.08)

≥1

15 (88.24)

9 (75)

7 (26.92)

FXTAS-RS, median (IQR)

5 (8)

7 (9.5)

56.5 (42)

Neuropathy, median (IQR)

0 (0)7

4 (5)8

6 (5)9

0.002

Family history, n (%)

8 (44.44)

11 (91.67)

22 (84.62)

0.003

<0.0001

FXTAS diagnosis (%)
Possible

2 (7.69)

Probable

10 (38.46)

Definite

14 (53.85)

Abbreviations: FXTAS = fragile X-associated tremor/ataxia syndrome; FXTAS-RS = fragile X-associated tremor/ataxia syndrome rating scale; IQR = interquartile
range; NC = normal control; PMC = premutation carrier.
Superscripts indicate the number of missing values.
a
Comparison between premutation and FXTAS.

groups (p < 0.0001). The total (modiﬁed) neuropathy score
was 6 (IQR 5) in those with FXTAS, 4 (IQR 5) in PMCs and
0 (IQR 0) in NCs. Eighty-four percent (p = 0.003) of men
with FXTAS had a family history of FXS. Participants who
met the diagnostic criteria for FXTAS included 2 with possible, 10 with probable, and 14 with deﬁnite FXTAS. In men,
there was a diﬀerence in all molecular variables (p < 0.01)
among the 3 groups (table 2). Pairwise comparisons of the
molecular results were only signiﬁcant when comparing
normal vs FXTAS and normal vs PMC, but not when comparing PMC vs FXTAS. ROC curve analysis indicated that
ASFMR1-TV2 has a good discriminating power of FXTAS in
men (ﬁgure 1, A-F). The area under the curve (AUC) was
0.80 (95% CI = 0.68, 0.92). LASSO logistic regression analysis
with the adjustment of age showed that loss of AGG (coeﬃcient = −0.55) has strongest relationship with FXTAS,
followed by a larger CGG repeat size (coeﬃcient = 0.47) and
an elevated ASFMR1-TV2 level (coeﬃcient = 0.21).

Coeﬃcients for other independent variables including family
history of FXS, nonspliced ASFMR1, total ASFMR1, and
FMR1 were shrunken to zero by the LASSO model, which
indicates that these variables did not have a strong relationship with FXTAS.
Women
Thirteen participants who met the criteria for FXTAS, with
a mean age of 69.8 ± 11 years, had an average CGG repeat
length of 92.2 ± 15.1 (table 3). Forty-four PMCs without
FXTAS, with a mean age of 50.3 ± 14.4 years, had an average
CGG repeat length of 89.5 ± 19.6. Twenty-two NCs, with
a mean age of 56.4 ± 14.5 years, had an average CGG repeat
length of 31.6 ± 4.7. Women with FXTAS were older than
PMC and NC, and the CGG repeat size was higher in
women with FXTAS than in PMC women and NC women.
Thirteen (100%) women with FXTAS, 32 PMCs (71%), and
2 (9%) healthy women had complete loss of AGG

Table 2 Molecular data in men (n = 56)
NC, n = 18

PMC, n = 12

FXTAS, n = 26

p Value

ASFMR1-TV2, median

1.11 (1.42)

11.35 (20.22)

13.63 (15.74)

<0.0001

Nonspliced ASFMR1, mean

0.99 (0.59)

2.17 (1.54)

1.77 (1.22)

Total ASFMR1, mean

1.04 (0.78)

4.23 (3.26)

Total FMR1, median

0.94 (0.44)

1.43 (0.46)

0.02

4.27 (2.91)
1

1.21 (0.51)

0.0002
1

0.02

Abbreviations: ASFMR1-TV2 = antisense fragile-X mental retardation transcript variant 2; FMR1 = fragile X mental retardation 1; FXTAS = fragile X-associated
tremor/ataxia syndrome; NC = normal control; PMC = premutation carrier.
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Figure 1 ROC curve of ASFMR1-TV2

(A and B) ROC analysis indicated that ASFMR1-TV2 has a good discriminating power of FXTAS when comparing FXTAS with PMC and normal in men (A: AUC =
0.80; 95% CI = 0.68, 0.92) and women (B: AUC = 0.80; 95% CI = 0.67, 0.9). (C and D) ROC analysis indicated that ASFMR1-TV2 did not have a good discriminating
power when comparing FXTAS with PMC in both men (C) and women (D) (men: AUC = 0.53, 95% CI = 0.32, 0.74; women: AUC = 0.69, 95% CI = 0.53, 0.85). (E and
F) ROC analysis indicated that ASFMR1-TV2 has a good discriminating power when comparing PMC without FXTAS with normal in both men (E) and women (F)
(men: AUC = 0.95, 95% CI = 0.86, 1; women: AUC = 0.92, 95% CI = 0.85, 0.99). (A–F) The green line is the diagonal reference line, and the blue line is the empirical
ROC curve comparing FXTAS with NCs and premutation carriers (A and B), FXTAS with PMC (C and D), and PMC without FXTAS with controls (E and F) (The
closer the ROC curve gets to the reference line, the worse the test. A large value of the AUC indicates a good test. An area of 1 means a perfect test, and 0.5
represents a worthless test). AUC = area under the curve; ASFMR1-TV2 = antisense fragile-X mental retardation-transcript variant 2; CI = confidence interval;
FXTAS = fragile X-associated tremor/ataxia syndrome; NC = normal control; PMC = premutation carrier; ROC = receiver operating characteristic.

interruptions. FXTAS-RS scores were higher in FXTAS
participants (median [IQR]: 30 [26]) than in the other 2
groups (p < 0.0001). The total (modiﬁed) Neuropathy Scale
score was 2 (IQR = 2) in those with FXTAS, 1 (IQR = 3) in
PMC and 0 (IQR = 1) in NC women (p = 0.01). More than
90% of women with FXTAS and PMCs had a family history
of FXS. Participants who met the diagnostic criteria for
Neurology.org/NG

FXTAS included 3 with possible, 4 with probable, and 6 with
deﬁnite FXTAS. In women, ASFMR1-TV2 levels, total
ASFMR1 levels, and FMR1 levels were diﬀerent among the
groups (table 4). There were no diﬀerences in the nonspliced ASFMR1 levels among the groups. In women, pairwise comparisons of the molecular results were signiﬁcant
when comparing between NC vs FXTAS and NC vs PMC,
Neurology: Genetics | Volume 4, Number 4 | August 2018
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Table 3 Demographics in women (n = 79)
NC, n = 22

PMC, n = 44

FXTAS, n = 13

p Value

Age, mean (SD)

56.36 (14.52)

50.29 (14.40)

69.77 (11.01)

0.0003

CGG, mean (SD)

31.59 (4.68)

89.52 (19.64)

92.15 (15.07)

0.66a

AR, mean (SD)

NA

0.501 (0.23)

0.46 (0.31)

0.87a
<0.0001

AGG, n (%)
0

2 (9.09)

32 (72.73)

13 (100)

≥1

20 (90.91)

12 (27.27)

0

FXTAS-RS, median (IQR)

3 (4)

7 (8)

30 (26)

Neuropathy, median (IQR)

0 (1)

1 (3)

2 (2)

Family history, n (%)

5 (22.73)

40 (90.91)

12 (92.31)

<0.0001
0.01
<0.0001

FXTAS diagnosis (%)
Possible

3 (23.08)

Probable

4 (30.77)

Definite

6 (46.15)

Abbreviations: AR = activation ratio; FXTAS = fragile X-associated tremor/ataxia syndrome; FXTAS-RS = fragile X-associated tremor/ataxia syndrome rating
scale; IQR = interquartile range; NC = normal control; PMC = premutation carrier.
Superscripts indicate the number of missing values.
a
Comparison between premutation and FXTAS.

but were not when comparing PMC vs FXTAS. ASFMR1TV2 showed a good discriminating power of FXTAS from
the ROC curve analysis (ﬁgure 2, AUC = 0.8, 95% CI = 0.67,
0.9). LASSO logistic regression, adjusting for age, showed
that the loss of AGG (coeﬃcient = −0.5555) has the
strongest relationship with FXTAS, followed by ASFMR1TV2 (coeﬃcient = 0.4747) and total ASFMR1 (coeﬃcient =
0.2121). Other variables including family history of FXS,
nonspliced ASFMR1, AR, CGG repeat size, and FMR1 did
not show a strong relationship with FXTAS from the LASSO
regression model.
In men, we found a negative correlation between the CGG
repeat size and the ratio of the splice variant and total
ASFMR1 mRNA among the NCs (correlation coeﬃcient =
−0.62, p = 0.04), but a positive correlation among the PMCs
(correlation coeﬃcient = 0.81, p < 0.0001). In women, there

was also a negative correlation among the controls (correlation coeﬃcient = −0.74, p = 0.02), but no correlation
was found among the PMCs (CGG was adjusted for AR)
(correlation coeﬃcient = 0.08, p = 0.70).

Discussion
The main purpose of this study was to identify molecular
markers to help predict which PMC will get FXTAS because
even for male carriers, not all PMC will get the disease.14 The
exact clinical impact of ASFMR1 splice variants is unclear;
however; it has been postulated that in addition to FMR1,
elevated levels of the expanded GCC repeat containing the
ASFMR1 transcript are observed in PMCs and may contribute
to the variable phenotypes associated with the CGG repeat
expansion.14

Table 4 Molecular results in women (n = 79)
NC, n = 22

PMC, n = 44

FXTAS, n = 13

p Value

ASFMR1-TV2, median

0.91 (0.67)

6.92 (10.29)

12.52 (29.37)

<0.0001

Nonspliced ASFMR1, mean

0.78 (0.41)

0.93 (0.69)

1.3 (0.96)

0.1

Total ASFMR1, mean

0.93 (0.48)

2.42 (1.87)

3.52 (2.62)

0.0002

Total FMR1, median

0.89 (0.32)

1.05 (0.48)

1.22 (0.43)

0.01

Abbreviations: ASFMR1-TV2 = antisense fragile-X mental retardation transcript variant 2; FMR1 = fragile X mental retardation 1; FXTAS = fragile X-associated
tremor/ataxia syndrome; NC = normal control; PMC = premutation carrier.
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Figure 2 Antisense FMR transcript variant 2

Defining characteristic of ASFMR1-TV2. There is an 84-nt deletion at near the beginning of the ASFMR1 ORF that has an enhanced expression compared with
a healthy control. We designed strand specific primers that target the presence and absence of the 84-nt sequence to determine the fold increase relative to
GUS expression for ASFMR1-TV2 spliced and nonspliced assays. ASFMR1-TV2 = antisense fragile-X mental retardation transcript variant 2; FMR = fragile X mental
retardation; nt = nucleotide; ORF = open reading frame.

This is the ﬁrst study to evaluate ASFMR1 splice variant levels
in PMCs and FXTAS patients. The reason this study concentrated on ASFMR1-TV2 (ﬁgure 2) was because small
unpublished studies suggested that this splice variant of the
ASFMR1 transcript might be associated with neurologic
symptoms in FXTAS men. This study reports elevated levels
of ASFMR1-TV2 in FXTAS and a loss of AGG interruptions
in men with FXTAS. In addition, this study also showed that
the FXTAS-RS and Neuropathy Scale scores were higher in
patients with FXTAS compared with PMCs and NCs. We
were not able to distinguish between PMCs and FXTAS with
pairwise comparisons of ASFMR1-TV2, nonspliced ASFMR1,
total ASFMR1, or total FMR1.
Although we found that ASFMR1-TV2 and lack of AGG were
more common in FXTAS, the power to discriminate between
PMCs and FXTAS was not high enough to use alone diagnostically or in a predictive manner. This may be because
our sample sizes were too small overall. Some of the groups,
such as the PMC men without FXTAS and the FXTAS
women group did not have many participants. Because the
disease is highly penetrant in men, it was diﬃcult to recruit
PMC men without FXTAS. Women with FXTAS were also
diﬃcult to recruit because there is a lower prevalence in
women. The published criteria for FXTAS3,4 were followed,
and because the women have milder features than men with
FXTAS, many of them needed either the middle cerebellar
peduncle sign or brainstem white matter lesions to qualify for
probable FXTAS. Thus, the strict application of the diagnostic
Neurology.org/NG

criteria leads to the high number having the MCP sign rather
than our population of FXTAS women being diﬀerent from
the populations that have been published in the past. Alternatively, the patterns of relationships found may indicate that
regardless of the sample size, elevated RNA products from the
repeat-containing gene are a phenomenon more related to
just the presence of a premutation, rather than reﬂecting
a threshold of abnormal RNAs at which symptoms occur.
RAN translation has been described in FXTAS as a potential
additional mechanism of toxicity independent of the presumed RNA toxicity. Measurement of RAN translation
products could be more closely correlated with amount and
on the time of the onset of symptoms. Additional studies may
be warranted to combine molecular and other biomarkers,
such as examination, imaging, or laboratory markers, to increase the positive predictive value and the clinical utility.
Both AUG-initiated and repeat-associated non-AUG (RAN)
translation have been shown to occur from ASFMR1 CCG
repeats.28 Associated transcripts are capable of forming strong
secondary structures in vitro, either RNA hairpins or
G-quadruplexes, and are important to the process underlying
RAN translation. It is yet unknown if secondary structures
linked to ASFMR1-TV2 may also be linked to RAN translation and whether toxicity occurs from the expression of
proteins generated from translation of this variant. Pilot work
from our research group suggests an association between the
lack of AGG interspersions in FMR1 PMCs and higher rates
of neurologic signs, which was conﬁrmed in this study. It is
Neurology: Genetics | Volume 4, Number 4 | August 2018
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recognized that the results regarding the lack of AGG interruptions may represent instead a relationship with the longest
pure CGG repeat size. The loss of AGG interruptions is seen
in PMCs at a much higher rate than NCs because it makes
these repeats more unstable and hence more likely to expand
meiotically and (presumably) somatically in tissues. Similarly,
one would presume that PMCs with fewer AGG interruptions
would have larger pure repeats. Then, these larger pure
repeats are associated with enhanced transcription of the
FMR1 and ASFMR1 loci because of changes in local
chromatin.29,30 Additional studies are needed to determine
which factor is responsible for the association.
It is important to ﬁnd molecular markers that can serve as
screening tools and increase diagnostic certainty, not only to
help families of patients at risk of disorder but also to enable
drug discovery, so timely treatment can be implemented.
Both PMCs and FXTAS participants had elevated levels of
ASFMR1 splice variant 2, and loss of AGG interruptions was
associated with FXTAS in men. These markers may have
utility if combined with other predictive factors to better
predict who will get FXTAS. Additional work also needs to be
done to determine the contribution to the mechanism of
CCG-mediated toxicity in PMCs.
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Abstract
Objective
To determine the natural history of contrast acuity in Friedreich ataxia.
Methods
In the Friedreich Ataxia–Clinical Outcome Measures Study, participants (n = 764) underwent
binocular high- and low-contrast visual acuity testing at annual study visits. Mixed-eﬀects linear
regression was used to model visual acuity as a function of time, with random intercepts and
slopes to account for intraindividual correlation of repeated measurements. A time-varying
covariate was used to adjust for diabetes, and interaction terms were used to assess for eﬀect
modiﬁcation by GAA repeat length, disease duration, and other variables.
Results
Across a median of 4.4 years of follow-up, visual acuity decreased signiﬁcantly at 100% contrast
(−0.37 letters/y, 95% conﬁdence interval [CI]: −0.52 to −0.21), 2.5% contrast (−0.81 letters/
year, 95% CI: −0.99 to −0.65), and 1.25% contrast (−1.12 letters/y, 95% CI: −1.29 to −0.96
letters/year). There was a signiﬁcant interaction between time and GAA repeat length such that
the rate of decrease in visual acuity was greater for patients with higher GAA repeat lengths at
2.5% contrast (p = 0.018) and 1.25% contrast (p = 0.043) but not 100% contrast. There was no
eﬀect modiﬁcation by age at onset after adjusting for GAA repeat length.
Conclusions
Low-contrast visual acuity decreases linearly over time in Friedreich ataxia, and the rate of
decrease is greater at higher GAA repeat lengths. Contrast sensitivity has the potential to serve
as a biomarker and surrogate outcome in future studies of Friedreich ataxia.
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Glossary
CI = conﬁdence interval; FA-COMS = Friedreich Ataxia–Clinical Outcome Measures Study; FRDA = Friedreich ataxia; IQR =
interquartile range.

Friedreich ataxia (FRDA) is the most common inherited
cause of ataxia.1 Optic neuropathy is a well-known but underrecognized clinical manifestation of FRDA.2–5 Although vision loss is initially mild,6–8 it becomes more prominent as the
disease progresses, and there are numerous reports of patients
who experience dramatic subacute vision loss similar to Leber
hereditary optic neuropathy.9–11

binocularly using the 2.5% and 1.25% Low-Contrast Sloan
Letter Charts at a distance of 2 m (Precision Vision, LaSalle,
IL) using a protocol developed to measure visual dysfunction
in MS and Friedreich ataxia,17 and the total number of letters
correctly identiﬁed at each level of contrast was recorded.
Visual acuity was measured by trained technicians, and participants wore their standard refractive correction for distance.

Low-contrast letter acuity is a well-established clinical correlate of optic nerve disease across multiple neurologic disorders, and in FRDA, it has been found to be associated with
predictors of disease severity such as age and GAA repeat
length; non-neurologic measures of disease severity such as
the presence of diabetes, hearing loss, and cardiomyopathy;
and neurologic measures of disease severity such as the
Friedreich ataxia rating scale, timed 9-hole peg test (9HPT),
and timed 25-foot walk (T25W).12,13 Because contrast acuity
is easily and reliably measured, there is growing interest in its
use as a clinical predictor of disease severity and surrogate
outcome in clinical trials for FRDA, particularly among more
aﬀected patients.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using STATA version 12
(College Station, TX). Multilevel linear regression models
were used to model visual acuity at both high and low contrast
as a function of time, with a random intercept and slope for
each participant to account for intraindividual correlation of
repeated measurements. Regression models were adjusted for
diabetes using a time-varying covariate to capture both those
who had diabetes at baseline and those who were diagnosed
with diabetes during the follow-up period. Modiﬁcation of the
eﬀect of time on visual acuity by GAA repeat length and age at
onset was assessed using interaction terms. The duration of
follow-up was highly variable, with many participants contributing only a single baseline visit and some contributing as
many as 12 years of follow-up. To assess for potential information bias due to diﬀerential follow-up, linear regression
models were constructed for the follow-up duration as
a function of baseline demographic characteristics.

However, the use of contrast acuity as a biomarker in FRDA is
limited by a lack of longitudinal data. To determine the natural history of contrast acuity in these patients, we performed
a longitudinal analysis of a large prospective cohort study of
patients with FRDA. We hypothesized that contrast acuity
would decrease linearly over time and that the rate of decrease
would be greater for patients with longer GAA repeat lengths
and earlier age at onset.

Methods
Standard protocol approvals, registration, and
patient consents
Institutional review board approval was obtained at each
participating site, and written informed consent was obtained
from all patients for participation in the study.
Study design
The Friedreich Ataxia–Clinical Outcome Measures Study
(FA-COMS) is an ongoing prospective cohort study of
patients with Friedreich ataxia being followed at one of 12
clinical sites since 2001.14–16 Baseline genetic conﬁrmation
was obtained via commercial or research testing, and information regarding age at onset and other medical comorbidities was collected. At each annual follow-up visit,
participants underwent contrast letter acuity testing using
retro-illuminated charts. High-contrast acuity was tested both
monocularly and binocularly. Low-contrast acuity was tested
2
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Results
At the time of this analysis, the FA-COMS cohort consisted of
764 patients, of whom 50.4% were female. The median age at
onset was 11 years (interquartile range [IQR]: 7–17), with
a median age at the baseline study visit of 23 years (IQR:
15–34). The smaller GAA allele had a median length of
666 repeats (IQR: 466–800), and the baseline prevalence of
diabetes was 5%.
Of the 764 patients in the cohort, 332 participated in a single
study visit and thus did not contribute data to the longitudinal
analysis. The remaining 432 patients were followed up for
a median of 5 visits over a median follow-up duration of 4.4
years (IQR: 2.0–6.3). At baseline, mean binocular visual
acuity at 100% contrast was 58.8 letters (IQR: 55–65) of
a maximum of 70, corresponding to a Snellen visual acuity
equivalent of 20/20, but 7.6% of patients had 20/40 acuity or
worse. This level of acuity generally qualiﬁes as “visually impaired” and would limit the ability to drive without restrictions in almost all US states. At 2.5% contrast, the mean
number of letters was 31 letters (95% CI: 25–42), and at
1.25%, it was 25 letters (95% CI: 14–33).
Neurology.org/NG

Figure 1 Difference in binocular 100% contrast acuity between baseline and follow-up visit

The sample size at each visit is indicated in
parentheses.

The mean diﬀerence in visual acuity between each follow-up
visit and the baseline study visit at 100%, 2.5%, and 1.25%
contrast (ﬁgures 1–3), respectively, demonstrated a generally
linear pattern of decrease, particularly at low contrast. In
diabetes-adjusted multilevel regression models, the average rate
of change in vision was −0.37 letters per year at 100% contrast
(95% CI: −0.52 to −0.21), −0.81 letters per year at 2.5% contrast (95% CI: −0.99 to −0.65), and −1.12 letters per year at
1.25% contrast (−1.29 to −0.96). These estimates did not
change after adjusting for sex, age at onset, or GAA repeat
length. However, the addition of interaction terms did reveal
a signiﬁcant interaction between the GAA repeat length and

time at low contrast but not high contrast. For each additional
tertile of GAA triplet repeat, the number of letters lost per year
increased by 0.26 letters (95% CI: 0.05–0.47) at 2.5% contrast
and 0.21 letters (95% CI: 0.006–0.41) at 1.25% contrast. There
was no signiﬁcant interaction between the age at onset and
time. Using these interaction terms, the predicted time to loss
of 7 letters of contrast acuity stratiﬁed by tertiles of GAA repeat
length and age at onset is shown in tables 1 and 2.
At the ﬁnal follow-up, mean binocular high-contrast acuity
was 57.2 letters, again corresponding to a Snellen equivalent
of 20/20. However, the percentage of patients who saw 20/40

Figure 2 Difference in binocular 2.5% contrast acuity between baseline and follow-up visit

The sample size at each visit is indicated in parentheses.

Neurology.org/NG
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Figure 3 Difference in binocular 1.25% contrast acuity between baseline and follow-up visit

The sample size at each visit is indicated in
parentheses.

or worse increased to 11.9%. Of the 65 patients who were seen
at 9 follow-up visits, 11 (16.9%) saw 20/40 or worse, and of
the 12 patients who were seen at all 11 follow-up visits, 4
(33.3%) saw 20/40 or worse.
Linear regression models were also constructed for the followup duration as a function of baseline demographic variables to
assess for information bias due to diﬀerential follow-up. In
univariate analyses, individuals with a history of hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy at baseline had an average of 0.90 less years
of follow-up than those without (95% CI: 0.37–1.42), and the
follow-up duration decreased with increasing GAA repeat
length (0.25 less years per quintile of higher GAA repeat
length, 95% CI: 0.07–0.42). Otherwise, there was no association between age at onset, age at diagnosis, sex, diabetes, or
scoliosis and follow-up duration.

Discussion
In this large prospective cohort study of patients with FRDA,
there is a signiﬁcant essentially linear decrease in low-contrast

Table 1 Estimated number of years to loss of 7 letters of
binocular 2.5% contrast acuity stratified by
minimum GAA repeat length and age at onset

4

acuity over time that is greater in subjects with higher GAA
repeat lengths. High-contrast acuity is also aﬀected, but this
becomes apparent only at longer follow-up intervals. This
reduction in low-contrast acuity but sparing high-contrast
acuity likely reﬂects subtle optic nerve dysfunction. Contrast
sensitivity also relies on higher-order cortical visual integration, and recent studies have found evidence of cognitive
impairment in FRDA including with visuospatial reasoning, so
it is possible that this reduction in low-contrast acuity is
multifactorial in etiology.18 However, cognitive impairment in
FRDA is extremely mild and detectable only by detailed
neuropsychological testing and thus is unlikely to aﬀect
contrast sensitivity. The fact that low-contrast acuity demonstrates a predictable decrease over time that depends on an
internal predictor of disease severity (namely, GAA repeat
length) supports its use as a potential biomarker in future
studies. As a biomarker, low-contrast acuity has the advantage
of being easily and reliably measured. This may be particularly
relevant for gene therapy, in which treatment delivery remains
a challenge, particularly for inherited CNS diseases. Development and validation of vision-based outcomes open the

Table 2 Estimated number of years to loss of 7 letters of
binocular 1.25% contrast acuity stratified by
minimum GAA repeat length and age at onset

Age at
onset, y

Minimum
GAA <510

Minimum
GAA 512-733

Minimum
GAA 738-1320

Age at
onset, y

Minimum
GAA <510

Minimum
GAA 512-733

Minimum
GAA 7381320

<8

22

8.6

5.3

<8

8.9

6.6

5.3

9–15

20

8.2

5.2

9–15

7.7

6.0

4.9

>16

18

7.9

5.1

>16

7.0

5.4

4.9
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door to retinal gene therapy as a potential proof of concept in
Friedreich ataxia and as a clinically relevant therapeutic
intervention.
Despite being one of the largest cohorts of its kind, our study
experienced sample size limitations, particularly at longer
follow-up intervals. Although this was primarily due to censoring (and possibly mortality, given the association between
hypertrophic cardiomyopathy and shorter follow-up duration) rather than loss to follow-up, this nevertheless introduces the potential for information bias. This becomes
particularly relevant when calculating the time to loss of 7
letters, as our estimates of low-contrast acuity at 5–10 years
are extrapolated from data collected primarily at 0–5 years.
Furthermore, although 7 letters of low contrast represent 1
line of Snellen acuity equivalent and has been validated as
a clinically meaningful outcome in MS and other patient
populations because it is associated with detectable reductions
in vision-related quality of life, it has not been speciﬁcally
validated in Friedreich ataxia. The degree of low-contrast
acuity loss is similar in Friedreich ataxia compared with MS,14
but this does not guarantee a similar reduction in visionrelated quality of life because long-standing impairment may
go unnoticed or be well compensated by early adaptive
mechanisms. A recent survey of patients with FRDA and their
families as part of a patient-focused drug development
meeting identiﬁed vision loss as a concern, particularly when
compounded on other sources of disability,19 and in this cohort, a notable proportion of the population had symptomatic
vision loss deﬁned as 20/40 or worse, especially later in the
disease course. However, future studies of low-contrast acuity
and vision-related quality of life are needed in Friedreich
ataxia if it is to be used as a biomarker or surrogate outcome.
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Abstract
Objective
To show the potential of a resource consisting of a genealogy of the US record linked to
National Veterans Health Administration (VHA) patient data for investigation of the genetic
contribution to health-related phenotypes, we present an analysis of familial clustering of VHA
patients diagnosed with Alzheimer disease (AD).
Methods
Patients with AD were identiﬁed by the International Classiﬁcation of Diseases code. The Genealogical Index of Familiality method was used to compare the average relatedness of VHA
patients with AD with expected relatedness. Relative risks for AD were estimated in ﬁrst- to
ﬁfth- degree relatives of patients with AD using population rates for AD.
Results
Evidence for signiﬁcant excess relatedness and signiﬁcantly elevated risks for AD in relatives was
observed; multiple pedigrees with a signiﬁcant excess of VHA patients with AD were identiﬁed.
Conclusions
This analysis of AD shows the nascent power of the US Veterans Genealogy Resource, in early
stages, to provide evidence for familial clustering of multiple phenotypes, and shows the utility
of this VHA genealogic resource for future genetic studies.
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Glossary
AD = Alzheimer disease; CI = conﬁdence interval; GIF = Genealogical Index of Familiality; ICD = International Classiﬁcation of
Diseases; PTSD = posttraumatic stress disorder; RR = relative risk; TBI = traumatic brain injury; UPDB = Utah Population
Database; VHA = Veterans Health Administration; VISN = Veterans Integrated Service Network.

The US Veterans Genealogy Project links a genealogy of the
United States with medical data for Veterans who use the
Veterans Health Administration (VHA) system. While still in
its infancy, at a current size of 63 million individuals with
genealogy data linked to 810,632 VHA patients, it is already
suﬃciently large for investigation of familial clustering for
many health-related phenotypes.1 With a resource that allows
identiﬁcation of individuals with a phenotype of interest, and
for which biological relationships are known, it is possible to
test for an underlying genetic predisposition.2 This resource
provides a unique opportunity to explore evidence for many
phenotypes and to identify a rich resource of extended highrisk pedigrees.
Using this unique VHA resource still under creation, we
present analysis of close and distant relationships among
individuals diagnosed with Alzheimer disease (AD). This
analysis of familial clustering in a population of US Veterans
shows signiﬁcant evidence for excess relatedness, signiﬁcantly
elevated risks in relatives, and identiﬁes multiple extended
high-risk pedigrees, conﬁrming evidence supporting a genetic
contribution to AD and displaying the potential of a powerful
new national resource for predisposition gene identiﬁcation.

Methods
US veterans genealogy
Genealogic data for over 63 million individuals gathered from
public sources have been linked to a US genealogy. This resource is currently based on collected genealogy data that to
date focused on Alaska, Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Hawaii,
Kansas, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Mexico, North
Dakota, South Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, Utah, Washington, Wyoming, and Massachusetts. Original sources used
to compile the genealogy data include vital records, church
records, censuses from 1850 to 1940, published genealogies,
cemetery records, including gravestone inscriptions, family
trees shared publicly online, oral history, and a variety of other
sources used by genealogists to compile family trees. The
demographic data for over 11 million Veterans using the VHA
System was record-linked to this US genealogy data using
GenMergeDB (pleiades-software.com), which has been used
to create, and link records to, multiple genealogic resources
for decades.1 Over 810,000 VHA patients were record-linked
to a unique individual in the genealogy using name, birthdate,
and relationship data. After record linking was accomplished,
no individual identifying data were used. The most important
genealogic data for individuals are that for ancestors. We selected those VHA patients who linked to good ancestral data
2
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to allow more precise matching of controls; ancestral data
allow us to identify more distantly related individuals in the
same generation. Of the 810,632 VHA patients with linked
genealogy data, 184,658 patients have genealogy data for at
least 8 of their immediate ancestors, including at least both
parents, all 4 grandparents, and at least 2 great grandparents
(many patients have much more genealogy data). These VHA
patients with at least 8 of their immediate ancestors were
analyzed here.
Standard protocol approvals, registrations,
and patient consents
Access to health data for the (unidentiﬁed) VHA patients with
linked genealogy was approved by the University of Utah and
Salt Lake Veterans Aﬀairs Institutional Review Board, and
approval was obtained from an oversight committee for the
VHA resource.
Although the construction of the US genealogy to date has
focused on genealogy sources with life events in the Western
states, and the resource represents less than 25% of the ﬁnal
US genealogy to be created, VHA patients born in every state
have been identiﬁed. Among the 810,632 Veterans who link
to the genealogy, there are patients identiﬁed in all the 18
VHA Veterans Integrated Service Networks (VISNs or
regions) across the United States. Of the 46% of the 810,632
linked VHA patients who have VISN data available, the largest
numbers of linked VHA patients were in VISN 16 (South
Central: 29,907), VISN 8 (Sunshine: 28,299), VISN 23
(Midwest: 25,618), and VISN 19 (Rocky Mountain: 23,291),
and the smallest numbers of linked patients were in VISN 5
(Capitol: 7,740), VISN 2 (Upstate New York: 7,813), and
VISN 3 (New York, New Jersey: 8,876). Among the 810,632
Veterans who link to the genealogy, there are 154,213 female
patients (19%); among the 184,658 patients with good ancestral data, 15% are female. A wide age range of VHA patients
linked to genealogy data, with birth years ranging from the
early 1900s to the 1990s. The birth year distribution of the
810,632 VHA patients who linked to any genealogy diﬀered
slightly from that of the 184,658 VHA patients who had
deeper ancestral genealogy data. Among the 810,632 linked
VHA patients, 11% were born before 1911, compared with
14% of the 184,658 VHA patients who linked to ancestral
data; 16% of all 810,632 VHA patients who linked to genealogy data were born in the 1960s to the 1990s, compared
with 9% of the 184,658 VHA patients with ancestral data.
These diﬀerences might be expected, given that males have
higher record linking rates than females because of fewer
name changes and that individuals born less recently can be
expected to have more descendants.
Neurology.org/NG

VHA patients diagnosed with AD
The VHA has used an electronic medical record system at
most VHA medical centers for inpatient and outpatient care
since 1994. These records provide a rich source of phenotype
data on the 11 million Veterans who use the system. International Classiﬁcation of Diseases (ICD) Revision 9 coding
was used to identify patients with AD (331.0).
Genealogical Index of Familiality
The Genealogical Index of Familiality (GIF) test is a wellestablished method for testing for excess relatedness. It was
developed for use with the Utah Population Database
(UPDB), the ﬁrst US genealogic resource used in research,2,3
and has previously been used to establish evidence for many
disease phenotypes, e.g., all cancer,4,5 asthma mortality,6 rotator cuﬀ disease,7 lumbar disc disease,8 Alzheimer mortality,9
and prostate cancer,10 among others. A similar method has
been used to establish evidence for familial clustering for
a variety of medical conditions in the Icelandic Genealogy
resource.11
The GIF statistic is a measure of the average pairwise relatedness for a set of individuals, for example, all VHA patients
with AD. The pairwise relatedness is measured using the
Malécot coeﬃcient of kinship,12 which is computed from
genealogy information to estimate genetic relatedness for
a pair of individuals. The coeﬃcient of kinship estimates the
probability that 2 alleles at a locus are identical by descent
(inherited from a common ancestor) in a pair of individuals.
All possible paths of relatedness are considered in the calculation. Most pairwise relationships in a large population-based
genealogy are genetic distance = 0 (unrelated). For related
pairs, the genetic distance increases with genetic distance, for
example, for parent and oﬀspring = 1, for siblings or for
grandparent/grandchild = 2, for avunculars = 3, for ﬁrst
cousins = 4, for second cousins = 6, and, similarly, for more
distant relationships. The GIF statistic is multiplied by 105 for
ease of presentation.
The GIF test compares the average pairwise relatedness of
a group of individuals to the expected average relatedness,
which is estimated for a group of similar individuals in the
population. The expected average pairwise relatedness for
a set of VHA patients can be estimated for a randomly selected
set of matched controls for the cases from the population of all
VHA patients with linked genealogy data; controls are
matched to cases for sex and 5-year birth year cohort. To
estimate the mean expected pairwise relatedness, 1,000 sets of
matched VHA controls were randomly selected and analyzed.
The empirical signiﬁcance of the GIF test was obtained by
comparing the case GIF statistic to the distribution of the
1,000 control GIF statistics. This comparison of average
pairwise relatedness tests whether the VHA patients with AD
have signiﬁcantly higher relatedness than expected in the
VHA population. The GIF test does not allow determination
of whether the familial clustering observed is due to environmental factors, genetic factors, or some combination. To
Neurology.org/NG

consider whether familial clustering might primarily be due to
shared exposures or behavior among close relatives, rather
than shared genetics, the GIF method includes a distant relatedness test (dGIF). The dGIF test is performed as for the
GIF test, but all relationships closer than third degree are
ignored. Thus, the dGIF test ignores relationships most affected by shared environment or behavior and tests for the
presence of excess distant relatedness only. Signiﬁcant evidence for excess distant relatedness is strongly suggestive of
a genetic contribution. The GIF statistic summarizes average
pairwise relatedness in a single measure.
The contribution to the GIF statistic can be quantiﬁed separately for the diﬀerent genetic distances observed among
pairs of cases and controls (ﬁgure 1). The genetic distance
measure represents, for example, 1 for parent/oﬀspring, 2 for
siblings or grandparent/grandchild, 3 for avunculars or similar, 4 for ﬁrst cousins or similar, 6 for second cousins or
similar, and so forth.
RRs in relatives
The estimation of relative risk (RR) in relatives provides
a more traditional mechanism for identifying evidence for
a genetic contribution. A genetic contribution to a phenotype
is supported when both close and distant relatives show evidence of elevated risk. First-degree relatives include parents,
siblings, or oﬀspring; second-degree relatives are the ﬁrstdegree relatives of ﬁrst-degree relatives (e.g., uncle, grandmother); third-degree relatives are the ﬁrst-degree relatives of
second-degree relatives (e.g., ﬁrst cousin, great grandchild),
and so forth. RRs were estimated for ﬁrst- to ﬁfth-degree
relatives of VHA patients diagnosed with AD as follows; all
relatives considered were also VHA patients. All 184,658
patients in the VHA genealogy with genealogy data including
at least 8 of 14 immediate ancestors were assigned to one of 67
cohorts based on birth year (in 5 years groups) and sex. The
cohort-speciﬁc rate of AD was estimated as the number of AD
cases in each cohort divided by the total number of linked
VHA patients in the cohort. Expected numbers of ﬁrst-degree
relatives with AD were estimated by counting the number of
relatives, all of whom were VHA patients with genealogy data,
by cohort (without duplication), multiplying by the rate of
AD in each cohort, and summing over all cohorts. Observed
numbers of AD cases among relatives were counted without
duplication. RRs were estimated for each degree of relationship (= observed/expected AD patients); 95% conﬁdence
intervals (CIs) for the RR were calculated using standard
methods.13
High-risk pedigrees
To identify high-risk pedigrees for AD, all relationships
among all VHA patients with AD were analyzed. Consideration of all ancestral vectors allowed identiﬁcation of clusters
of related cases; the nearest common ancestor was identiﬁed
for each independent cluster of related patients with AD. No
completely overlapping clusters were considered, but some
cases appeared in more than 1 cluster (or pedigree). For
Neurology: Genetics | Volume 4, Number 4 | August 2018
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Figure 1 Contribution to the GIF statistic by pairwise genetic distance for cases compared with the average for 1,000 sets of
matched controls

a given founder of a cluster of related patients, the number of
observed AD cases among the descendants of the founder
who were VHA patients was counted. To estimate the
expected number of patients with AD among the descendants,
all linked VHA patients among the descendants were counted
by cohort; the number of linked VHA patients in each cohort
was multiplied by the cohort-speciﬁc rate for AD (estimated
as described above) and summed over all cohorts. A comparison of the number of observed to expected linked AD
cases among the descendants in each cluster (pedigree) was
made; if a signiﬁcant excess of AD patients was observed (p <
0.05), the pedigree was termed high-risk.

summarizes the results of the GIF analysis for AD. The GIF
test summary includes the sample size (n), GIF statistic for
cases (case GIF), mean GIF statistic for 1,000 sets of controls
(mean control GIF), empirical signiﬁcance for comparison of
overall GIF (empirical GIF p), distant GIF statistic for cases
(case dGIF), mean dGIF statistic for controls (mean control
dGIF), and empirical signiﬁcance for comparison of dGIF
(empirical dGIF p). The average pairwise relatedness for the
4,117 patients with AD was higher than expected for the VHA
patient population (p < 0.001). When relationships closer
than third degree (ﬁrst cousins) were ignored, the average
pairwise relatedness of the patients with AD was still elevated
over expected relatedness (dGIF p < 0.001).

Results

Figure 1 shows the contribution to the GIF statistic by the
pairwise genetic distance for cases compared with averages for
the 1,000 sets of matched controls. The eﬀect of some data
censoring based on the nature of the VHA data available can
be observed in ﬁgure 1. Data censoring is present because

In the VHA resource, 4,117 Veterans with genealogy for at
least 8 immediate ancestors and who had an ICD-9 code
indicating AD were identiﬁed; 194 (5%) were female. Table 1

Table 1 GIF analysis in the VHA genealogy resource
Mean

Mean

Disease (ICD-9 code)

n

Case GIF

Control GIF

Empirical GIF p

Case dGIF

Control dGIF

Empirical dGIF p

AD (331.0)

4,117

0.23

0.15

<0.001

0.15

0.11

<0.001

Matched AD controls

4,117

0.15

0.15

0.449

0.10

0.11

0.720

Prostate cancer (185)

12,695

0.18

0.14

<0.001

0.12

0.10

0.003

Parkinson disease (332)

3,850

0.22

0.15

0.001

0.15

0.11

0.002

Random set of patients

5,000

0.09

0.13

1.000

0.06

0.09

1.000

Bold values indicate statistical significance.
Abbreviations: AD = Alzheimer disease; GIF = Genealogical Index of Familiality; ICD = International Classification of Diseases.
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diagnostic data for VHA patients were available only from
1994 to present. Because medical diagnosis was only available
for slightly more than 20 years (1994–2017), and because AD
is typically diagnosed in older ages, AD-aﬀected relatives who
are in the same generation (e.g., ﬁrst degree: siblings or third
degree: cousins) are the most likely to be observed; aﬀected
relatives in diﬀerent generations (which includes all secondand fourth-degree relatives, e.g., a grandparent and grandchild) are unlikely to be observed in this narrow window. As
the resource increases in size and years of data, this censoring
will be lessened.
To validate that control matching and selection represented
the VHA population and to demonstrate the overall baseline
relatedness of VHA patients, we randomly selected 1 set of
matched controls for the 4,117 patients with AD (termed
“matched AD controls” in table 1); we treated this set of
randomly selected VHA patients as a set of “cases” and performed GIF analysis to determine whether this single set of
controls diﬀered from 1,000 sets of matched controls (selected to match the single set of matched AD controls). This
original set of controls for patients with AD did not diﬀer in
expected relatedness from the set of 1,000 sets of matched
controls (GIF p = 0.449, dGIF p = 0.720, table 1).
Using the same methods, we also performed GIF analyses for
VHA patients diagnosed with 2 other common phenotypes
(prostate cancer and Parkinson disease) for purposes of
comparison to AD and for comparison of results for these
phenotypes reported from other resources. Prostate cancer
cases were identiﬁed with ICD-9 code 185, and Parkinson
disease cases were identiﬁed with ICD-9 code 332. The overall
GIF test and the distant dGIF test showed signiﬁcant excess
relatedness for both phenotypes (table 1). These analyses
conﬁrm previously published evidence of signiﬁcant excess
relatedness for both close and distant relationships for these 2
phenotypes from population-based genealogy resources in
Utah,4,5,14 Iceland11 and Scandinavia.15 In addition, to demonstrate that not all sets of VHA patients show greater than
expected excess relatedness, we randomly selected 5,000 VHA
patients with genealogy data and no associated phenotype.
Results for the GIF analysis of this random set of patients
indicate no excess relatedness (table 1).
RRs in relatives
Estimated RRs for AD among relatives of patients with AD
who are also VHA patients are shown in table 2, which displays degree relatedness, total number of relatives among
linked VHA patients (n), observed number of relatives with
AD who were VHA patients (obs), expected number of relatives with AD who were VHA patients (exp), RR, signiﬁcance (p value), and 95% CI for the RR (95% CI). RRs for AD
were signiﬁcantly elevated among ﬁrst- (RR = 1.82) and ﬁfthdegree relatives (RR = 1.22) of patients with AD who were
VHA patients and were elevated (RR = 1.06), but not signiﬁcantly (p = 0.380), among third-degree relatives. RR
results for second- and fourth-degree relatives are aﬀected by
Neurology.org/NG

data censoring issues, as discussed previously. This is apparent
when, for example, the diﬀerent types of ﬁrst-degree relatives
are considered separately; 558 of the 882 ﬁrst-degree relatives
identiﬁed were siblings, whereas only 274 were children and
50 were parents. Because only 5% of the VHA AD patients
were female, comparisons of eﬀects by sex were not possible.
For example, all the 41 aﬀected sibling pairs observed were
brothers, and both of the observed aﬀected children of affected parents were sons.
High-risk pedigrees
Two hundred forty-ﬁve high-risk AD pedigrees were identiﬁed
(p < 0.05), with at least 2 and up to 117 related VHA AD
patients. Figure 2 shows an example high-risk AD pedigree
identiﬁed in the VHA genealogy resource; only the descending
lines to the VHA AD patients are shown. The pedigree includes
6 related VHA AD patients, only 1.2 AD cases were expected
among the descendants who were VHA patients (p = 0.0012).
The pedigree founder was born in Pennsylvania in the late
1700s and has almost 6,000 descendants in the genealogy; 67
descendants are VHA-linked patients.

Discussion
The VHA Genealogy Resource is a unique resource that
continues to grow and improve. We used this partially constructed US genealogy of over 63 million individuals linked to
almost 1 million patient records representing all VHA local
areas to show the potential for genetic analyses, using AD,
a complex disease, as an example. The Alzheimer’s Association (2015) has reported that AD is the sixth leading cause of
death in the United States. The annual cost of dementia in the
United States has been estimated to be $215 billion in 2010
and is expected to double by 2040.16 One study17 projected
13.8 million people diagnosed with AD dementia by 2050 in
the United States. Although old age is the primary risk factor
for AD, a genetic contribution to AD predisposition is also
well recognized.18 Mutations in AβPP, Presenilin 1, and
Presenilin 2 have been implicated in familial or early-onset
AD; the APOE e4 allele is a major genetic risk factor for AD;
and other genetic risk factors involving lipid metabolism and
immune function are recognized.19–22
Both traumatic brain injury (TBI) and posttraumatic stress
disorder (PTSD) have been linked to an increased risk of AD
and other dementias, and both are “signature injuries” of
individuals serving in the Iraq and Afghanistan conﬂicts.23,24
Although AD is recognized as an important public health
issue, the association of these military-related injuries with AD
makes it of particular importance among military health
issues. The association of TBI and PTSD with an increased
risk of AD suggests that it may be valuable to identify those
military personnel at high risk of AD and to develop interventions that could limit the progression or onset of disease.
The results of this analysis of the VHA population, in combination with similar studies, suggest that there is a genetic
contribution to AD and that predisposition can already be
Neurology: Genetics | Volume 4, Number 4 | August 2018
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Table 2 Estimated RRs for AD among first-to fifth-degree relatives of patients with AD in the VHA genealogy resource
Degree relatedness

n

obs

exp

RR

p Value

95% CI

First degree

882

45

24.7

1.82

0.0001

1.33–2.44

1.99

4.7e

25

1.43–2.70

25

1.46–2.77

Sibling

558

41

20.6

527

41

20.1

2.04

2.8e

Parent

50

2

1.9

1.05

1.000

0.13–3.78

Child

274

2

2.2

0.90

0.617

0.11–3.25

Son

231

2

2.2

0.93

0.637

0.11–3.37

633

2

7.7

0.26

0.018

0.03–0.94

Grandparent

11

0

0.4

Grandchild

186

0

0.3

0.00

0.759

Father’s brother

28

0

1.1

Mother’s brother

27

1

1.2

0.86

0.674

Sister’s son

157

1

2.3

0.43

0.322

Brother’s son

133

0

1.6

0.00

0.213

Half-sibs

18

0

0.4

0.00

0.670

Father’s sister

2

0

0.1

0.00

0.931

Mother’s sister

3

0

0.03

0.00

0.967

Brother’s daughter

29

0

0.1

0.00

0.917

Sister’s daughter

39

0

0.2

0.00

0.820

1,226

37

34.9

1.06

0.380

0.75–1.46

984

37

33.4

1.11

0.289

0.78–1.53

Fourth degree

1,896

35

41.9

0.84

0.161

0.58–1.16

Fifth degree

4,517

152

124.6

1.22

0.016

1.03–1.43

Brother

Second degree

Third degree
First cousins

0.02–4.77

Bold values indicate statistical significance.
Abbreviations: AD = Alzheimer disease; CI = confidence interval; exp = expected number of relatives with AD who were patients with VHA; obs = observed
number of relatives with AD who were patients with VHA; RR = relative risk.

recognized through knowledge of family history of AD. As AD
predisposition genes are identiﬁed, increased risk may also be
recognized by screening.
Our analyses demonstrate signiﬁcant evidence for excess familial clustering of VHA patients with AD compared with
expected clustering in this population; signiﬁcantly elevated
RRs for AD in both close and distant relatives were observed,
and many pedigrees with a signiﬁcant excess of AD cases have
been identiﬁed. This combined evidence conﬁrms a heritable
contribution to the observed familial clustering of AD. The
pedigrees we identiﬁed suggest a highly elevated risk among
some families. Such pedigrees are the ideal starting point for
whole-genome sequence–based approaches to the identiﬁcation and characterization of rare high-penetrance variants.
In addition to the evidence presented for excess relatedness of
individuals diagnosed with AD, using the same methods, we have
6
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replicated published evidence for excess familial relatedness for 2
other common phenotypes to generalize validation of the resource. The 2 common disease phenotypes examined (prostate
cancer and Parkinson disease) have previously been recognized
to have a heritable component in other populations. Analysis of
the VHA genealogy resource conﬁrmed signiﬁcant evidence for
excess relatedness for both phenotypes; these results additionally
validate the US VHA Genealogy Resource in terms of data
quality and power for analysis of familial clustering.
There are limitations to this analysis. It is optimal to match
controls based on all characteristics that might aﬀect record
linking or that are associated with the phenotype examined;
we know that birth year, sex, and birth state (Utah or not)
aﬀect the overall relatedness of individuals in the similar
UPDB genealogic resource that represents the Utah population.2 For this analysis of the VHA resource, matching was
performed only for birth year and sex. Although the rate of AD
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Figure 2 Example high-risk AD pedigree identified in the VHA resource

Male founder has 2 marriages as does male grandson of the founder’s first marriage; fully shaded are AD cases.

was similar (2%) in both the 810,632 VHA patients linking to
any genealogy and the 184,658 VHA patients with at least 8 of
their immediate ancestors, the VHA patients with at least 8 of
their immediate ancestors had a slightly lower rate of females
and represented a population born slightly later than all VHA
patients who linked to genealogy. It is not clear what eﬀect
these slight diﬀerences might have had on the results. Historically, race data have not been stored for the majority of
demographic records in the VHA system, and so was unavailable. In future, as more data become available, we propose to use data including birth state, VISN, occupational
exposures, rank, and socioeconomic status, for example, for
matching.
Data censoring is also an issue for this resource. VHA cases
who fail to link to genealogy data are censored, as are diagnoses made outside the VHA system, or before 1994. This
censoring of cases might aﬀect the estimation of rates of AD;
however, because rates were estimated for the entire linked
population of VHA patients and were only used as relative
comparisons, this censoring is not expected to aﬀect results or
tests of hypotheses. The overall rate of AD among all VHA
patients with linked genealogy data was 2.2% (4,117/
184,658). AD rates ranged from ;5% among male patients
born before 1925 decreasing to 0.1% in male patients born in
the 1960s, with rates of ;3% in females born before 1925
decreasing to 0.1% in female patients born in the 1950s.
In addition, genealogy data may not always represent biological relationships. However, such censoring is assumed to
be independent of phenotype and equally aﬀects both cases
and controls. Finally, the data set is limited to primarily males,
individuals who are part of groups who have shared genealogic
data, and veterans who used the VHA system; this is true of
both cases and controls, but may have aﬀected results. The
familial clustering methods presented are very robust to data
censoring. Controls are VHA patients, matched for sex and
birth year, and are required to have linkage to genealogy data
of similar quality and quantity as cases. It is diﬃcult to
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conceive of a mechanism by which signiﬁcant excess relatedness would exhibit itself in the VHA resource in the
absence of any true heritable component. Because of censoring, it is much more likely that the evidence of excess
relatedness presented is conservatively estimated. The relatedness analysis of a set of matched controls considered as
cases and the results for the 5,000 random VHA patients with
no selected phenotype both demonstrated that the analysis
method appropriately observes no evidence for familial clustering for these examples.
The methods presented are robust to misclassiﬁcation of
cases. False negatives (missing identiﬁcation of true VHA AD
cases) could result in failing to observe evidence for excess
relatedness; this did not occur. False positives, even at a very
high rate, could only aﬀect this familial clustering analysis if
the assignment of the incorrect diagnosis of AD in a VHA
patient occurred more often among close and distant relatives
of AD cases than among all VHA patients. This is unlikely,
given the US-wide coverage of VHA patients represented and
the distance of the genetic relationships providing evidence of
excess clustering.
This VHA Genealogy Resource represents what we believe is
already the largest genealogy linked to phenotype data based
on its current size of over 63 million individuals and its linkage
to medical data for over 810,000 VHA patients. This resource
is still under construction; we estimate that the eventual size
of this US genealogy will exceed 300 million individuals, with
40%–60% of the 11 million VHA patients with demographic
data linked to genealogy. The analysis of the clustering of AD
presented here is 1 example of the utility of the resource for
genetic studies. The utility of this resource includes (1)
demonstration of evidence for a genetic contribution to predisposition to many health-related phenotypes not commonly
observed in other populations; (2) identiﬁcation and study of
high-risk pedigrees informative for predisposition gene identiﬁcation; (3) estimation of family history–based risk of any
disorder of interest, which may be widely applicable to the US
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population; and (4) identiﬁcation of both high- and low-risk
individuals for any phenotype of interest for epidemiologic
studies or clinical trials, among others. This resource may be
uniquely powerful for analysis of phenotypes that are rarely
observed and highly associated with military service and may
have an underlying genetic contribution (e.g., PTSD).
Clearly, this resource will improve in 2 distinct ways. Expansion of the genealogy data to all states is in progress. Second,
there is enormous potential to reﬁne the phenotypes analyzed. The use of ICD-9 diagnostic coding to identify individuals with a phenotype is not optimal; such coding has other
purposes than research and may misrepresent the phenotype
in both directions (false positives and false negatives). Future
analysis of this resource will dictate more reﬁned phenotype
deﬁnitions. The Electronic Medical Records and Genomics
Network has demonstrated the beneﬁt of more robust analysis using multiple components of the medical record.25 Use
of natural language processing algorithms from text data in
medical notes may allow better identiﬁcation of phenotypes
on a large scale. The VHA is well positioned to take advantage
of these methods, speciﬁcally using the VHA Informatics and
Computing Infrastructure resource.
In conjunction with the recent Million Veterans Program
sponsored by the VHA, which is collecting and storing DNA
and demographic and risk data for 1 million VHA patients,
extremely powerful genetic studies will soon be possible. With
the future additions of genotypes, exposure data, and other
data that are envisioned, this VHA genealogy/phenotype resource will allow informative genetic studies that include relationship data on an extremely large scale, including gene by
environment analyses, and analysis of other medical conditions related to service, which cannot be studied in most
populations.
An initial genetic analysis of AD has been presented using
a powerful new and growing national resource linking genealogy and medical data. AD was selected as the example
phenotype, given that it is a major health issue in the United
States and the world and may be an important issue for the
VHA in light of reported associations of AD with trauma. The
analyses conﬁrmed evidence for an inherited component to
AD risk, identiﬁed a current resource of high-risk pedigrees
that could be used for predisposition gene/variant identiﬁcation, and conﬁrmed the power and utility of this VHA resource for genetic studies of complex human disease.
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Abstract
Objective
To describe the clinicopathologic, molecular, and transmissible characteristics of genetic prion
disease in a young man carrying the PRNP-G114V variant.
Methods
We performed genetic, histologic, and molecular studies, combined with in vivo transmission
studies and in vitro replication studies, to characterize this genetic prion disease.
Results
A 24-year-old American man of Polish descent developed progressive dementia, aphasia, and
ataxia, leading to his death 5 years later. Histologic features included widespread spongiform
degeneration, gliosis, and infrequent PrP plaque-like deposits within the cerebellum and
putamen, best classifying this as a Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD) subtype. Molecular typing
of proteinase K-resistant PrP (resPrPSc) revealed a mixture of type 1 (;21 kDa) and type 2
(;19 kDa) conformations with only 2, rather than the usual 3, PrPSc glycoforms. Brain
homogenates from the proband failed to transmit prion disease to transgenic Tg(HuPrP) mice
that overexpress human PrP and are typically susceptible to sporadic and genetic forms of CJD.
When subjected to protein misfolding cyclic ampliﬁcation, the PrPSc type 2 (;19 kDa) was
selectively ampliﬁed.
Conclusions
The features of genetic CJDG114V suggest that residue 114 within the highly conserved palindromic region (113-AGAAAAGA-120) plays an important role in prion conformation and
propagation.
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Glossary
BH = brain homogenate; CJD = Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease; DPBS = Dulbecco phosphate-buﬀered saline; DWI = diﬀusionweighted imaging; gCJD = genetic CJD; GFAP = glial ﬁbrillary acidic protein; GSS = Gerstmann-Sträussler-Scheinker; IBH =
infectious BH; IHC = immunohistochemistry; MMSE = Mini-Mental State Examination; NBH = normal BH; PrPC = cellular
prion protein; PK = proteinase K; PMCA = protein misfolding cyclic ampliﬁcation; PTFE = polytetraﬂuoroethylene; sCJD =
sporadic CJD; SD = spongiform degeneration; WB = Western blot.

Prion diseases are rare transmissible neurodegenerative disorders that result from the accumulation of a misfolded isoform (PrPSc) of the cellular prion protein (PrPC).1 Several
subtypes are recognized based on their clinical, histopathologic, and PrPSc conformational phenotype.2 PrPSc conformation is approximated by the electrophoretic gel migration
pattern of proteinase K (PK)-resistant PrPSc (resPrPSc).
ResPrPSc from Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD) typically
displays an unglycosylated fraction that migrates at either
;21 kDa (PrPSc type 1) or ;19 kDa (PrPSc type 2),3 along
with 2 higher molecular weight monoglycosylated and diglycosylated PrPSc fractions. Experimental transmission of sporadic CJD (sCJD) and genetic CJD (gCJD) to transgenic
(Tg) mice that express human (Hu) PrPC has been useful to
prove transmissibility.4,5 The in vitro protein misfolding cyclic
ampliﬁcation (PMCA) assay has also been used to assess
transmission barriers and the propagation of PrPSc conformational subtypes between PrP species.6,7

Methods

Molecular studies
Western blot (WB) analysis was performed as previously
described.10 Brieﬂy, a 10% (wt/vol) brain homogenate (BH)
was prepared in lysis buﬀer (100 mM NaCl, 10 mM EDTA,
0.5% NP-40, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 10 mM Tris, pH 7.4)
or in lysis buﬀer with 100 mM Tris (100 mM NaCl, 10 mM
EDTA, 0.5% NP-40, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 100 mM
Tris, pH 8.0) and incubated for 1 hour at 37°C with 20 or
100 μg/mL of PK (Sigma-Aldrich), followed by termination
of the reaction with 2 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl ﬂuoride
(Sigma-Aldrich). Samples were then diluted 1:1 with 2X
Laemmli sample buﬀer (Bio-Rad) and denatured at 100°C for
10 minutes prior loading onto 12%, 14%, or 15% polyacrylamide gels. For experiments with PMCA, aliquots of
“PMCA+” and “PMCA−” (see below) were incubated with
either 100 or 50 μg/ml PK, depending on whether
Tg(HuPrP) or Tg(HuPrPGlyKO) was used as the substrate.
Incubation with PK was performed at 40°C for 60 minutes
with shaking. After denaturation (at 100°C for 10 minutes),
samples were precipitated with prechilled methanol (1:10
dilution) sonicated, and loaded onto a 15% Tris-Glycine
precast gel (Bio-Rad). Proteins were transferred to polyvinylidene diﬂuoride membranes, probed with mAb 3F4 for 2
hours at 1:40,000 dilution12 followed by incubation with
a horseradish peroxidase–conjugated goat antimouse secondary Ab for 1 hour at 1:3,000 dilution. After incubation
with a chemiluminescence substrate (Pierce or Amersham
Biosciences), signal was recorded with a Bio-Rad XRS digital
document imager or visualized on Kodak ﬁlms.

Histopathology
Histopathology and immunohistochemistry (IHC) of
formalin-ﬁxed, formic acid–treated brain tissue were performed, as described previously.10 Hematoxylin and eosin
staining was performed on 5-μm sections, whereas IHC to PrP
and glial ﬁbrillary acidic protein (GFAP) was performed on 8μm sections. Each section was deparaﬃnized, rehydrated, and
immersed in tris-buﬀered saline with Tween 20 before incubation with the EnVision Flex Peroxidase Blocking Reagent
(Dako). For PrP immunostaining, sections were incubated
with hydrochloric acid (1.5 mmol/L) and microwaved for 15
minutes, probed with monoclonal antibodies (mAb) 3F4 (1:
1,000)11 or GFAP (1:20,000) (Sigma-Aldrich) for 60
minutes, and then washed and incubated with Envision Flex/

Protein misfolding cyclic amplification
BH from 2 distinct Tg mouse models were used as the substrate in PMCA. Tg(HuPrP) mice are hemizygous for human
PrPC, which expresses PrPC with methionine (M) at codon
129 (i.e., PrPC-129M) on a PrPC null background (PrP−/−), at
;8 × normal level of PrPC.13 The TgNN6h line, hereafter
designated Tg(HuPrPGlyKO), expresses human PrPC with 2
point mutations that eliminate 2 N-linked glycosylation sites
on human PrPC (codons 181 and 197), in which asparagine
(N) is replaced by glutamine (Q) (PrP-N181Q/N197Q).14
These mice are homozygous for the transgene that is
expressed at ;0.6-fold that of normal mouse brain PrP levels.
Brains harvested from 1.5-month-old healthy Tg mice were
perfused with 5 mM EDTA in 1X Dulbecco phosphate-buﬀered

Approximately 10% of prion diseases result from an autosomal dominant sequence change within the coding segment of
the PRNP gene.2 A single nucleotide change within codon
114, resulting in a valine (V) substitution of glycine (G), has
been reported in a family from China8 and Uruguay.9 We
report an American case and his father. Several features of
gCJDG114V, including an early onset with possible incomplete
penetrance, an atypical glycosylation pattern of PrPSc and,
most strikingly, poor transmissibility to Tg(HuPrP) mice, all
of which underscore a key role for residue 114 in prion
conformation and propagation.

2

horseradish polymerase polymer for 30 minutes (Dako) before visualization of the immunoreactivity with Envision Flex
3,39-diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride (Dako).
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saline (1X DPBS). Ten percent normal BH was prepared in
conversion buﬀer (150 mM NaCl, 1% Triton X-100, 1X
Protease Inhibitor Cocktail in 1X DPBS) and centrifuged at
800 × g at 4°C for 1 minute. The collected supernatants
(hereafter designated as NBH) were used as the “substrate”
for the PMCA reaction. BH from the frontal cortex of the
proband, used as “seed” (hereafter identiﬁed as infectious BH
or IBH), was prepared following the same procedure used to
generate the NBH.
PMCA was performed as previously described with few modiﬁcations.15 The NBH from Tg(HuPrP) or Tg(HuPrPGlyKO)
and IBH from the proband or control cases of sCJD were
mixed in a 9:1 ratio in a test tube, in the presence of 0.05%
digitonin detergent (Sigma-Aldrich) and one 2.38 mmdiameter polytetraﬂuoroethylene bead (McMaster-Carr).
One aliquot of the NBH-IBH mixture was subjected to
PMCA (PMCA+), and one aliquot was stored at −80°C and
used as the negative control (PMCA–). PMCA reactions were
carried out in a programmable sonicator (Misonix Sonicator
S-4000; Misonix Inc, Farmingdale, NY) for a total of 96 cycles
of sonication. Each cycle consisted of 30 seconds of sonication
(Amplitude 98, wattage 230–250) and 29.5 minutes of incubation at 37°C.
Standard protocol approvals, registrations,
and patient consents
Human-related studies were conducted under an approved
University of Chicago Institutional Review Board protocol
(#9713), and animal studies were performed under an approved University of Chicago Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee approval of protocol (#70735).
PRNP gene analysis

DNA was extracted from whole blood, and the entire coding
segment of the PRNP gene was ampliﬁed by PCR using
previously reported primers10 and bidirectional sequencing
using an automated sequencer.
Prion transmissions

Fresh-frozen brain from the frontal cortex was homogenized
in 1X phosphate buﬀered saline to a ﬁnal concentration of 1%,
as previously described.16 Tg mice expressing human PrPC
with Met coding at residue 129 on a mouse PrP knock-out
background (i.e., Tg[HuPrP-129M]Prnpo/o) were previously
constructed and described elsewhere.13 Mice were anesthetized with a xylazine/ketamine mixture, the head ﬁxed in
a small animal stereotaxic instrument (Kopf) and intracerebrally inoculated with BH, directly through the scalp, as
described previously.13 Typical symptoms of prion disease in
mice, including reduced spontaneous movement, scruﬀy coat,
hunched back, and progressively unsteady gait, were monitored every other day. When symptomatic and near-terminal,
mice were killed and their brains harvested, freshly hemisectioned, half frozen in dry ice, and half ﬁxed in 2% formalin.
All mouse studies were approved by the Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee before study.
Neurology.org/NG

Results
Case report
A 24-year-old right-handed white man with no known medical
history except for a mild learning disability developed general
and episodic anxiety, intermittent confusion, fatigue, memory
impairment, and slurred speech ;1 year before seeking medical
attention. Initial neurologic evaluation demonstrated mild
hypomimia, ﬁnger agnosia, and ﬁne bilateral hand tremor. A
neuropsychological battery revealed a full-scale IQ of 73, impaired attention, concentration, memory, and mild-to-moderate
executive dysfunction. An EEG showed paroxysmal diﬀuse 4–5
Hz slow activity, with occasional sharp wave–like morphology.
An extensive workup included routine laboratory tests for dementia, in addition to antithyroid antibodies, a paraneoplastic
panel that included NMDA and GAD65 antibodies, amino acid
proﬁle, and heavy metal testing, all of which were negative. CSF
cell count, glucose, protein, angiotensin converting enzyme level,
VDRL, Lyme PCR, total tau, phosphorylated tau, Aβ42, and 143-3 protein were within normal range or negative, as was bacterial, acid-fast bacilli, and fungal cultures. Brain MRI was
reported as normal.
Over the next year, he became more withdrawn, declined cognitively, developed progressive clumsiness, prominent wordﬁnding diﬃculty, and slowed motor skills that led to 3 car
accidents. At the time, he had a coarse hand and head tremor,
cogwheel rigidity of the limbs, stooped posture, and a mildly
spastic gait with impaired arm swing. He scored 20 of 30 on the
Mini-Mental State Examination.17 Fluorodeoxyglucose PET
exhibited decreased but symmetric cortical metabolism, more
pronounced in the posterior parietal, temporal, and occipital
regions, while thalamic uptake was similar to the cortex, and
there was a relative increase in metabolic activity in the basal
ganglia. Diﬀusion-weighted imaging (DWI) sequences on MRI
displayed restricted diﬀusion throughout the cortical ribbon, and
right, greater than left, cortical atrophy (ﬁgure 1, A and B). Over
the next 2 years, the patient developed global aphasia, choreiform
movements and myoclonus of the upper extremities, increased
axial rigidity, and severe gait ataxia, ultimately conﬁning him to
a wheelchair and eventual death 5 years from the initial onset of
symptoms, at age 29 years.
The proband’s father suﬀered a similar course, beginning at age
32 years, with progressive cognitive decline and prominent
aphasia that progressed to mutism, in addition to visual hallucinations, gait ataxia, postural instability, and generalized myoclonus. The brain MRI report noted “diﬀuse cerebral atrophy,
markedly out of proportion for age,” but ﬁlms were not available for review. He died at age 34 and underwent brain autopsy,
although PRNP gene sequencing was not performed at the
time. Tissue was unavailable for genetic testing, but limited
ﬁxed tissue was available for histologic staining.
Pathologic studies

Widespread spongiform degeneration (SD) and gliosis were
most severe in the frontal (ﬁgure 2A), temporal, and parietal
Neurology: Genetics | Volume 4, Number 4 | August 2018
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Figure 1 Brain MRI of the gCJDG114V proband during the 3rd
year of his disease

(not shown). IHC with anti-PrP mAb 3F4 revealed ﬁne,
diﬀuse PrP staining and occasionally larger granules within
the cerebral cortex (ﬁgure 2, M–O) and neostriatum (ﬁgure
2P), as well as plaque-like PrP deposits in the putamen and
cerebellum (ﬁgure 2, P and Q). IHC for GFAP in frontal and
temporal lobes revealed intense reactive astrogliosis
(ﬁgure 2R).
In a limited number of sections from the proband’s father, SD
was observed within the cerebral cortex and putamen (ﬁgure
2, G, H, and J), with sparing of the hippocampus, midbrain,
pons, medulla, and cerebellum (ﬁgure 2, I, K, and L).
Genetic studies

(A) DWI sequence shows restricted diffusion throughout the cortical ribbon
and within the caudate nuclei. (B) FLAIR sequence shows diffuse cortical
atrophy. DWI = diffusion-weighted imaging; FLAIR = fluid-attenuated inversion recovery.

cotices, and least severe in the occipital lobe and hippocampus
(ﬁgure 2, B and C). Severe SD was also present within the
putamen (ﬁgure 2D), but not the adjacent globus pallidus,
and within the medial nuclei of the thalamus, but not the
lateral thalamus (not shown). The midbrain, cerebellum
(ﬁgure 2, E and F), pons, and medulla were also devoid of SD

Sequencing the entire coding segment of the PRNP gene of
the proband revealed a heterozygous thymine substitution of
guanine at the second nucleotide of codon 114 (c.341G>T),
resulting in a change in coding from glycine (G) to valine (V)
(G114V) (ﬁgure 3A). The polymorphic codon 129, which is
known to confer susceptibility to prion disease, modify disease phenotype, and inﬂuence the conformation of PrPSc, was
homozygous for methionine (129MM) (ﬁgure 3). No other
alterations were detected. Although no genetic information
was available from the proband’s father, based on the early age
at disease onset and similarity of the presentation, we assumed
that he carried the same PRNP-G114V variant. A pedigree was
constructed, based on information provided by family members

Figure 2 Histopathology and immunohistochemistry of brain sections from the proband and proband’s father

(A–L) Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining of the proband (A–F) and proband’s father (G–L). (A–D) Severe spongiform degeneration (SD) affecting frontal lobe
(A) and putamen (D), and mild SD in the occipital lobe (B) and CA1 region of the hippocampus (C). (E–F) No SD affecting the midbrain (E) and cerebellum (F). (G,
H, J) Severe SD affecting the frontal lobe (G), and mild SD in the parietal lobe (H) and putamen (J). (I, K–L) No SD affecting the hippocampus (I), midbrain (K), and
cerebellum (L). Arrows in B, C, and J indicate SD. (M–Q) PrP immunostaining of the proband. (M and N) Diffuse PrP staining affecting the frontal lobe (M) and
subiculum (N); the arrow in (N) indicates a cluster of larger PrP granules of different size. (O) Intense PrP staining at the interface between the dentate gyrus
and Ammon horn (arrows); the inset depicts a high magnification of the area outlined by the dashed rectangle. (P and Q) Plaque-like PrP immunostaining in
the putamen (P) and cerebellum (Q); antibody: 3F4. (R) Intense gliosis (arrow) affecting the temporal cortex; antibody: GFAP.
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Figure 3 Gene sequencing and pedigree analysis

(A) Chromatogram segments of the PRNP gene
sequences surrounding the codon 114 sequence
alteration (*) and the polymorphic codon 129. A
guanine (G) to thymine (T) change at the second
nucleotide of codon 114, resulting in a valine (V)
substitution for glycine (G) at residue 114 of PrP.
The polymorphic codon 129 was homozygous for
methionine (Met). (B) Pedigree of the gCJDG114V
family. The proband (IV-A) and his father (III-B)
exhibited progressive dementia at young ages.
Sequencing of the PRNP gene of the proband (arrow) revealed the G114V variant. DNA from the
proband’s father was not available. No other family
members were reportedly affected. Sequencing
was performed on individuals marked with an asterisk, although none carried the G114V variant.
The polymorphic codon 129 status is represented
within each symbol. V = valine, M = methionine.
Numbers below symbols represent the age at
death or at the time of genetic testing. Square =
male; circle = female; slash = deceased; filled symbol = affected individual.

(ﬁgure 3B). The paternal grandmother (II-E) was alive at 81,
although the paternal grandfather reportedly died without
dementia at age 84 years and none of the father’s 6 siblings,
aged 40–59 years, developed a progressive neurologic disorder. A paternal uncle died of cancer at age 57 years (III-G)
and an aunt died 3 days after birth (IIIH). We sequenced the
coding segment of the PRNP gene of 5 unaﬀected family
members, including the paternal grandmother (II-E), 3 of
his father’s siblings (III-C, D, and E) and the proband’s sister
(IV-B). None carried the G114V variant, and the polymorphic codon 129 genotype was homozygous for Val
(129VV) in 4 members (II-E, III-C, III-D, and IV-B) and
129MV in 1 (III-E). Since the paternal grandmother (II-E)
was 129VV and the G114V change is on the 129M allele, the
grandfather would be predicted to have a 129MV genotype
and be a silent carrier of G114V on the 129M allele. However, surprisingly, the genotype of the proband’s aunt (III-E)
was 129MV with a normal 129M allele.
Typing of PrPSc

The PrPSc conformation enciphers the clinicopathologic
phenotype of prion disease.16,18 The gel mobility of resPrPSc
is an indirect measure of the PrPSc conformation. Although
easily detected by WB within each brain region tested, the
Neurology.org/NG

level of resPrPSc varied from highest in the parietal cortex to
lowest in the cerebellum (ﬁgure 4A). In contrast to the typical
resPrPSc of sCJD, resPrPSc from gCJDG114V lacked the
diglycosylated band, exhibiting only prominent monoglycosylated, and less prominent unglycosylated, resPrPSc
bands. In addition, compared with the ;21 kDa gel mobility
of unglycosylated resPrPSc from all other brain regions, initial
WB of resPrPSc from the frontal lobe showed a gel mobility of
;19 kDa, matching that of PrPSc type 2 (ﬁgure 4A). Following multiple extended electrophoretic runs, a doublet was
revealed, supporting the coexistence of PrPSc types 1 and 2 in
the frontal cortex (ﬁgure 4B).19 These ﬁndings were independently replicated at the University of Chicago and Case
Western Reserve University.
Transmission studies

Previous work shows that sequence homology between PrPSc
and PrPC at critical sites within PrP, especially at the polymorphic residue 129, is known to aﬀect the eﬃciency of
transmission.5,20 As such, we used Tg(HuPrP-129M) mice
that express human PrP with Met at residue 129, to match the
129 coding of the proband. Surprisingly, after nearly 700 days
following intracerebral inoculation with BH from the proband, no clinical signs of disease or histopathologic changes
Neurology: Genetics | Volume 4, Number 4 | August 2018
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Figure 4 Assessment of PrPSc type and transmissibility of gCJDG114V to Tg(HuPrP) mice

(A) WB prepared from brain homogenates (BHs) of the proband and control patient with sCJDMM1 probed with mAb 3F4. Equal total protein loads compare
several brain regions with a case of sCJDMM1 before (top) and after (bottom) proteinase K (PK) digestion to reveal PK-resistant PrPSc (resPrPSc). The
electrophoretic profile of untreated samples from gCJDG114V and sCJDMM1 appeared similar, although after digestion, all samples from the proband lacked
the diglycosylated band. The parietal lobe carried the highest level of resPrPSc. (B) WB showing coexisting resPrPSc types 1 and 2 in the frontal cortex (FC; lane
3), and type 1 in the occipital cortex (OC; lane 4) of gCJDG114V, compared with resPrPSc type 1 (lane 1) and type 2 (lane 2) from sCJDMM1 and sCJDMM2,
respectively. (C) Survival times (days) of Tg(HuPrP-129M) mice following intracerebral inoculation of 30 μL of 1% frontal cortex BH from the gCJDG114V proband
compared with sCJDMM1 (n = 6 mice per group). One mouse inoculated with gCJDG114V was killed 600 days after inoculation because of signs of aging,
although the remainder were healthy and without symptoms after nearly 700 days when they were killed. All Tg(HuPrP-129M) mice inoculated with sCJDMM1
died with signs of prion disease (rough coat, hunched back, and unsteady gait) at 161.7 ± 4.0 days. (D) WB of representative mouse brain samples confirming
the absence of resPrPSc in mice inoculated with gCJDG114V compared with the high level of resPrPSc in mice inoculated with sCJDMM1.

(not shown) were evident, whereas control Tg(HuPrP129M) mice inoculated with BH prepared from a case of
sCJDMM1 yielded eﬃcient transmission after 161.7 ± 4.0
days (ﬁgure 4C). WB prepared from inoculated mice revealed
no resPrPSc from mice inoculated with gCJDG114V compared
with robust levels of resPrPSc type 1 in mice inoculated with
sCJDMM1 (ﬁgure 4D).

Discussion

Protein misfolding cyclic amplification
Sc

We wondered whether propagation of PrP
from
G114V
could be demonstrated using PMCA because
gCJD
this technique allows for a more controlled setting that
might enhance prion propagation. BH from healthy
Tg(HuPrP-129M) and Tg(HuPrPGlyKO) mice was used as
the substrate in separate reactions with PrPSc from the
proband as the seed. The proband’s resPrPSc prepared in
conversion buﬀer and not subjected to PMCA conﬁrmed
the presence, under these conditions, of mixed PrPSc types 1
and 2 lacking the diglycosylated fraction (ﬁgure 5A). PMCA
reactions using Tg(HuPrP) as substrate ampliﬁed PrPSc
type 2, but not type 1. Only monoglycosylated and nonglycosylated bands were present, conﬁrming the absence of
a diglycosylated seed. Preferential PrPSc type 2 ampliﬁcation
was also observed using BH from Tg(HuPrPGlyKO) mice
6

that express a mutated form of human PrP that lacks
N-linked sugar chains at residues 181 and 197 (ﬁgure 5A).
As the control, PrPSc from sCJDMM1, with all glycoforms,
was robustly ampliﬁed using Tg(HuPrP) brain as the PrPC
substrate (ﬁgure 5B).
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We report the clinicopathologic, molecular, and transmissible
properties of gCJDG114V in an American-born individual of
Polish descent, with no known linkage to either of the 2
previously reported families from China and Uruguay.8,9 Although the proband and his father had a generally similar
course that included progressive dementia and aphasia, disease onset in the proband was marked by behavioral change,
primarily anxiety attacks, followed by extrapyramidal features,
myoclonus, and generalized ataxia. A similar course, with
behavioral changes, was described for most of the 5 aﬀected
members of the Uruguayan family, although ataxia was not
a feature. Ataxia was also not described in the Chinese family,
although aphasia was reported. DWI imaging of our proband
revealed widespread cortical and caudate hyperintensities,
although CSF 14-3-3 protein was negative. A similar pattern
Neurology.org/NG

Figure 5 Amplification of PrPSc by protein misfolding cyclic amplification (PMCA)

Brain homogenates prepared from the
frontal cortex of gCJDG114V and sCJDMM1
were used to seed the conversion of PrPC
into PrPSc. (A) After PMCA (+), the ;19-kDa
PK-resistant PrPSc (resPrPSc) fraction (*)
from gCJDG114V, but not ;21-kDa resPrPSc
(**), was amplified using PrPC from the
Tg(HuPrP) or Tg(HuPrPGlyKO) mouse brain.
Sporadic CJDMM1 and sCJDMM2 controls
were loaded for typing purposes. (B) After
PMCA (+), PrPSc from sCJDMM1 was efficiently amplified using PrPC from
Tg(HuPrP) as the substrate. PMCA (−) refers
to the same samples that were not subjected to PMCA reaction. The mAb 3F4 was
used to probe immunoblots. Similar
results were obtained from 3 independent
PMCA reactions.

of widespread DWI hyperintensity and negative CSF 14-3-3
protein was noted in the Chinese family proband, although
neither of these studies were provided in the Uruguayan
family report.
The early onset of our proband and his father compare well
with onsets ranging from 18 to 45 years in the earlier
reported families. Despite the early onset of disease, which
suggests high penetrance, 45- and 61-year-old asymptomatic
carriers of the G114V variant of PRNP were reported in the
Uruguayan and Chinese families, which suggests incomplete
or variable penetrance. Although our proband and his father
were the only 2 aﬀected family members, the G114V variant
was not detected in other members sampled, which limits
our ability to comment on penetrance. Based on the codon
129 genotypes, we suggest that the sequence alteration could
have either arisen de novo in the paternal grandfather’s
germline or that a nonpaternity event skewed the genetics of
this pedigree. However, the typically early onset and the lack
of disease in previous generations raise questions whether
anticipation or, more likely, other genetic or environmental
factors play a signiﬁcant role in disease manifestation linked
to this genetic variant.
The pathogenicity of the G114V variant is supported by its
position within the highly conserved palindromic segment
of PrP (113-AGAAAAGA-120) that features directly in the
formation of PrPSc and the PrPSc-PrPC complex that leads
to propagation of PrPSc.21 Although the G114V and A117V
variants lie within this palindrome, 3 other pathogenic
alterations (G131V, S132I, and A133V) lie slightly downstream, but still within the hydrophobic core that
extends from residue 113 to 134. Curiously, each of these
promotes a Gerstmann-Sträussler-Scheinker (GSS) disease
Neurology.org/NG

phenotype, deﬁned by the presence of multicentric PrP
amyloid plaques isolated to the cerebellum or diﬀusely
distributed throughout the cortex and deep nuclei.22–27
Globular PrP deposits were present within the cerebellum
and putamen of the proband, but these were sparse and
were not detected in his father or the 2 previously reported
gCJDG114V families.8,9
The gel mobility of resPrPSc is an indirect measure of PrPSc
conformation, which diﬀers among the major subtypes of
prion disease.2,28 The gel migration pattern of CJD-derived
resPrPSc typically includes 3 glycoforms that range from ;19
or 21 to 30 kDa, whereas GSS-associated resPrPSc has a single
nonglycosylated band of 7–16 kDa, representing N- and
C-terminally cleaved PrPSc. The resPrPSc associated with
A133V has not been reported, but that from A117V,29,30
S132I,22 and G131V24 conforms to the GSS pattern. That
from our proband migrates more characteristically as CJD,
despite the absence of the diglycosylated fraction. Of interest,
a similar pattern has been reported with the T183A,31
V180I,32 and P105S10 variants and in a single case of sCJD.33
Although the sequence changes at residues 180 and 183 could
directly interfere with nearby N-linked glycosylation sites at
residue 181, the distal location of residues 105 and 114, and
the occurrence of this resPrPSc type in a sCJD case, suggests
that the conformation of this rare PrPSc type favors selection
of the unglycosylated and monoglycosylated PrPSc isoforms.
Although we also found a mixture of ;19- and ;21-kDa
resPrPSc in our proband, this feature has been reported in as
many as ;40% of sCJD cases with the 129MM genotype19
and in rare cases of gCJDE200K 34 and gCJDD178N.35 Overall,
the clinicopathologic and molecular typing characteristics
best suggest that the PRNP-G114V variant should be categorized as a CJD subtype.
Neurology: Genetics | Volume 4, Number 4 | August 2018
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The lack of transmission of gCJDG114V to TgHuPrP mice
implies that the sequence change at residue 114 introduces
a barrier to transmission. Eﬃcient prion transmission has been
shown to depend on the balance of two critical determinants:
(1) sequence homology between PrPSc and PrPC at key sites of
association within the PrPSc-PrPC interface and (2) the ability
of PrPC to acquire the conformation of PrPSc. We can speculate
that the sequence alteration at residue 114 that sits within the
highly conserved palindrome represents a mismatch at an association site within the PrPSc-PrPC interface or the conformation of PrPSc induced by the G114V variant falls outside the
conformational repertoire that PrPC in TgHuPrP mice can
adopt. Although data are limited regarding the transmissibility
of disease resulting from other variants within the palindromic
region, we have not had success transmitting GSSA117V to
Tg(HuPrP) mice (unpublished observations). Whether this
relates to a universal feature of GSS to poorly transmit disease
compared with CJD36,37 or the sequence mismatch at residue
117, was addressed by 1 group that successfully transmitted
GSSA117V to a Tg mouse expressing the homologous sequence
change.38 In addition, a more recent study found that bank
voles are susceptible to GSS prions, suggesting that the sequence of bank vole PrPC can adopt the conformation of PrPSc
in GSSA117V despite the absence of homology at residue 117
between PrPSc and PrPC.39 Thus, the conformation of PrPSc
linked to the PRNP-G114V variant may, in fact, be the principal
barrier to transmission. The ﬁnding that PMCA ampliﬁcation
of this conformation was possible suggests that conditions of
this artiﬁcial system are more favorable for the PrPSc-PrPC
association that leads to propagation of PrPSc. However, despite the partially positive results, a conformational barrier to
prion propagation was still evident, based on the selective
ampliﬁcation of the 19-kDa resPrPSc fraction. Recent work
suggests that in the presence of 2 conformational subtypes of
PrPSc, PMCA favors ampliﬁcation of the least stable conformer,14 which is suggested to be the 19-kDa PrPSc fraction in
this case, based on its limited presence within the frontal lobes,
compared with the widespread presence of the 21-kDa
conformer.
Our ﬁndings demonstrate that the G114V variant of PRNP
promotes a CJD clinicopathologic phenotype linked to an
atypical PrPSc conformation that lacks the diglycosylated
fraction and is poorly transmissible to Tg(HuPrP) mice. Although the G114V variant of PRNP appears to be associated
with variable penetrance that is not yet well characterized, its
location within the highly conserved palindromic segment of
the hydrophobic core of PrP and the associated atypical
conformation of PrPSc are likely to contribute to the unique
properties of gCJDG114V prions that we observed. Overall,
these ﬁndings highlight the importance of this residue and the
palindrome in prion conformation and propagation and as
a potential target of therapy.
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Abstract
Objective
The SCN11A gene encodes the NaV1.9 sodium channel found exclusively in peripheral nociceptive neurons.
Methods
All enrolled participants were evaluated clinically by electrophysiologic studies, DNA sequencing, and punch skin biopsies.
Results
All aﬀected family members are aﬄicted by episodes of pain. Pain was predominantly nociceptive, but not neuropathic in nature, which led a diagnosis of ﬁbromyalgia in some patients.
All patients had normal ﬁndings in nerve conduction studies for detecting large nerve ﬁber
neuropathies and skin biopsies for detecting small nerve ﬁber pathology.
Conclusions
Unlike those patients with missense mutations in SCN11A, small ﬁber sensory neuropathy, and
neuropathic pain, the Arg225Cys SCN11A in the present study causes predominantly nociceptive pain with minimal features of neuropathic pain and undetectable pathophysiologic
changes of peripheral neuropathy. This ﬁnding is consistent with dysfunction of nociceptive
neurons. In addition, since nociceptive pain in patients has led to the diagnosis of ﬁbromyalgia,
this justiﬁes a future search of mutations of SCN11A in patients with additional pain phenotypes
such as ﬁbromyalgia to expand the clinical spectrum beyond painful small ﬁber sensory
neuropathy.
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1

Glossary
ALS = amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; CMT = Charcot-Marie-Tooth; CMTES = CMT Examination Score; CMTNS = CMT
neuropathy score; DP = diabetic polyneuropathy; EPS = episodic pain syndrome; IRB = institutional review board; NCS =
nerve conduction study; RAPS = Rheumatoid Arthritis Pain Scale.

Mutations in genes encoding voltage-gated sodium channels
(Nav) have been instrumental to the understanding of
mechanisms underlying pain. This has mainly involved 3
types of Nav—Nav1.7, Nav1.8, and Nav1.9. The key protein
element, α-subunit, of these Nav is encoded by SCN9A,
SCN10A, and SCN11A genes,1–3 respectively.
Genotype and phenotype associations have not been clear in
mutations of SCN11A. Three patients with L811P and
L1302F missense mutations develop congenital insensitivity
to pain.4,5 Other missense mutations (Ile381Thr, Lys419Asn,
Ala582Thr, Ala681Asp, Ala842Pro, Leu1158Pro, and
Phe1689Leu) were associated with painful sensory neuropathy.4 These 7 mutations were not veriﬁed through cosegregation analysis. Finally, 4 additional missense mutations
(Arg225Cys, Ala808Gly, Arg222His, and Arg222Ser) were
identiﬁed in 4 large Asian families and an Argentina family,6–8
each cosegregated with family members aﬀected by episodic
pain syndrome (EPS). However, EPS was not systematically
characterized; in particular, it is unknown whether these
patients have pathologic or electrophysiologic changes in
peripheral nerves.

In addition to medical history and neurologic examination,
the CMT neuropathy score10 was obtained from all patients.
The score comprised sensory/motor symptoms and physical
ﬁndings in limb sensation/muscle strength. The electrophysiologic portion of the score was omitted to produce the
CMT Examination Score (CMTES) and will be described
separately. The CMTES ranges from 0 to 28, with higher
scores indicating an increase in disease severity.
Nerve conduction studies
Nerve conduction study (NCS) data were acquired using
conventional methods.11 For motor nerves, the distal stimulation distances for motor conduction studies were 7 cm in the
arms and 9 cm in the legs. For the sensory nerves, the

Figure 1 Family pedigree and DNA sequencing results

The Arg225Cys mutation in SCN11A is predicted to aﬀect
the S4 voltage sensor domain. This domain consists of an
α-helix with positively charged amino acids such as arginine
and lysine that allow for ion exchange. Patch-clamp studies
have demonstrated increased conductance for mutant
Arg225Cys, with no eﬀect on activation or inactivation
potentials when compared with wild type.9
In this study, we report a family with the Arg225Cys missense mutation in SCN11A that exhibits no clinical and
pathophysiologic evidence of peripheral neuropathy, but
nociceptive pain. This disassociation suggests dysfunctional
nociceptive neurons by the mutation.

Methods
Patients
The aﬀected proband (0001) was initially evaluated at the
Vanderbilt Rheumatology Clinic for ﬁbromyalgia. She was
then referred to the Vanderbilt Charcot-Marie-Tooth (CMT)
clinic. The remaining 1 unaﬀected and 5 aﬀected family
members were enrolled and evaluated at the Clinical Research
Center at Vanderbilt University Medical Center (ﬁgure 1A).
This study was approved by the local institutional review
board (IRB). A written consent form was obtained from all
participants.
2
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(A) Family pedigree: filled shapes represent affected members, and unfilled
shapes represent unaffected members. The arrow points to the proband.
(B) Representative sanger sequencing traces were from an affected and an
unaffected participant. The box outlies the mutated nucleotide.
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stimulation distance was 14 cm for median, ulnar, and sural
nerves but 10 cm for the radial nerves.
DNA sequencing
The proband’s DNA was initially studied by targeted genepanel next-generation sequencing, a commercial diagnostic
service provided by Medical Neurogenetics (Atlanta, GA).
The panel (NGS400) covers 39 pain-related genes. Its technique was similar to what was described.12
DNA from blood cells was extracted from all other family
members using a commercial kit (#A1620; Promega, Madison, WI). DNA was then sequenced by Sanger sequencing for
the Arg225Cys mutation. Primers were designed as 59TCGATTTCACCTTGGAGGTC-39 and 59-CAGTTAGCACAGTGCCTGGA-39. PCR products were sequenced in
GenHunter Corporation (Nashville, TN).
Human skin biopsy and intraepidermal nerve
fiber density
This technique has been detailed before.13 In brief, punch skin
biopsies (3 mm in diameter) were obtained from the distal leg
and distal and proximal thigh of all participants. The tissues
were ﬁxed in ﬁxatives (4% paraformaldehyde). The tissues
were shipped to the coauthor’s (L.Z.) laboratory for processing. Epidermal nerve ﬁbers were stained with antibodies
against PGP9.5 and counted under light microscopy. The
experimenter who processed and counted the skin biopsies
was blinded to the patient’s ID and genotypic information.
Pain questionnaires
To characterize the nature of pain in the aﬀected family
members, we have identiﬁed 2 pain scales in the literature.
The Rheumatoid Arthritis Pain Scale was developed to evaluate nociceptive pain in patients with rheumatoid arthritis.14
Because of the features and the responsiveness of pain to
NSAIDs in our patients, this pain scale was considered to be
suitable. We omitted those questions speciﬁc for arthritis or
joint problems. The painDETECT scale was developed to
evaluate neuropathic pain and was able to distinguish neuropathic pain from nociceptive pain in previously published
studies.15–17 We reworded the questions to improve their
clarity for patients. The questionnaire is detailed in supplementary materials (links.lww.com/NXG/A60).
The pain scale was ﬁrst tested in patients with amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis (ALS) and diabetic polyneuropathy (DP).
The study was conducted on consecutively identiﬁed patients
with DP and ALS at the Vanderbilt Neurology Clinic over
a 12-month period. Participants were excluded if they were
younger than 18 years, if they had a coexisting medical condition that may cause signiﬁcant pain such as severe cervical or
lumbar spine disease, rheumatoid arthritis, or osteoarthritis,
or if they answered “no” for the ﬁrst question. We contacted
patients by telephone to administer the scale prospectively
after verbal consent was obtained. The scale was then applied
to the aﬀected family members with the mutation in SCN11A.
Neurology.org/NG

The neuropathic and nociceptive subscores were compared
using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. It should be clariﬁed that
this study is not aimed at validating new pain scales, but at
using the previously published scales to characterize the pain
features quantitatively.
Standard protocol approvals, registrations,
and patient consents
This project was approved by the Vanderbilt University IRB.
All patients consented to participation in this study.

Results
Patients present with pain that has episodic,
length-dependent, and inflammatory features
Clinical phenotypes
Patient II-5

This is a 29-year-woman with a chief complaint of chronic
pain. She came to the Vanderbilt Rheumatology clinic for
evaluation of ﬁbromyalgia. Pain is mainly concentrated in feet
but only 1 place at a time. She describes it as “deep, aching”
pain. It typically lasts from 15 to 30 minutes. It starts mildly
and then peaks. Aﬀected areas may be warm during these
episodes but range of motion, strength, and sensation are
intact and showed no erythema or swelling. Pain occurred
daily during her childhood, but now twice per week. Pain is
mostly at night and may wake her up from sleep but sometimes during the day. She rates pain at 6–7 of 10. It is often
worsened with weather changes but could occur without
obvious reason. Ibuprofen helps but cannot prevent the
recurrence. After she was seen in the Vanderbilt CMT clinic,
she discontinued ibuprofen for 12 months but took gabapentin that failed to control pain. Ibuprofen was restarted.
Symptoms disappeared when she was pregnant but returned
2 months after childbirth. She denied a history of diabetes,
renal disease, vitamin deﬁciency, or HIV infection. She is
a practicing optometrist with no history of cognitive
dysfunction.
On neurologic examination, she was found to have normal
cranial nerve functions. Her muscle strength was 5 on the
Medical Research Council scale in all muscle groups. Sensation was intact to light touch, pinprick, and vibration. Deep
tendon reﬂexes were normal. Her CMTES was 0.
A complete laboratory evaluation for systemic rheumatologic
disorders was performed. It revealed a mildly elevated
erythrocyte sedimentation rate of 32 (range 0–20), otherwise
normal for antinuclear antibodies and creatine kinase.
Patient I-1

The proband’s aunt is a 53-year-old woman. She had a normal
developmental history. Her symptoms started in early childhood. Pain occurred in her bilateral knees, ankles, and toes
and was about 3–4 times per week. She describes pain as dull/
Neurology: Genetics | Volume 4, Number 4 | August 2018
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aching type. It was made worse by exertion and weather
changes and made better by taking nonsteroidal antiinﬂammatory drugs (NSAIDs). It typically lasts 20–30 minutes.
She denied numbness or tingling associated with her pain. Of
interest, at the age of ;20 years, her symptoms including pain
resolved spontaneously. She denied fainting, sweating, or
orthostasis associated with the pain episodes. Her neurologic
examination was normal. The CMTES was 0 at her clinic visit.
The remaining 4 aﬀected members in table 1 showed symptoms similar to the 2 cases detailed above.
Taken together, these 6 aﬀected members demonstrated the
following key phenotypic features: (1) pain is episodic and ﬁts
with nociceptive or inﬂammatory pain, but not neuropathic
pain, in nature; (2) sites of pain are length dependent, and all
6 patients have pain mainly in feet and distal legs; (3)
NSAIDs, but not gabapentin, are eﬀective in all 6 patients,
supporting inﬂammatory pain; and (4) all patients have no
abnormal physical ﬁndings.
DNA analysis shows a missense mutation of
Arg225Cys in the SCN11A gene
The proband’s DNA was initially studied by targeted nextgeneration sequencing (Medical Neurogenetics, Atlanta).
This test covered 39 pain-related genes (mnglabs.com/). It
detected a missense mutation of p.Arg225Cys in SCN11A.
The same mutation has been reported to be pathogenic for
EPS in 2 Chinese families.6

We veriﬁed the Arg225Cys mutation using Sanger sequencing
in our laboratory (ﬁgure 1B). Arg225Cys was found only in
aﬀected family members (0001, 0100, 0101, 0103, 1000, and
1001) but absent in a nonaﬀected family member (0102).
The mutation was evaluated by 2 servers—PolyPhen-2 and
Sorting Intolerant from Tolerant (SIFT).18 Both PolyPhen-2 and
SIFT predicted that Arg225Cys is pathogenic. In addition, the
Arg225Cys allele was absent in 107,784 chromosomes of control
population in the ExAC database (exac.broadinstitute.org/).
Laboratory tests showed no pathophysiologic
abnormalities in both small and larger nerve
fibers of patients affected by the disease
Missense mutations in Nav1.7, Nav1.8, and Nav1.9 have all
been associated with painful sensory neuropathy with pure
small nerve ﬁbers aﬀected or small ﬁbers predominantly
damaged.4 To further clarify this issue, we performed NCS in
all our participants (table 2). There was no evidence of peripheral neuropathy in all studied participants.
NCS mainly tests larger diameter nerve ﬁbers but is insensitive to the changes in small diameter nerve ﬁbers.19 We
thus performed skin biopsies to quantify intraepidermal nerve
ﬁber density. This test targets nonmyelinated sensory nerve
ﬁbers and is highly sensitive in diagnosing small ﬁber sensory
neuropathy.13 All studied participants showed normal EDNF
(table 3). Therefore, there is no evidence of small and larger

Table 1 Clinical phenotype in patients with the Arg225Cys mutation in SCN11A
Identificationa

Age/
Sex

Frequencyb

Factorc

Duration,
min

Nature

Severityd

Npe

Ncf

Localization

Medication

II-5

29/F

2/wk

PAg

10–20

Deep ache

4

0

4

Feet and
hands

Ibuprofen and
acetaminophen

II-1

30/M

2/mo

PA and
WCh

30

Deep ache, mild
burning, and
mild tingling

5

2

17

Limbs

Ibuprofen and
naproxen

II-2

28/M

2/wk

PA and
WC

20–30

Deep and
throbbing ache

5

0

16

Feet, legs,
and hands

Ibuprofen and
naproxen

II-3i

27/F

NA

NA

NA

NA

0

0

0

NA

NA

II-4

22/F

1–2/d

PA and
WC

10–30

Deep ache

4.5

0

4

Feet, legs,
and hands

Ibuprofen

I-1j

53/F

NA

PA and
WC

NA

NA

0

0

0

NA

NA

I-2

51/F

2/mo

PA and
WC

45–60

Cold, gnawing
ache, and sharp

4

0

13

Limbs

Ibuprofen and
acetaminophen

Abbreviation: NA = not applicable.
Identification used in the pedigree.
b
Pain frequency.
c
Factors exacerbating or triggering pain.
d
Visual analog scale (1–10).
e
Neuropathic score.
f
Nociceptive score.
g
Prolonged activities.
h
Weather change.
i
This participant had no mutation found in SCN11A and thus exhibited no symptom.
j
This patient’s symptoms resolved spontaneously in her 20s, thus exhibited no phenotype at the clinical visit.
a

4
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Table 2 Quantification of epidermal nerve fiber density in patients with the Arg225Cys mutation in SCN11A
Identificationa

Age

Distal leg

Distal thigh

Proximal thigh

Normsb

20–29

11.3 ± 5.9

15.5 ± 5.9

13.2 ± 6.1

II-5

29

18.1

19.1

26.4

II-1

30

13.2

13.5

13.8

II-2

28

8.9

14.8

14.8

II-3

27

13.6

17.5

17.9

II-4

22

13.6

16.3

20.4

50–59

14.4 ± 5.7

21.4 ± 14.1

17.9 ± 11.2

II-1

53

10.2

14.4

16.5

II-2

51

11.4

20.4

22.3

Norms

a
b

Identification used in the pedigree.
Normative values from previously published data. The unit is “nerve fibers/mm surface length of skin.”

ﬁber peripheral neuropathy in our patients with the Arg225Cys mutation.
Evaluation through pain questionnaires is also
supportive of a nociceptive or inflammatory
pain, not neuropathic pain
To systematically characterize pain in patients with the
Arg225Cys mutation, we used previously published scales
that were designed to detect nociceptive and neuropathic
pain.14,15 ALS primarily aﬀects motor nerves. It is mainly
associated with nociceptive pain. By contrast, patients with
diabetic neuropathy are well known to develop neuropathic
pain.20 We therefore tested the scale to determine whether the
scale can show the diﬀerence of neuropathic vs nociceptive
pain in these 2 populations of patients. The distribution of
demographics was similar between DP and ALS groups (table
e-1 and ﬁgure e-1, links.lww.com/NXG/A60). Patients with
DP showed signiﬁcantly more neuropathic pain than nociceptive pain (p = 0.01). By contrast, participants with ALS
showed more nociceptive pain (p = 0.02).
We then administered the scale to patients with the
Arg225Cys mutation (table 1). Patients with the Arg225Cys
mutation showed almost exclusively nociceptive pain but no

or minimal neuropathic pain (9.0 ± 7.2 nociceptive vs 0.3 ±
0.82 neuropathic; p = 0.015). Note that participant #1000 has
not had pain since her 20s due to spontaneous remission. She
was removed from the statistical comparison between neuropathic and nociceptive pain.

Discussion
Our study has identiﬁed a Caucasian family aﬄicted by
a missense mutation of Arg225Cys in SCN11A that has not
been described in North America except in Asian families.6 In
considering the cosegregation of the mutation with aﬀected
family members in previously reported families6–8 plus the
family reported in the present study, the Arg225Cys is clearly
pathogenic. However, we found no pathophysiologic evidence of peripheral neuropathy in our patients.
All aﬀected patients exhibit features of nociceptive pain that is
typically seen in patients with rheumatoid arthritis or other
inﬂammatory joint diseases but does not ﬁt with neuropathic
pain. In addition, patients are all responsive to NSAIDs but
not drugs against neuropathic pain. These observations support inﬂammatory stimuli that either evoked or exacerbated

Table 3 Nerve conduction studies
Sensory NCS

Motor NCS

DL (ms)/Amp (mV)/CV (m/s)

DL (ms)/Amp (mV)/CV (m/s)

Identification

Median

Ulnar

Sural

Median

Ulnar

Peroneal

Normsa

3.5/22.0/50.0

3.5/10.0/50.0

4.4/6.0/40.0

4.4/4.0/49.0

3.3/6.0/49.0

6.5/2.0/44.0

I-1

2.9/36.0/50.0

3.2/17.9/58.0

2.4/9.1/52.0

2.9/7.0/51.0

3.3/8.6/51.6

3.5/2.9/50.0

I-2

3.1/47.0/61.0

4.0/18.7/54.0

3.4/8.3/47.0

2.7/6.7/49.0

3.2/8.1/49.0

3.1/3.2/55.0

Abbreviations: Amp = amplitude; CV = conduction velocity; DL = distal latency; NCS = nerve conduction study.
a
Lower limit of normal.
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pain along with the dysfunctional nociceptive neurons by the
mutation.
Nociceptive pain in these patients was often described as an
aching type pain, which is commonly associated with musculoskeletal or joint pain. During their pain episodes, symptoms
were commonly described as originating unilaterally with point
tenderness and would slowly, in a matter of minutes to hours,
ascend proximally in the aﬀected limb. In the lower extremity,
pain was described as ascending to the mid-lateral thigh;
however, 2 patients were aﬀected as proximal as the hip.
Of note, 1 patient (II-1) described their pain as having
a burning and tingling sensation on their questionnaire, which
was mild (1 on scale of 1–5). However, these were not the
features in other patients. Otherwise, his pain description was
largely nociceptive in features. Thus, if there were any neuropathic features of pain, it was minimal.
Of interest, in our family, the most common exacerbating
factors for pain was exertion/physical activity and weather
changes, both of which have been associated with increased
localized inﬂammation. In line with this issue, SCN11A
knockout mice showed impairment of somatic inﬂammatory
pain behavior21,22 Together, these observations also suggest
that pain by the Arg225Cys mutation may involve participations of other cell types such as inﬂammatory cells.
The exact pathogenic mechanisms between neurons, glia and
inﬂammatory cells in relation to pain are unknown. Pain may
arise from the distal part of peripheral nerves since pain shows
a clear length-dependent pattern in all studied patients with
the Arg225Cys mutation.
Missense mutations in Nav have been associated with painful
sensory neuropathies.1,4,23 This is well expected for Nav1.7
and Nav1.8, given the known biology of the 2 types of Nav.
However, this association is not well explained in patients
with mutations in Nav1.9 since Nav1.9 is exclusively expressed
in nociceptive neurons. Indeed, our patients rarely presented
with features of neuropathic pain. Some patients with the
Arg225Cys mutation have even been diagnosed with ﬁbromyalgia. Furthermore, both NCS and skin biopsies showed no
evidence of peripheral neuropathy. Therefore, the EPS phenotype with nociceptive pain observed in the present study is
well in line with the known biology of Nav1.9. Clinicians may
add EPS into their diﬀerential diagnosis when dealing with
cases presenting no peripheral neuropathy but nociceptive
pain. This observation also redirects our attention to additional pain phenotypes that may relate to the genetic alterations in SCN11A.
Here, we have described EPS in a Caucasian family with the
Arg225Cys mutation in SCN11A. Detailed characterization of
the family enables us to reveal pain likely arising from dysfunctional nociceptive neurons of peripheral nerves that lacks
detectable pathologic alterations in large and small nerve
6
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ﬁbers. This pain phenotype is also consistent with the hyperexcitability observed in dorsal root ganglion neurons
expressing the mutant Nav1.9.6 This phenotype is clearly
distinct from neuropathic pain observed in patients with
painful small ﬁber sensory neuropathy and other missense
mutations in Nav.
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Abstract
Objective
To determine the disease relevance of a novel de novo dominant variant in the SLC25A4 gene,
encoding the muscle mitochondrial adenosine diphosphate (ADP)/adenosine triphosphate
(ATP) carrier, identiﬁed in a child presenting with a previously unreported phenotype of mild
childhood-onset myopathy.
Methods
Immunohistochemical and western blot analysis of the patient’s muscle tissue were used to
assay for the evidence of mitochondrial myopathy and for complex I–V protein levels. To
determine the eﬀect of a putative pathogenic p.Lys33Gln variant on ADP/ATP transport, the
mutant protein was expressed in Lactococcus lactis and its transport activity was assessed with
fused membrane vesicles.
Results
Our data demonstrate that the heterozygous c.97A>T (p.Lys33Gln) SLC25A4 variant is
associated with classic muscle biopsy ﬁndings of mitochondrial myopathy (cytochrome c
oxidase [COX]-deﬁcient and ragged blue ﬁbers), signiﬁcantly impaired ADP/ATP transport in
Lactococcus lactis and decreased complex I, III, and IV protein levels in patient’s skeletal muscle.
Nonetheless, the expression levels of the total ADP/ATP carrier (AAC) content in the muscle
biopsy was largely unaﬀected.
Conclusions
This report further expands the clinical phenotype of de novo dominant SLC25A4 mutations to
a childhood-onset, mild skeletal myopathy, without evidence of previously reported clinical
features associated with SLC25A4-associated disease, such as cardiomyopathy, encephalopathy
or ophthalmoplegia. The most likely reason for the milder disease phenotype is that the overall
AAC expression levels were not aﬀected, meaning that expression of the wild-type allele and
other isoforms may in part have compensated for the impaired mutant variant.
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Glossary:
AAC = ADP/ATP carrier; ADP = adenosine diphosphate; ATP = adenosine triphosphate; COX = cytochrome c oxidase;
CHOP = Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia; CK = creatine kinase; mtDNA = mitochondrial DNA; OXPHOS = oxidative
phosphorylation; PEO = progressive external ophthalmoplegia.

SLC25A4 (ANT1 and AAC1) gene mutations cause an intriguing spectrum of human disease, with dominant mutations
ﬁrst reported in adults with progressive external ophthalmoplegia (PEO),1 whereas recessive loss-of-function
mutations cause cardiomyopathy and skeletal myopathy.2,3
Furthermore, SLC25A4 de novo dominant mutations can
present in neonates with lactic acidosis, severe hypotonia, and
respiratory failure.4 Here, we report a patient who presented
at age 2 years with mild weakness and hypotonia and was
found to have a novel de novo heterozygous SLC25A4 variant
(c.97A>T;p.Lys33Gln).
The SLC25A4 gene encodes the mitochondrial AAC1, which
imports ADP into the mitochondrion and exports ATP.5
Humans have 4 AAC isoforms, with AAC1 being speciﬁc to
the heart, skeletal muscle, and brain.6 Previous functional
studies correlating the rate of ADP/ATP exchange with
phenotype severity have only partially solved the puzzle. In
dominant-acting mutations, the rate of transport does seem to
correlate with clinical severity, with mutations associated with
PEO having higher residual ADP/ATP transport rates compared with de novo mutations associated with severe neonatal
disease.4 However, loss-of-function recessive mutations
present later than de novo cases with a predominant cardiac
phenotype, despite in vitro functional studies showing essentially no measurable ADP/ATP exchange4
Here, we report that the de novo dominant variant
p.Lys33Gln in SLC25A4 is clinically associated with mild
myopathy despite signiﬁcant mitochondrial pathology in
muscle biopsy and functional data showing abolished ADP/
ATP exchange in vitro. This case expands the known phenotype of SLC25A4 disease to include childhood-onset mild
skeletal myopathy without evidence of cardiac, brain, or
extraocular muscle involvement.

Methods
Case presentation
A 2-year old girl presented to the neurology clinic at the
Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia (CHOP) for hypotonia
and mild gross motor delays. Neurologic examination at
presentation was only remarkable for hypotonia and a 1handed Gower maneuver, suggestive of mild weakness.
Family history was unremarkable. Laboratory workup found
elevated creatine kinase (CK) (616 U/L, normal 60–305) and
lactic acidosis (3.76 mM, normal 0.8–2.0) levels; therefore,
muscle biopsy and subsequent genetic testing were pursued.
Clinical testing for nuclear mitochondrial disease genes and
2
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full mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) sequencing (in blood and
muscle) were obtained via the next-generation sequencing
panel.
Standard protocol approvals, registrations,
and patient consents
Informed consent was obtained from the child’s parents to
enroll in a human subject’s research protocol approved by the
Institutional Review Board at CHOP.
Human muscle immunohistochemistry
and analysis
Standard histologic and histochemical analyses were performed on 10-μm transversely oriented muscle cryosections.
Quadruple immunoﬂuorescence analysis of NDUFB8
(complex I) and COXI (complex IV)7 and western blot
analysis3 were performed as previously reported. mtDNA
copy number assessment in muscle was undertaken as
described.8
Functional studies of p.Lys33Gln variant in
Lactococcus lactis
The SLC25A4 gene was cloned into the L. lactis expression
vector pNZ8048 by established procedures,9 and the
p.Lys33Gln variant was introduced and conﬁrmed by sequencing. Growth of L. lactis, membrane isolation, vesicle
preparation, transport assays, and western blot analysis were
performed as reported.4,9

Results
Patient results
Histopathologic assessment of skeletal muscle from the patient demonstrated a mosaic pattern of cytochrome c oxidase
(COX) deﬁciency (ﬁgure 1A). Quadruple immunoﬂuorescence analysis conﬁrmed a mitochondrial defect involving
both complexes I and IV with some ﬁbers exhibiting normal
protein expression (ﬁgure 1B). MtDNA copy number was
decreased to approximately 40% in patient muscle compared
with age-matched controls. Western blot analysis showed
a slight decrease in AAC protein levels, associated with more
markedly decreased steady-state protein levels of components
of respiratory complexes (CI, CIII, and CIV) in patient
skeletal muscle (ﬁgure 1C).
Genetic testing revealed a heterozygous SLC25A4 variant
(c.97A>C, p.Lys33Gln) that was conﬁrmed to have arisen de
novo following parental testing. Serial cardiac evaluations
including ECG, echocardiogram, and Holter monitoring were
unremarkable from diagnosis at age 2 years to current age of 8
Neurology.org/NG

Figure 1 The de novo p.Lys33Gln mutation leads to OXPHOS defect in muscle

(A) Histopathologic analysis of patient skeletal muscle sections showing hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining (far left), COX histochemistry (middle left), SDH
histochemistry (middle right), and sequential COX-SDH histochemistry (far right). Scale bar = 100 μm. (B) Respiratory chain profile following quadruple oxidative
phosphorylation immunofluorescence analysis of cryosectioned muscle from the index case, confirming the presence of fibers lacking complex I (NDUFB8) and
complex IV (COXI) protein. Each dot represents the measurement from an individual muscle fiber, color coded according to its mitochondrial mass (blue-low,
normal-beige, high-orange, and very high–red). Gray dashed lines indicate SD limits for the classification of fibers. Lines next to x- and y-axes represent the levels
(SDs from the average of control fibers after normalization to porin/VDAC1 levels; _z= Z-score, see Methods section of Rocha et al. 2015 for full description of
statistics7) of NDUFB8 and COX1, respectively (beige = normal [>−3], light beige = intermediate positive [−3 to−4.5], light purple = intermediate negative [−4.5 to −6],
and purple = deficient [<−6]). Bold dotted lines indicate the mean expression level observed in respiratory normal fibers. (C) Western blot analysis of AAC and
OXPHOS complex subunits on control and patient skeletal muscle samples. AAC = ADP/ATP carrier; ADP = adenosine diphosphate; ATP = adenosine triphosphate;
COX = cytochrome c oxidase; GADPH = Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase; OXPHOS = oxidative phosphorylation; SDH = succinate dehydrogenase.

years. Neurologic evaluations remain stable, only remarkable
for mild proximal weakness, hyperCKemia, and lactic acidosis,
with normal extraocular movements and no cognitive
abnormalities.
Assessment of SLC25A4 p.Lys33Gln
variant function
The transport mechanism of SLC25A4 involves the disruption and formation of the matrix and cytoplasmic salt bridge
network in an alternative way (ﬁgure 2A).5 Residue Lys33 in
SLC25A4, which is conserved among AAC from fungi, plants,
and metazoans (ﬁgure 2B), forms a salt bridge with the
conserved Asp232 in the matrix network (ﬁgure 2, C and D).
The p.Lys33Gln mutation would eliminate this interaction, as
glutamine is a neutral amino acid residue and too short to
form a hydrogen bond (ﬁgure 2E). Below the salt bridge is
Gln37 that forms a highly conserved glutamine brace10 (ﬁgure
2, B–D), which would also be disrupted by the mutation
(ﬁgure 2E).
We introduced the p.Lys33Gln mutation into the human
SLC25A4 sequence and expressed it L. lactis membranes. The
uptake of radio-labeled ADP in exchange for loaded ADP was
Neurology.org/NG

measured for an empty vector control (ﬁgure 3A), wild-type
SLC25A4 (ﬁgure 3B), and p.Lys33Gln, using the speciﬁc inhibitor carboxyatractyloside as control (ﬁgure 3C). The mutant
protein is expressed to approximately the same levels as wildtype in lactococcal membranes, suggesting that the mutation
does not aﬀect biogenesis, protein folding, or targeting to
the membrane in this expression system (ﬁgure 3D). The
p.Lys33Gln mutant was not able to transport ADP (ﬁgure 3E).

Discussion
Previously, we have functionally characterized the eﬀect of 9
pathogenic variants in human SLC25A4 using L. lactis, determining residual transport activity compared with wild-type
protein.4 Broadly speaking, residual transport activities of the
mutants segregate with the associated clinical phenotype;
mutations associated with adult-onset dominant PEO display
higher residual transport activities (24%–56%) than mutations associated with recessive disease, which were eﬀectively
nonfunctional.4 There was also a correlation between the
severity of the clinical phenotype and residual transport activity of previously documented dominant mutations, with
Neurology: Genetics | Volume 4, Number 4 | August 2018
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Figure 2 The p.Lys33Gln mutation eliminates a conserved salt bridge interaction of the matrix network

(A) Transport cycle of the mitochondrial AAC SLC25A4. The disruption and formation of salt bridges between positively (blue) and negatively (red) charged residues of the
cytoplasmic and matrix networks, top and bottom respectively, change the access of the substrates to the central substrate binding site, indicated by a hexagon, from
the intermembrane space (i) and matrix (m) side of the membrane. The imported ADP is shown in green sphere representation and the exported ATP in cyan. (B) Amino
acid sequence alignment of AAC1 sequences of fungi, plants, and metazoan, showing that Lys33, Gln37, and Asp232 are highly conserved amino acid residues. (C)
Lateral view of the human ADP/ATP carrier from the membrane, showing the residues of the matrix and cytoplasmic networks (blue and red sticks) and substrate
binding site (green sticks, hexagon). ADP (light blue ball and stick) and the glutamine brace (light green stick) are also shown. Residue Lys33 that is mutated is shown in
yellow. (D) Cytoplasmic view of the carrier showing only the residues of the matrix salt bridge network of SLC25A4 (blue and red sticks). (E) As (D), except for the
p.Lys33Gln mutation, which is shown in magenta. The ionic interactions (black dash lines) are indicated with plus and minus signs. The model of human SLC25A4 was
generated in SwissModel, using the structure of the closely related bovine mitochondrial AAC as template (PDB file: 1OKC). Adapted from Figure 3 in reference 4. AAC =
ADP/ATP carrier; ADP = adenosine diphosphate; ATP = adenosine triphosphate.
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Figure 3 Transport activity of human SLC25A4 and SLC25A4 p.Lys33Gln

Transport of [14C]-labeled ADP into vesicles of L. lactis membranes expressing (A) an empty vector control, (B) SLC25A4, or (C) SLC25A4 p.Lys33Gln in the
presence (black symbols) or absence (white symbols) of 20 μM carboxyatractyloside. Transport was initiated by the addition of 5 μM [14C]-ADP and was
terminated by filtration and washing at the indicated time intervals. The data are represented by the average and SD of 4 assays. (D) Expression levels of wild
type and p.Lys33Gln determined by western blot analysis. (E) Transport rate of the empty vector control, human SLC25A4, and p.Lys33Gln, corrected for
background binding. AAC = ADP/ATP carrier; ADP = adenosine diphosphate; ATP = adenosine triphosphate.

mutations associated with inherited PEO showing higher
activity than mutations associated with de novo severe neonatal presentation.3
It remains unclear exactly why the presently documented case
with the de novo dominant c.97A>T(p.Lys33Gln) SLC25A4
variant presents with a much milder clinical phenotype than
the other de novo cases3 despite the p.Lys33Gln mutant
protein revealing essentially null ADP/ATP transport activity
(ﬁgure 3E). This case further supports that residual ADP/
ATP transport activity of mutant AAC1 is only part of the
puzzle. In vivo, there are 3 other AAC isoforms with varying
expression levels in diﬀerent tissues. Also, since the de novo
variants are heterozygous, the relative expression ratios of
wild-type vs mutant AAC1, as well as other isoforms, will have
an eﬀect on the overall transport capacity. Their relative expression levels of carriers cannot be assessed from messenger
RNA levels, as there are many poorly characterized steps involved in their biogenesis and turnover, and the available antibodies are unable to distinguish between the various isoforms.
Despite these issues, there is a clear correlation between the
severity of OXPHOS dysfunction in skeletal muscle and the
clinical phenotype between the current and previously
reported de novo mutations. Patients with p.Arg80His or
p.Arg235Gly mutations, showing severe neonatal presentations, had markedly decreased levels of total AAC
(<30%),3 whereas there is only a slight decrease in the current
patient (ﬁgure 1C). Similarly, the mosaic pattern of OXPHOS
deﬁciency (ﬁgure 1, A and B) is not seen in previously
documented de novo cases, where steady state protein levels
of various OXPHOS components were completely
Neurology.org/NG

undetectable.3 These data suggest that the clinical severity of
de novo dominant mutations in SLC25A4 could be explained
by the relative expression of wild-type and mutant alleles and
the expression of other AAC isoforms, rather than the
transport activity of the mutant variant alone.
This report expands the clinical phenotype for SLC25A4associated mitochondrial disease, with the mildest childhoodonset presentation to date.
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Abstract
Objective
To describe the long-term clinical follow-up in 3 siblings with Carey-Fineman-Ziter syndrome
(CFZS), a form of congenital myopathy with a novel mutation in the myomaker gene
(MYMK).
Methods
We performed clinical investigations, repeat muscle biopsy in 2 of the siblings at ages ranging
from 11 months to 18 years, and whole-genome sequencing.
Results
All the siblings had a marked and characteristic facial weakness and variable dysmorphic
features aﬀecting the face, hands, and feet, and short stature. They had experienced muscle
hypotonia and generalized muscle weakness since early childhood. The muscle biopsies
revealed, as the only major abnormality at all ages, a marked hypertrophy of both type 1 and
type 2 ﬁbers with more than twice the diameter of that in age-matched controls. Genetic
analysis revealed biallelic mutations in the MYMK gene, a novel c.235T>C; p.(Trp79Arg), and
the previously described c.271C>A; p.(Pro91Thr).
Conclusions
Our study expands the genetic and clinical spectrum of MYMK mutations and CFZS. The
marked muscle ﬁber hypertrophy identiﬁed from early childhood, despite apparently normal
muscle bulk, indicates that defective fusion of myoblasts during embryonic muscle development results in a reduced number of muscle ﬁbers with compensatory hypertrophy and
muscle weakness.
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Glossary
CFZS = Carey-Fineman-Ziter syndrome; MYMK = myomaker.

Carey-Fineman-Ziter syndrome (CFZS, MIM 254940) is an
autosomal recessive inherited disorder. Clinically, patients are
described as having nonprogressive congenital myopathy with
marked facial weakness, together with other clinical attributes
such as Moebius and Pierre Robin sequence, facial abnormalities, and growth delay. Recently, autosomal recessive
mutations in the gene myomaker (MYMK/TMEM8C) were
found to be associated with CFZS.1
MYMK is a plasma transmembrane protein and is necessary
for the fusion of mononuclear myoblasts to multinucleate

myocytes in the skeletal muscle.2–6 In this article, we describe
a family with 3 siblings aﬀected with CFZS due to biallelic
mutations in MYMK.

Methods
Patients
This Swedish family had 3 aﬀected children with healthy
unrelated parents (ﬁgure 1L). A summary of results from the
clinical investigations is given in table.

Figure 1 Clinical features and pedigree

(A–D) Facial photographs of individuals II:1 and II:3 demonstrating facial weakness, slight ptosis, broad nasal tip, and in II:1, also slight retrognathia and some
degree of epicanthus. (E–G and M) All 3 siblings had small hands with brachydactyly and short tapering fingers, with the thumbs situated proximally on the
hands. (K) Individual II:1 also had camptodactyly. (H–J) They had small feet with short toes and sandal gap deformity. (I, J, and M) Individuals II:2 and II:3
appeared puffy on the dorsal aspects of the hands and feet. (L) Pedigree.
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Table Clinical findings
II:1

II:2

II:3

Sex

Male

Female

Female

Age at last examination (y)

37

31

28

Descent

Swedish

Swedish

Swedish

167

158

160

Facial weakness

Severe

Severe

Severe

Broad nasal tip

Yes

Yes

Yes

Retrognathia

Slight

Marked

Absent

Dysarthria

Moderate

Severe

Moderate

Tongue/hypoglossia

Small and short

Weakness

Weakness (slight)

Palatal weakness

Yes

Yes

Yes (slightly)

Pectoralis hypoplasia

Yes

No

No

Scoliosis

No

Yes (15°–25°)

No

Neck flexors

None

Severe

Severe

Hands

Moderate

Severe

None

Proximal upper extremities

Slight

Slight

None

Proximal lower extremities

Slight

Slight

Slight

Distal lower extremities

Slight

Slight

Slight

EMG

NA

Myopathic (age 17 y)

NA

Forced vital capacity
(L/% predicted)

2.15/49

2.1/66b

2.9/88

Electrocardiography

Normal (age 36 y)

AV block grade II (age 30 y)

Normal (age 28 y)

Echocardiography

Normal (age 36 y)

Normal (age 28 y)

Normal (age 20 y)

Creatine kinase (IU/L)

840 (<294)

1,200 (<210)

294 (<210)

Muscle pathology

Hypertrophy of type 1 and 2 fibers

Hypertrophy of type 1 and 2 fibers

NA

DNA analysis MYMK

Compound heterozygous; c.235T>C;
c.271C>A

Compound heterozygous; c.235T>C;
c.271C>A

Compound heterozygous; c.235T>C;
c.271C>A

Predicted protein change

p.(Trp79Arg); p.(Pro91Thr)

p.(Trp79Arg); p.(Pro91Thr)

p.(Trp79Arg); p.(Pro91Thr)

Individual

Height (cm)

a

Phenotype

Muscle weakness

Laboratory testing

Abbreviations: MYMK = myomaker; NA, not available.
a
Parental height: mother 163 cm and father 183 cm.
b
Technical difficulties.

All siblings presented at birth with hypotonia and feeding
diﬃculties. They started to walk at around 15 months of age,
but they used the Gower maneuver to come to an upright
position. Individual II:1 was operated for cryptorchidism at 6
weeks of age. All siblings had Achilles tendon contractures,
but only individual II:1 had been operated with lengthening of
both Achilles tendons at the age of 9 years. They were
hypermobile in most joints, including the elbows. All used
glasses, individual II:1 since 13 years of age due to hyperopia,
Neurology.org/NG

II:2 since 6 years of age, and II.3 since 26 years of age due to
myopia. Individual II.2 had a hearing impairment involving
low-frequency tones and started to use a hearing aid at 9 years
of age. All had normal cognitive function.
At the time of genetic diagnosis in 2017, they all exhibited severe
facial weakness together with dysmorphic features (ﬁgure 1A–K
and M, table). They showed slight bilateral ptosis, individual II:1
had slight limitation of eye abduction, and individuals II:1 and II:
Neurology: Genetics | Volume 4, Number 4 | August 2018
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2 had a slight defect in elevation of the eyes. Individual II:3 had
a biﬁd uvula and an exostosis in the midline of the palate.
Standard protocol approvals, registrations,
and patient consents
The study complied with the Declaration of Helsinki, and
informed consent was obtained from the patients.
Morphological analysis
Open skeletal muscle biopsies from the vastus lateralis of the
quadriceps muscle were performed. Specimens were snap-frozen
in liquid propane chilled with liquid nitrogen for cryostat
sectioning and histochemistry.7 Morphometric analyses of
type 1 and type 2 muscle ﬁbers were performed on adenosine
triphosphatase–stained sections (pH 9.4).
Molecular genetic analysis
Whole-genome sequencing was performed on genomic DNA
from individual II:2 using the TruSeq PCR free library preparation kit, and the Illumina HiSeq X platform was used for
sequencing (Illumina, San Diego, CA). The paired-end reads
were aligned to the reference genome (hg19) using the CLC
Biomedical Genomics workbench (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany).
Data were analyzed using Ingenuity Variant Analysis
(ingenuity.com/products/variant-analysis) (Qiagen). We
performed a search for compound heterozygous or homozygous

variants that were predicted to be damaging using SIFT (sorting
intolerant from tolerant algorithm), Mutation Taster, and
PolyPhen2, analyzing whether the variants aﬀected conserved amino acids and whether they are uncommon in
the population (using 1000 Genomes [1000genomes.org/],
NHLBI Exome Sequencing Project [evs.gs.washington.edu/
EVS/], and the Genome Aggregation Database [gnomAD]
[gnomad.broadinstitute.org/]), to reduce the number of variants. Sanger sequencing was used for conﬁrmation and analysis
of mutations identiﬁed in individuals I:2, II:1, and II:3.

Results
Morphological analysis
Muscle biopsy at the ages of 4.4 years and 6.3 years in individual II:1 and at the ages of 11 months and 18 years in
individual II:2 showed (on all occasions) marked hypertrophy
of both type 1 and type 2 ﬁbers (ﬁgure 2, A–C). The median
muscle ﬁber diameter was more than twice as large as in agematched controls (ﬁgure 2D). A few internalized nuclei were
observed in individual II:2 at 18 years of age, and at that age,
there were also some irregularities in the intermyoﬁbrillar
network as revealed by Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide
(NADH)-tetrazolium reductase staining (ﬁgure 2, B–C).
There was no increase in interstitial connective tissue, and no
necrotic or regenerating muscle ﬁbers were observed.

Figure 2 Muscle histology and morphometric analysis demonstrating muscle fiber hypertrophy, occasional internalized
nuclei and slight irregularity in the muscle fiber intermyofibrillar network

(A) Muscle fiber hypertrophy affecting both type 1 fibers
(dark) and type 2 fibers (unstained) (adenosine triphosphatase, pH 4.3). (B) Muscle fiber hypertrophy and some
internalized nuclei (hematoxylin and eosin). (C) Muscle fiber hypertrophy and patchy irregularities of the intermyofibrillar network (NADH-tetrazolium reductase). (D)
Results from morphometric analysis. The lesser inner
diameters (micrometers) of type 1 and type 2 fibers of 100
adjacent muscle fibers were measured in 4 different
muscle biopsies from individuals II:1 and II:2 at different
ages. Measurement of the lesser inner diameter avoids the
risk of errors caused by oblique sections and was also used
in the previously published measurements on controls
that were used as references in this study.7 The results are
given as medians, quartiles, and range. The median is at
the border between the red and green boxes. The top of
the green box is the 75th percentile of the sample, and the
bottom of the red box is the 25th percentile. Normal mean
diameters in age-matched controls are indicated with
asterisks. Child controls included both males and females,
and adult controls included females only. 1 = type 1 fibers;
2 = type 2 fibers.
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Molecular genetic analysis
Individuals II:1, II:2, and II:3 were all biallelic for
2 missense mutations in the MYMK gene (TMEM8C)
(ﬁgure 3C). One was a missense mutation (c.235T>C;
p.(Trp79Arg)) not previously described. The second
mutation was a previously described missense mutation

(c.271C>A; p.(Pro91Thr)) associated with CFZS (ﬁgure
3, A–D).1
Other candidate genes associated with myopathies according
to the NMD Gene Table 2017 (musclegenetable.fr/) were
excluded.8 Sanger sequencing conﬁrmed both mutations in all

Figure 3 Molecular genetics

(A) Illustration showing all the pathogenic mutations identified in myomaker (MYMK). The novel mutation c.235T>C (M1) and the previously described
mutation c.271C>A (M2) identified in the 3 siblings in this study are indicated (NM_001080483.2). (B) The 2D structure of MYMK showing the location of
mutations (illustration adapted from reference 1). The p.Trp79Arg (M1) is located in one of the transmembrane domains and changes the large, nonpolar
tryptophan (Trp/W) residue at position 79 to the large, positively charged arginine (Arg/R) residue―thus creating a shift in polarity from nonpolar to positively
charged. (C) Pedigree of the family. Filled squares and circles indicate individuals with Carey-Finman-Ziter syndrome. Asterisk indicates the individual
analyzed by whole-genome sequencing. (D) Illustration showing the evolutionary conservation of amino acids, the p.Trp79Arg (M1) with a conservation
phyloP p value of 5.834E−5. The blue bars in the upper part show the residues that were found to be mutated.
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3 siblings, and the mother was a heterozygous carrier of the
mutation c.271C>A; p.(Pro91Thr).

Discussion
Here, we have described 3 siblings with CFZS due to
biallelic missense mutations in MYMK, adding to the recent description of 8 individuals with MYMK mutations.1
Our cases show the same clinical spectrum of muscle
weakness, where profound facial muscle weakness is the
clinical hallmark of the disease. Severe neck ﬂexor weakness, short stature, small hands and feet, and hyperlaxity of
most joints in combination with distal contractures are
additional clues to the correct diagnosis. Restrictive lung
disease was described in the previous series of patients, and
in 2 of our patients, a limitation in forced vital capacity was
found, but to date, none of them have shown any clinical
symptoms of hypoventilation. One of our patients had
hearing impairment, which has also been described previously in CFZS.9
All siblings in this report were biallelic for MYMK missense
mutations: p.(Pro91Thr) and p.(Trp79Arg). The
p.(Pro91Thr) mutation has been identiﬁed in 4 of 5 apparently unrelated families already described. 1 This mutation has also been identiﬁed in 328 of 276,516 alleles, but
only in heterozygous individuals in the gnomAD database.
The second mutation, p.(Trp79Arg), was not present in
gnomAD, is predicted by in silico programs to be deleterious, and alters a phylogenetically highly conserved
residue.
Our patients had had muscle hypotonia and weakness since
early childhood and had been considered to have a congenital myopathy. The 4 muscle biopsies performed in 2 of the
individuals at various ages, with the earliest biopsy performed at 11 months of age and the latest at 18 years,
revealed a remarkable hypertrophy of both type 1 and type 2
muscle ﬁbers as the only important pathology at all time
points. Results from 1 muscle biopsy in a previous report
demonstrated marked muscle ﬁber hypertrophy, but mainly
aﬀecting the type 2 ﬁbers.1 This marked hypertrophy without any apparent increase in muscle bulk indicates a reduction in the number of muscle ﬁbers to approximately one
quarter of normal in our patients. One may postulate that
muscle ﬁber hypertrophy, also seen in other neuromuscular
diseases such as spinal muscular atrophy,10 compensates for
the loss of functioning muscle ﬁbers. At present, the markedly reduced number of muscle ﬁbers seen in our CFZS
patients from early childhood onward remains unexplained.
However, as MYMK is essential for the fusion of mononuclear myoblasts to multinucleate myocytes during embryonic muscle development,4,11 one may speculate that
a reduced MYMK function due to mutations in MYMK may
play a role. Newborn MYMK −/− mice have profound muscle
weakness, lack multinucleated muscle ﬁbers, and die before
6
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postnatal day 7, suggesting that the lack of MYMK is incompatible with life.4 This suggests that the mutations
identiﬁed in patients with CFZS in humans give rise to
partially functioning MYMK protein, which has also been
supported by functional studies.1 The p.(Pro91Thr) mutation has some residual function and is therefore compatible
with life in combination with null alleles.1 The individuals
described in this report carry the p.(Pro91Thr) mutation on
1 allele, and most likely, the combination with the mutation
on the other allele, p.(Trp79Arg), leads to a severely reduced
function of the MYMK protein.
Our study provides additional evidence for the association
between CFZS and MYMK mutation. The marked muscle
ﬁber hypertrophy despite the normal or reduced muscle bulk
identiﬁed from early childhood indicates that defective fusion
of myoblasts during embryonic muscle development results in
reduced numbers of muscle ﬁbers, with consequent hypertrophy and muscle weakness.
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Abstract
Objective
To evaluate the area of the vascular ﬂare in familial amyloid polyneuropathy (FAP).
Methods
Healthy controls and patients with genetically conﬁrmed FAP were prospectively examined, on
the upper and lower limbs, for thermal sensitivity (Medoc TSA-II thermal analyzer) and for
axon reﬂex-mediated ﬂare. The latter was induced by iontophoresis of histamine on the forearm
and leg on 2 diﬀerent visits. We used laser Doppler imaging (LDI) to measure the ﬂare area
(LDIﬂare).
Results
Six patients had FAP of variable severity; 1 had generalized analgesia secondary to leprosy (used
as a positive control). The median Neurological Impairment Score–Lower Limbs (NIS-LLs)
was 6 (0–27). The warmth detection thresholds in the feet were higher in patients (median 43°,
interquartile range 39.0°–47.6°) compared with controls (37.4°, 35.3°–39.2°), indicating small
ﬁber impairment. On the leg, LDIﬂare was smaller in the patients on 2 consecutive visits
(controls: median 13.0 and 13.3 cm2, IQR 9.7–22.8 and 8.3–16.9; patients 6.9 and 8.0 cm2,
2.6–10.8 and 6.4–12.1; p = 0.011). LDIﬂare on the leg was correlated with NIS-LL (Spearman
rank correlation 0.73, p = 0.09 on the ﬁrst visit; Spearman rank correlation 0.85, p = 0.03 on the
second visit).
Conclusions
Our study underscores that histamine-induced axon reﬂex–mediated vascular ﬂare on the leg is
reduced in proportion to disease severity in patients with FAP.
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Glossary
ATTR = amyloid transthyretin; AUC = area under the curve; FAP = familial amyloid polyneuropathy; LDI = laser Doppler
imaging; NIS-LL = Neurological Impairment Score—Lower Limbs; NSS = Neurological Symptom Score; PND =
polyneuropathy disability; QST = quantitative sensitivity testing; ROC = receiver operating characteristic; SkBF = skin blood
ﬂow; TTR = transthyretin.

Familial amyloid polyneuropathies (FAPs) are a group of lifethreatening multisystem disorders transmitted as an autosomal dominant trait. Nerve lesions are induced by deposits of
amyloid ﬁbrils most commonly due to a transthyretin (TTR)
gene mutation. The most frequently identiﬁed cause is the
TTR Val30Met mutation.1,2 TTR-FAP typically causes early
length-dependent small ﬁber polyneuropathy with alteration
of temperature and pain sensations including neuropathic
pain. This neurologic deﬁcit typically points to involvement of
unmyelinated and small myelinated ﬁbers.2,3 Diagnosis of
C-ﬁber impairment is challenging; however, the axon reﬂex
can be assessed by objective approaches.4,5 The axon reﬂex is
a physiologic phenomenon caused by the excitation of dermal
C-ﬁbers. Nerve impulses invade peripheral branches antidromically causing vascular dilatation, the so-called axon reﬂex ﬂare reaction.4 For a long time, this ﬂare reaction was
considered unreliable as a clinical tool, making thermotesting
the only recognized biomarker despite its subjectivity.1
However, recent studies using laser Doppler imaging (LDI)
have demonstrated a correlation between the reduced ﬂare
size in small ﬁber neuropathies6 and nerve ﬁber density in skin
biopsies, which is also reduced.5,7
Our aims were to establish (1) whether the surface area of
neurogenic ﬂare triggered by a standard stimulus could be
reliably and reproducibly measured by LDI in healthy controls
and patients with TTR-FAP, (2) whether this method could
discriminate between the 2 groups of participants, and (3)
whether the surface area of the ﬂare in patients was reduced in
proportion to TTR-FAP disease severity.

Methods
Standard protocol approvals, registrations,
and patient consents
This project was approved by the Swiss Ethics Committee on
research involving humans. All participants provided written
informed consent.

amyloid TTR (ATTR) mutation conﬁrmed genetically.
Patients with liver transplantation could be included. All
patients underwent systematic interview and examination by
the same neurologist (T.K.) and had a thorough laboratory
and imaging workup. Clinical symptoms were assessed by the
Neurological Symptom Score (NSS) that includes motor,
sensory, and autonomic items.8 The examination performed
in a temperature-controlled room included testing muscle
strength, tendon reﬂexes, and sensory function testing including light touch, pinprick, vibration, joint position sense,
and thermal sensation to calculate the Neurological Impairment Score–Lower Limbs (NIS-LLs).9 ATTR patients were
classiﬁed according to the Clinical Staging of TTR-FAP, the
PolyNeuropathy Disability (PND) score, and the Portuguese
severity classiﬁcation of TTR-FAP.1
Investigation techniques
The included patients underwent standard electrophysiologic
recordings of median, sural, and ﬁbular nerve conduction on
both sides. Nerve conduction studies were considered abnormal if either nerve conduction velocity or amplitude of the
sensory nerve action potentials or compound motor action
potentials were abnormal (normal values from our department were used).
Quantitative sensitivity testing
Thermotesting was performed in a temperature-controlled
room using a warm and cold perception threshold TSA-II
NeuroSensory Analyzer (Medoc Advanced Medical Systems,
Durham, NC). The established method of limits algorithm as
reported from the German Research Network on Neuropathic Pain was also used.10 In short, a thermode of 9 cm2 was
attached to the skin over the dorsum of the hand and foot
bilaterally, and temperature ramps of 1°C/s were applied
starting from 32°C. Participants were asked to press a button
when they felt a cold or warm sensation. The investigator
memorized instructions so that she could present them in
a uniform fashion to each participant.
Laser Doppler imaging

Participants
Seven patients and 10 healthy controls were recruited prospectively for this study between spring and fall 2015. All
controls were examined to ascertain their good health status
including absence of skin disorders.
Patients were recruited from our own registry based on 2
inclusion criteria: the presence of neuropathic symptoms
(small ﬁber with or without large ﬁber involvement) and an
2
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The spatial distribution of skin blood ﬂow (SkBF) was
recorded with a LDI (software version 5.01; Moor Instruments, Axminster, United Kingdom) using a scanning laser
beam at a wavelength of 633 nm, as previously described.11,12
Histamine induced axon reflex
LDI was used to quantitate the ﬂare response induced by the
iontophoresis of histamine (LDIﬂare). This response is neurologically mediated as it is blocked by surface anesthesia, as
Neurology.org/NG

previously shown,13 and veriﬁed by us in preliminary experiments in healthy controls (data not shown).
Methodological details

A 3.5 × 4.5 cm zone of skin devoid of visible superﬁcial veins
was chosen on the volar face of the forearm, or on the lateral
side of the calf, from which a baseline LDI scan was obtained.
A ring-shaped chamber made of rubber, with an internal diameter of 0.8 mm ﬁtted with a copper electrode, was then
ﬁxed to the center of the zone (using double-sided tape) and
ﬁlled to the rim with 1% histamine in deionized water. A
reference ECG electrode was placed similarly, nearby. Both
electrodes were connected to a current source (MIC-1e
iontophoresis controller; Moor Instruments). A direct current
of either 20 or 100 μA was applied for 60 seconds. As histamine in solution is negatively charged, the iontophoresis
chamber was on the positive end of the controller. Once
current delivery was terminated, the chamber was removed,
the skin dried, and the area directly exposed to the histamine
solution was masked with a circular piece of opaque tape. Five
consecutive LDI scans of the zone were then acquired at
a frequency of one every 2 minutes. For each of them, the
spatial extension of SkBF increase (ﬂare area) was determined. The maximal ﬂare area expressed in cm2 was considered as quantiﬁcation of the axon reﬂex within the probed
skin zone. Each recorded image consisted of approximately
20,000 pixels, each with an attached ﬂux value. Within the
post-iontophoresis scans, any pixel whose value exceeded
a speciﬁc threshold was considered part of the ﬂare area. The
chosen threshold was the 99th percentile of all pixel values in
the baseline image.
Because of its potential confounding eﬀect, surface temperature within the chosen skin zone was systematically recorded
with a thermocouple in the minute before iontophoresis.
Heat-conducting paste was used to ensure proper thermal
contact between the skin and the thermocouple.
Protocol
Each participant was examined during 3 successive visits
separated by at least 3 days. Visits 1 and 2 were for recording
the histamine ﬂare at various locations, whereas quantitative
sensitivity testing (QST) was performed on visit 3. The same
investigator (the ﬁrst author, I.C.-R.) performed all examinations between 8 and 12 AM, in a quiet temperaturecontrolled room (22°C–24°C), with the participant lying
comfortably on a hospital bed.
On visit 1, 4 pairs of skin zones were chosen, 1 on each forearm
and 1 on each calf. Zones within each pair were at least 10 cm
apart and were both allocated to receive histamine iontophoresis, with a current intensity of 20 μA on 1 zone and 100 μA on
the other. On the upper and lower limbs, treated zones at both
intensities were placed as symmetrically as possible and their
location recorded on transparent ﬁlm. A total of 8 histamine
ﬂares were thus recorded: 2 intensities on each of the 4 limbs.
The order of rotation between limbs and for intensities on
Neurology.org/NG

limbs was randomized. The whole procedure including setup,
acquisition of baseline, iontophoresis, acquisition of postiontophoresis images required approximately 30 minutes,
making for a total visit duration of 4 hours.
For each participant, visit 1 protocol was repeated identically
on visit 2, so as to assess the intraindividual variability. In
particular, the recording zones were repositioned as exactly as
possible at the same spot (made possible by the aforementioned recording on transparent ﬁlm), with intensity allocation and rotation order identical to those of visit 1.
Data analysis
Histamine ﬂare and local skin temperature data were evaluated
statistically with mixed-model analysis of variance, using the
xtmixed procedure in Stata version 12 (Stata Corp LP).
Responses obtained at the same iontophoretic current intensity
at symmetrical locations were considered as replicates, and data
from the upper and lower limbs were analyzed separately. Thus,
the model comprised participant group (control or patient),
current intensity (20 or 100 μA), visit number (1 or 2), and all
2- and 3-way interactions. In a second step, interactions with
p values > 0.1 were removed. The p values reported in the
results are from this more parsimonious model.
The same general method was used to evaluate each of the 4
outcome measures generated by QST testing (detection and
pain thresholds for warm and cold stimulations). In this case,
the model was simpler because there was only 1 visit and that
stimulus intensity was not a factor.
The relationship between histamine ﬂare and clinical severity
score (NIS-LL) was assessed with Spearman rank correlation
coeﬃcient. Finally, we compared the ability of histamine ﬂare
and QST data to discriminate between groups, using receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis. Logistic regression was performed with group membership as the outcome variable and either histamine ﬂare at a speciﬁc intensity
or speciﬁc QST responses as predictors (procedure logistic,
followed by the lroc command in Stata). The area under the
ROC curve (AUC) was calculated. The AUC can range from
0.5 to 1, with the former value indicating no, and the latter,
perfect discriminating ability.

Results
We recruited 6 patients, all women, with FAP of variable
severity (table 1). All had a conﬁrmed mutation in the TTR
gene: Val30Met in 5 cases and Glu89Lys in one. As a positive
control (table 1), we included a seventh male patient with
generalized analgesia secondary to lepromatous leprosy. His
individual data indicated below is excluded from all statistical
calculations (see Patients’ characteristics). By “patient group”
(or “patients”), we therefore mean only the 6 patients with
FAP. Of the 10 healthy controls, 5 were women and the
remaining were men. Their median age was 50 years (range
Neurology: Genetics | Volume 4, Number 4 | August 2018
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Abbreviations: CTS = carpal tunnel syndrome; FAP = familial amyloid polyneuropathy; NIS-LL = Neurological Impairment Score–Lower Limbs; NSS = Neurological Symptom Score (sensory manifestations include neuropathic
pain); PND = polyneuropathy disability; PNP = polyneuropathy; TTR = transthyretin.
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Table 1 Individual patient characteristics
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20–64). For comparison, the median age of the 6 FAP
patients was also 50 years (range 37–58).
Patients’ characteristics
All underwent extensive blood workup and imaging studies
and excluded metabolic, immunologic, or infectious causes of
small ﬁber neuropathy, in particular, diabetes, neurodegenerative diseases, and paraneoplastic syndromes.
Table 1 contains a detailed description of our patients.
Patients were overweight with a median body mass index of
29.4 kg/m2 (range 28.5–31.9) corresponding to the range of
the controls (mean 29.8 kg/m2: 27.5–31.7). The median
duration of FAP was 12 years. Echocardiography was abnormal in P04 and P06 only. Nerve conduction studies revealed
carpal tunnel syndrome in 4 patients (P01, P02, P04, and
P06) and reduced or absent sural/ﬁbular nerve potentials in 3
(P01, P03, and P04). Four patients had undergone liver
transplantation. Among them, the patient with the GLu89Lys
mutation (P04) also had a heart transplant, as published
previously.14 Clinical manifestations were scored according to
NSS, a well-disseminated score used to quantify symptoms in
patients with neuropathies of various causes, and all had
neuropathic symptoms; neurologic examination was quantiﬁed using scores dedicated to patients with FAP (the so-called
NIS-LL). These scores were correlated with clinical FAP severity and with signs of large nerve ﬁber neuropathy on examination. As it can be deduced from NSS and NIS-LL data,
patients P02, P05, and P06 were mildly aﬀected having only
a small nerve ﬁber neuropathy. Patients P01, P03, and P04
had the highest NSS and NIS-LL scores and were the most
aﬀected having concomitant small and large nerve ﬁber neuropathy. These 3 patients had abnormal sensory nerve action
potentials. Concerning the clinical staging of the disease, all 6
patients were at stage I of the Clinical Staging of TTR-FAP,
a stage used to start therapeutic options in the clinical setting.
Patients were heterogeneously distributed according to the
PND score (median 1 of 4) or to the Portuguese severity
classiﬁcation of TTR-FAP (median 2 of 6). The patient with
leprosy was the most severely aﬀected.
Thermotesting
Thermotesting results from the hands and feet in the 2 groups
are shown in table 2. Patients diﬀered statistically from controls on the hands and on the feet, with respect to detection
threshold for both warm and cold. Diﬀerences were more
marked on the feet, however, indicating length-dependent
small ﬁber impairment in the patients.
Histamine flare
Figure 1 shows the area of the ﬂare induced by the 2 iontophoretic doses of histamine, measured by LDI on the forearms
and legs on visits 1 and 2, for each study participant. Regarding
statistical analysis, the only interaction terms that came out
marginally signiﬁcant when ﬁtting the full model was between
the group and the iontophoretic dose (p = 0.07, below the
predeﬁned level of 0.1, see Methods). Therefore, the statistical
Neurology.org/NG

Table 2 Results of QST in the control and patient groups
Controls

Patients

Median

IQR

Median

IQR

p
Value

Detection,
warm

34.4

33.4–36.1

36.1

35.1–40.5

0.053

Detection,
cold

31.2

30.2–31.3

30.4

28.8–30.7

0.025

Pain, warm

44.9

42.9–47.7

43.5

40.1–48.2

ns

Pain, cold

14.2

7.5–20.2

8.6

3.2–10.5

ns

Detection,
warm

37.4

35.3–39.2

43.0

39.0–47.6

0.003

Detection,
cold

28.5

27.3–29.8

26.3

4.0–28.3

0.040

Pain, warm

45.7

44.6–46.6

48.6

46.5–50.0

ns

Pain, cold

7.7

2.7–21.9

2.1

0.0–8.8

ns

Hand

Foot

Abbreviations: IQR = interquartile range; QST = quantitative sensitivity
testing.
Measurements made on the left and right sides were considered as replicates: averaged at the individual level and then summarized for the 2 groups
as indicated. All values are absolute temperature in °C.
p Values refer to the comparison of patients with controls.

results reported here are from a model comprising simple main
eﬀects and this speciﬁc interaction. The dose-response eﬀect
was clearly visible and statistically highly signiﬁcant on both
visits (p < 0.001). On the forearm, the histamine ﬂare area did

not diﬀer, at either dose, between the 2 groups (p = 0.30). By
contrast, on the leg, this response was less intense in patients, at
least for the higher dose of histamine, on both visit 1 (controls:
median 13.0 cm2, interquartile range [IQR] 9.7–22.8; patients:
median 6.9 cm2, IQR 2.6–10.8; p = 0.011 vs controls) and visit
2 (controls: median 13.3 cm2, IQR 8.3–16.9; patients: median
8.0 cm2, IQR 6.4–12.1; p = 0.011).
The measurements of local skin temperature (T_skin) performed before each iontophoresis are detailed in table e-1
(links.lww.com/NXG/A61). On average, T_skin appeared
slightly but signiﬁcantly lower in patients compared with
controls. Statistical analysis was repeated while adding this
possible confounder to the model with essentially identical
results: the dose-response eﬀect remained (p < 0.001); the
diﬀerence in the ﬂare area between patients and controls was
still signiﬁcant on the leg at a current dose of 100 μA (p =
0.019), but not on the forearm at either dose (p = 0.47).
In patients, the area of histamine ﬂare on the leg was inversely
correlated with the clinical status, as shown in ﬁgure 2. P01,
P03, and P04 were the most aﬀected patients, having concomitant small and large nerve ﬁber neuropathy and abnormal
sensory nerve action potentials. This correlation held up
whether values for the histamine ﬂare area were taken from
visit 1 (Spearman R2 0.73, p = 0.09) or visit 2 (R2 0.85, p =
0.03). Indeed, ﬂare areas on both visits were nearly identical in
4 of the 6 patients, although further apart in the other 2.
The intraindividual variation in the histamine ﬂare area from
visit 1 to visit 2 is shown more completely in ﬁgure 3 (which
for the sake of brevity only displays data obtained from the

Figure 1 Histamine flare in patients and controls

Measurements made on the left and right sides of the same person were considered replicates, averaged and plotted as shown, for each study participant.
The box plots indicate the median, interquartile range, and extreme values. *p < 0.05 patients vs controls. **p < 0.01 iontophoretic dose of 100 vs 20 μA. The
red line corresponds to the positive control patient (table 1).

Neurology.org/NG
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Figure 2 Relationship between Neurologic Severity Score and the area of histamine flare on the leg

R2: Spearman rank correlation coefficient. Data points
labeled according to the patient ID (table 1). NIS-LL =
Neurological Impairment Score–Lower Limbs; PC =
positive control.

highest iontophoretic current dose) in the form of Bland and
Altman plots. These plots reveal negligible bias (none of
which reached statistical signiﬁcance), but relatively wide
limits of agreement.
As evaluated from ROC curve analysis (ﬁgure 4), the ability of
histamine ﬂare to discriminate between patients and controls
was similar on visit 1 (AUC 0.81) and visit 2 (0.77). Furthermore, the performances of histamine ﬂare and QST
testing were comparable (AUC for QST testing, 0.78).

Discussion
Based on our previous experience in quantifying spatial distribution of SkBF with LDI,12,15,16 we present here the

Figure 3 Bland and Altman plots of histamine flare areas on
the leg, recorded on visits 1 and 2

Data from flares induced with the 100 μA iontophoretic current on the leg.
Full horizontal lines: average difference across participants (bias). Dashed
lines: limits of agreement. Numerical values for bias and limits of agreement
shown on each plot, expressed in cm2.
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ﬁndings from a prospective study comparing LDIﬂare in
patients with FAP and controls. Our results indicate that axon
reﬂex-mediated neurogenic cutaneous vasodilation in response to histamine measured by LDI (1) is easily elicited in
both groups of participants, (2) is only moderately reproducible at the intraindividual level, (3) despite this latter
limitation appears clearly reduced in patients according to
a length-dependent pattern, and (4) shows an ability similar
to QST testing for discriminating between patients and
controls.
The reproducibility of our results was assessed by intraindividual variation in the histamine ﬂare area from visit 1 to
visit 2 (ﬁgure 3), revealing negligible bias with no statistical
signiﬁcance, but relatively wide limits of agreement. This result is in accordance with what is already known in LDIﬂare
studies.17,18
We showed a length-dependent pattern in our patients with
FAP: the histamine ﬂare response on the leg was less intense
in patients than in controls, at least for the higher dose of
histamine, whereas it did not diﬀer, at either dose, between the
2 groups on the forearm. This result is consistent with QST
testing: in patients, the detection thresholds for cold and
warm were clearly more abnormal in the feet compared with
the hands (table 2). This is in line with observations reported
by others in patients with FAP despite the subjectivity of QST
testing.1
Among the tests for small ﬁber function,3 QST is considered
a gold standard tool.1,19 In terms of ability to discriminate
between patients and healthy controls, LDIﬂare has been
variously reported as inferior to QST in diabetic neuropathies20 or equivalent in neuropathies of mixed etiologies.21 In
keeping with this latter study, ROC curve analysis in our case
showed a similar performance of histamine ﬂare and QST
(ﬁgure 4). The discrepancy between studies could reﬂect
methodological diﬀerences. Alternatively, it may be related to
Neurology.org/NG

Figure 4 Discrimination of control and patient groups with histamine flare compared with quantitative sensitivity testing
(QST)

Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves derived
from logistic regression analysis, with group membership as the dependent variable. Predictors in the
model were those on which the groups differed statistically, i.e., histamine flare area on the legs at a current intensity of 100 μA (figure 2) or detection
threshold for warm and cold on the hands and feet
(table 2).

diﬀerent sample sizes and case mix. Our patients had peripheral neuropathies of homogeneous etiology. However,
their small number precludes any meaningful calculation of
cutoﬀ points for estimating the respective sensitivities and
speciﬁcities of LDIﬂare and QST. A larger study is required to
that eﬀect, keeping in mind that the ultimate clinical usefulness of these tests would depend on their negative/positive
predictive values. The latter, in addition to speciﬁcity and
sensitivity, are in turn determined by the prevalence of the
condition under investigation.
An important result of our study is the correlation between
the LDIﬂare area and NIS-LL, a score recently found to be
a valid and reliable measure of TTR-FAP severity.17 This
a new correlation being up to now only demonstrated by
nerve biomarkers obtained from skin biopsies.22 This is valid
for our patients independently of clinical small or large nerve
ﬁber involvement or absent/reduced sensory nerve action
potentials on nerve conduction studies.
The current study has limitations. Considering FAP heterogeneity,1 our small patient sample may not be representative.
However, our data provide a rationale for the use of reﬂexmediated neurogenic cutaneous vasodilatation in response to
histamine in a larger scale. This reﬂex measured by LDI is an
objective and quantitative measure that can potentially serve
as a useful biomarker, assessing TTR-FAP severity in
Neurology.org/NG

epidemiologic surveys and therapeutic trials, even at an early
disease stage.
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Abstract
Objective
The triggering receptor expressed on myeloid cells 2 (TREM2) p.R47H substitution
(rs75932628) is a risk factor for Alzheimer disease (AD) but has not been well studied in
relation to the risk of multiple system atrophy (MSA); the aim of this study was to evaluate the
association between the TREM2 p.R47H variant and the risk of MSA.
Methods
A total of 168 patients with pathologically conﬁrmed MSA, 89 patients with clinically diagnosed
MSA, and 1,695 controls were included. TREM2 p.R47H was genotyped and assessed for
association with MSA. Positive results in the Taqman genotyping assay were conﬁrmed by
Sanger sequencing. The primary comparison involved patients with pathologically conﬁrmed
MSA and controls due to the deﬁnitive MSA diagnosis in the pathologically conﬁrmed series.
Results
We identiﬁed TREM2 p.R47H in 3 patients with pathologically conﬁrmed MSA (1.79%), 1
patient with clinically diagnosed MSA (1.12%), and 7 controls (0.41%). Minimal AD pathology
was observed for the pathologically conﬁrmed MSA p.R47H carriers. For the primary comparison of patients with pathologically conﬁrmed MSA and controls, risk of disease was signiﬁcantly higher for p.R47H carriers (odds ratio [OR]: 4.39, p = 0.033). When supplementing
the 168 pathologically conﬁrmed patients with the 89 clinically diagnosed and examining the
combined MSA series, the association with TREM2 p.R47H remained signiﬁcant (OR: 3.81, p
= 0.034).
Conclusions
Our preliminary results suggest that the TREM2 p.R47H substitution may be a risk factor for
MSA, implying a link to neuroinﬂammatory processes, especially microglial activation. Validation of this ﬁnding will be important, given our relatively small sample size; meta-analytic
approaches will be needed to better deﬁne the role of this variant in MSA.
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Glossary
AD = Alzheimer disease; FTD = frontotemporal dementia; MSA = multiple system atrophy; MSA-C = MSA with predominant
olivopontocerebellar involvement; MSA-P = MSA with predominant striatonigral involvement; OR = odds ratio; PD =
Parkinson disease; TREM2 = triggering receptor expressed on myeloid cells 2.

Multiple system atrophy (MSA) is a rare, rapidly progressing,
adult-onset neurodegenerative disease that is clinically characterized by parkinsonism, autonomic failure, pyramidal symptoms, and cerebellar ataxia and pathologically deﬁned by the
presence of α-synuclein-positive glial cytoplasmic inclusions.1
Uncovering genetic risk factors for MSA has proven diﬃcult
because of the challenge of accumulating a reasonable sample
size and potential for clinical misdiagnosis. Nonetheless, studies
have nominated several genes that may be associated with the
risk of MSA.1,2 The ﬁrst genome-wide association study of MSA
was recently completed, and although no genome-wide signiﬁcant associations were identiﬁed, suggestive associations were
identiﬁed involving variants in MAPT, FBXO47, ELOVL7, and
EDN1.3 Clearly, much remains to be understood regarding the
genetics of MSA, and replication of previously nominated MSA
susceptibility loci remains crucial.
A relatively rare substitution p.R47H (rs75932628) in the
triggering receptor expressed on myeloid cells 2 (TREM2)
protein is now a well-established risk factor for Alzheimer
disease (AD) and has been suggested to play a role in other
neurodegenerative disorders such as frontotemporal dementia (FTD) and Parkinson disease (PD).4 Of interest,
mutations in the TREM2 gene were originally reported as
a genetic cause of Nasu-Hakola disease, a rare leukodystrophy
characterized by progressive presenile dementia and bone
cysts.4 Given the important role of microglia in neuroinﬂammation, we evaluated the association between the
TREM2 p.R47H variant and the risk of MSA using a predominantly neuropathologically conﬁrmed MSA series.

Methods
Study participants
This study included 168 patients with pathologically conﬁrmed MSA, 89 patients with clinically diagnosed MSA, and
1,695 healthy controls. The pathologically conﬁrmed MSA
series consisted of all cases obtained from the Mayo Clinic
brain bank for neurodegenerative disorders in Jacksonville,
FL, between 1998 and 2017. Pathologically conﬁrmed MSA
was diagnosed by a single neuropathologist (D.W.D.) as
previously described.5 Immunohistochemistry for α-synuclein
(NACP, 1:3,000 rabbit polyclonal) was performed on sections of the basal forebrain, striatum, midbrain, pons, medulla,
and cerebellum to establish a neuropathologic diagnosis. MSA
cases were pathologically subclassiﬁed as MSA with predominant striatonigral involvement (MSA-P), MSA with
predominant olivopontocerebellar involvement (MSA-C),
and MSA with equally severe involvement of striatonigral and
2
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olivopontocerebellar systems (MSA-mixed).5 One case was
not assigned pathologic subtype because only the pons was
available for histology.
The clinically diagnosed patients (N = 81 probable MSA, N = 8
possible MSA) were seen at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, MN
(N = 35), or Jacksonville, FL (N = 54), where diagnosis was
made according to the criteria of Gilman et al.6 Clinically diagnosed MSA cases were free of notable cognitive symptoms
that might suggest the presence of an overlapping dementia or
other neurodegenerative conditions. Pathologic assessment
and clinical diagnoses were made without the knowledge of the
TREM2 p.R47H genotype. Controls were also from the Mayo
Clinic in Rochester, MN (N = 991), or Jacksonville, FL (N =
704). Controls were free of neurologic symptoms and without
a family history of movement disorders. All participants were
unrelated non-Hispanic Caucasians. The primary comparison
of TREM2 p.R47H involved the patients with pathologically
conﬁrmed MSA and controls. In secondary analysis, we combined the patients with pathologically conﬁrmed MSA and
patients with clinically diagnosed MSA and compared this
combined MSA series with the controls. Table 1 shows characteristics of patients with MSA and controls.
Standard protocol approvals, registrations,
and patient consents
The Mayo Clinic IRB approved the use of human participants
in this study.
Genetic analysis
Genomic DNA was extracted from brain tissue or peripheral
blood monocytes using standard protocols. Genotyping of
TREM2 exon 2 variant rs75932628 (NM_018965.3:
c.140G>A, p.R47H) was performed using a custom TaqMan
Allelic Discrimination Assay on an ABI 7900HT Fast RealTime PCR system (Applied Bio-systems, Foster City, CA)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions (sequences
available upon request). Genotype calls were made using SDS
2.2.2 software. Positive or ambiguous results in the TaqMan
assay were also conﬁrmed and resolved via Sanger sequencing.
There was no evidence of a departure from Hardy-Weinberg
equilibrium in controls (p = 0.93).
Statistical analysis
We evaluated the association between TREM2 p.R47H and
MSA using logistic regression models. Unadjusted models were
ﬁrst examined. Subsequently, although it is uncertain whether
adjusting for any variable is reasonable, given the rare nature of
this variant, we did also adjust our logistic regression models for
age and sex in a sensitivity analysis. Odds ratios (ORs) and 95%
Neurology.org/NG

Table 1 Characteristics of patients with MSA and controls

Patients with
pathologically
confirmed
MSA (N = 168)

Patients
with
clinically
diagnosed
MSA
(N = 89)

Controls
(N = 1,695)

Age at onset in patients
with MSA or age at
blood draw in controls
(y)

58 (39, 88)

64 (46, 83)

76 (30, 88)

Age at death (y)

66 (47, 91)

NA

NA

Male

96 (57.1%)

53 (59.6%)

786
(46.4%)

Female

72 (42.9%)

36 (40.4%)

909
(53.6%)

MSA-P

73 (43.5%)

62 (69.7%)

NA

MSA-C

27 (16.1%)

26 (29.2%)

NA

67 (39.9%)

1 (1.1%)

NA

1 (0.6%)

0 (0.0%)

NA

0

29 (17.8%)

NA

NA

I

61 (37.4%)

NA

NA

II

49 (30.1%)

NA

NA

III

16 (9.8%)

NA

NA

IV

5 (3.1%)

NA

NA

V

2 (1.2%)

NA

NA

VI

1 (0.6%)

NA

NA

0

88 (55.7%)

NA

NA

1

33 (20.9%)

NA

NA

2

18 (11.4%)

NA

NA

3

9 (5.7%)

NA

NA

4

8 (5.1%)

NA

NA

5

2 (1.3%)

NA

NA

Variable

Sex

MSA subtype

Mixed

a

Unclassifiedb
Braak NFT stage

Thal amyloid phase

Abbreviations: MSA = multiple system atrophy; MSA-C = MSA with predominant olivopontocerebellar involvement; MSA-P = MSA with predominant
striatonigral involvement; NA = not applicable.
The sample median (minimum, maximum) is given for age. Information was
unavailable regarding age at onset (N = 49), Braak NFT stage (N = 5), and Thal
amyloid phase (N = 10) for the patients with pathologically confirmed MSA.
a
MSA with equally severe involvement of striatonigral and olivopontocerebellar systems was classified as MSA-mixed.5
b
One patient with MSA was considered to be “unclassified” because only the
pons was available for histologic assessment; therefore, we could not diagnose this patient as MSA-C or MSA-mixed.

conﬁdence intervals were estimated. p ≤ 0.05 was considered
statistically signiﬁcant. All statistical analyses were performed
using SAS (version 9.4; SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC).
Neurology.org/NG

Results
An evaluation of the association between TREM2 p.R47H and
MSA is shown in table 2. The p.R47H variant was observed in 3
patients with pathologically conﬁrmed MSA (1.79%). Of these 3
p.R47H carriers, neuropathologic examination was available for
2 and revealed MSA subtypes of MSA-P and MSA-C, Braak
neuroﬁbrillary tangle stages of I and III, and Thal amyloid phases
of 0 and 0. For the 89 patients with clinically diagnosed MSA,
there was 1 p.R47H carrier (1.12%, from Mayo Jacksonville),
and this patient’s MSA subtype was probable MSA-P. There
were 7 carriers of p.R47H in the controls (0.41%, N = 4 Mayo
Jacksonville, N = 3 Mayo Rochester), corresponding to a minor
allele frequency of 0.21%, which is similar to the frequency
reported in the ExAC database (Cambridge, MA [exac.broadinstitute.org]) for this population (0.26%).7 For the primary
comparison of patients with pathologically conﬁrmed MSA and
controls, risk of MSA was signiﬁcantly higher for p.R47H carriers
(OR = 4.39, p = 0.033). When combining the pathologically
conﬁrmed and clinically diagnosed MSA series, the risk of MSA
(vs controls) was also signiﬁcantly higher (OR = 3.81, p =
0.034). In a sensitivity analysis adjusting for age and sex, the
ﬁndings regarding the patients with pathologically conﬁrmed
MSA (OR = 3.55, p = 0.076) and the combined MSA series (OR
= 3.17, p = 0.078) remained relatively consistent though weakened slightly and were no longer quite signiﬁcant.

Discussion
TREM2 p.R47H is a well-established risk factor for AD4; however, results have been mixed for FTD and PD,4 while studies
involving amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and dementia with Lewy
bodies mostly point to a lack of association.4 Of interest, the
results of our current study suggest that the TREM2 p.R47H
variant may be associated with an increased risk of MSA. With
a notably higher frequency in our combined MSA series (1.6%)
compared with controls (0.4%), we observed a nearly 4-fold
increased risk of MSA in p.R47H carriers. It is important that this
ﬁnding was strongest in our pathologically conﬁrmed MSA series. The absence of notable AD pathology in pathologically
conﬁrmed MSA p.R47H carriers indicates that the observed
association was not driven by such pathology. The association
was attenuated slightly when adjusting for age and sex; however,
those results should not be overinterpreted because it is uncertain whether attempting any adjustment is reasonable, given
the low frequency of p.R47H. These preliminary ﬁndings suggest
that TREM2 p.R47H may play a role in susceptibility to MSA
and that further study is warranted.
To the best of our knowledge, only 1 association study between TREM2 p.R47H and MSA has been conducted to date.
In a study of 407 Chinese patients with clinically diagnosed
MSA and 869 controls, the p.R47H substitution was observed
in 1 MSA patient and no controls (p = 0.14).8 This negative
result is not surprising because TREM2 p.R47H is extremely
rare in East Asians.
Neurology: Genetics | Volume 4, Number 4 | August 2018
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Table 2 Association between TREM2 p.R47H and MSA

Disease group

N

No. (%) with TREM2
p.R47H

Controls

1,695

Patients with
pathologically
confirmed MSA
All patients with
MSA (pathologically
confirmed and
clinically diagnosed)

Unadjusted analysis

Adjusting for age and sex

OR (95% CI)

p Value

OR (95% CI)

p Value

7 (0.41)

1.00 (reference)

NA

1.00 (reference)

NA

168

3 (1.79)

4.39 (1.12–17.12)

0.033

3.55 (0.88–14.38)

0.076

257

4 (1.56)

3.81 (1.11–13.12)

0.034

3.17 (0.88–11.45)

0.078

Abbreviations: CI = confidence interval; MSA = multiple system atrophy; NA = not applicable; OR = odds ratio; TREM2 = triggering receptor expressed on
myeloid cells.
ORs, 95% CIs, and p values result from logistic regression models.
For age, the age that was adjusted for was age at death for patients with pathologically confirmed MSA, age at MSA onset for patients with clinically diagnosed
MSA, and age at blood draw for controls.

How the TREM2 p.R47H variant could increase risk of MSA
is an important topic for further study. MSA is regarded as an
oligodendrogliopathy, but the mechanism of demyelination
remains unclear. While demyelination depends primarily on
oligodendrocytes, microglia also contribute to myelination
and myelin homeostasis.9 In the CNS, TREM2 is predominantly expressed in microglia, and it has been shown to
play critical roles in phagocytic clearance of apoptotic cells
and disease-associated molecules and modulating microglial
immune response.10 A recent study showed that TREM2 is
required for myelin debris removal and remyelination after
cuprizone-induced demyelination.11 We hypothesize that
TREM2 p.R47H, a loss-of-function mutation, leads to impaired clearance of myelin debris and aberrant microglial activation, which result in increased risk of MSA.
Our results provide evidence that the TREM2 p.R47H substitution may be a genetic susceptibility factor for MSA. Our
study is limited by the relatively small number of patients with
pathologically conﬁrmed MSA, and therefore, validation will be
crucial. Recently, the clinical diagnostic accuracy of MSA was
reported to be 62%, further underscoring the importance of
using neuropathologically conﬁrmed MSA cases in research
studies.12 We hope that these initial promising results will form
the basis for future examinations of TREM2 p.R47H in MSA.
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Abstract
Objective
To address the relationship between mutations in the DNA strand break repair protein tyrosyl
DNA phosphodiesterase 2 (TDP2) and spinocerebellar ataxia autosomal recessive 23
(SCAR23) and to characterize the cellular phenotype of primary ﬁbroblasts from this disease.
Methods
We have used exome sequencing, Sanger sequencing, gene editing and cell biology, biochemistry, and subcellular mitochondrial analyses for this study.
Results
We have identiﬁed a patient in the United States with SCAR23 harboring the same homozygous TDP2 mutation as previously reported in 3 Irish siblings (c.425+1G>A). The current and
Irish patients share the same disease haplotype, but the current patient lacks a homozygous
variant present in the Irish siblings in the closely linked gene ZNF193, eliminating this as
a contributor to the disease. The current patient also displays symptoms consistent with
mitochondrial dysfunction, although levels of mitochondrial function in patient primary skin
ﬁbroblasts are normal. However, we demonstrate an inability in patient primary ﬁbroblasts to
rapidly repair topoisomerase-induced DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) in the nucleus and
profound hypersensitivity to this type of DNA damage.
Conclusions
These data conﬁrm the TDP2 mutation as causative for SCAR23 and highlight the link between
defects in nuclear DNA DSB repair, developmental delay, epilepsy, and ataxia.
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Glossary
DSB = double-strand break; ETC = electron transport chain; FCS = fetal calf serum; NHEJ = nonhomologous end joining;
SCAR23 = spinocerebellar ataxia, autosomal recessive 23; TDP2 = tyrosyl DNA phosphodiesterase 2; WCE = whole-cell
extract; WES = Whole-exome sequencing.

DNA is under constant threat from attack by endogenous and
exogenous electrophilic molecules,1 and DNA topoisomerase
enzymes can introduce DNA breaks as abortive intermediates
of their activity.2–4 Topoisomerase “poisons” such as etoposide inhibit the ligation activity of topoisomerase 2 (TOP2),
thereby promoting the formation of abortive DNA doublestrand break (DSB) intermediates that require DSB repair.
DSBs are repaired in cells by either homologous
recombination–mediated repair or by nonhomologous end
joining (NHEJ).2 The repair of TOP2-induced DSBs by
NHEJ involves the enzyme tyrosyl DNA phosphodiesterase 2
(TDP2), which removes trapped topoisomerase peptide from
the 59-termini at the DSB and thereby allows the DNA ends to
be ligated.3–5 The loss of TDP2 in mouse results in reduced
expression of >100 genes in the brain,6 and TDP2 mutation in
humans has been associated with intellectual disability, seizures, and ataxia,6 a disease now denoted as spinocerebellar
ataxia, autosomal recessive 23 (SCAR23). To date, our understanding of SCAR23 has been limited by the availability of
only 3 Irish siblings with a mutation in TDP2 and by the lack
of availability of ﬁbroblast cell lines from these patients for
molecular and cellular characterization. Here, we have
addressed these limitations and identiﬁed an SCAR23 patient
in the United States with the same homozygous TDP2 mutation as present in the Irish siblings, conﬁrming the association of this disease with mutated TDP2. In addition, we have
characterized at the molecular and cellular level primary patient ﬁbroblasts from the current SCAR23 patient.

Methods
Patient case report
The patient is currently a 6-year-old caucasian boy from
the United States presenting with developmental delay,
microcephaly, and failure to thrive. His mother and father
are aged 29 years and 32 years, respectively, and there is no
previous family history of related disease, but there is
possible consanguinity (3rd cousins). The patient started
walking at the age of 14 months and talking at 3 years, his
hearing was reportedly normal, but he did not have auditory brainstem response. The patient is easily fatigued, and
his parents reported that he eats excessively, becomes irritable, and falls asleep sometimes for days or up to 2
weeks. He is now below the ﬁfth percentile for weight and
5% for height, with a body mass index at <5%. He has
a G-tube and is followed by a dietitian and receives nutritional liquid supplements (PediaSure; Abbott, Lake Forest,
IL). He has a history of constipation and is followed up by
a gastroenterologist. He has a 12-year-old brother who is
2
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also easily fatigued and a 14-year-old maternal half-sister
with attention deﬁcit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD).
The patient has diﬃculty keeping balance and has an ataxic
gait. He has been tested several times for abnormalities in
blood, urine, and CSF, and by MRI and EEG, and only the
latter is abnormal. Seizures began at the age of 5 months, and
his EEGs show increased slowing and occasional spikes in the
right posterior quadrant, and during drowsiness, he had 2
generalized bursts of polyspike and slow-wave activity at
a frequency of 4–5 Hz. The patient’s 180K oligoarray, very
long chain fatty acids, carbohydrate-deﬁcient transferrin, CSF
lactate, and neurotransmitters and plasma amino acids were
normal.
The patient exhibited several phenotypes consistent with mitochondrial dysfunction such as hypotonia, low energy, fatigability, hypersomnia, failure to thrive, short stature,
constipation, neutropenia, hyponatremia, cardiac arrhythmia,
and gastrointestinal dysmotility. Consistent with this, electron
transport chain (ETC) studies on muscle biopsy at age 1 year
showed a severe reduction of complex I + III and II + III
activity, which satisﬁed the major Walker criteria after correction for increased citrate synthase activity. CoQ10 deﬁciency was suggested based on the complex I + III and II + III
deﬁciency, and his metabolic tests were abnormal with the
high lactate and high lactate/pyruvate ratio. The patient was
placed on ubiquinol, carnitine, and leucovorin, and anecdotally, he responded well (particularly to liposomal ubiquinol,
the active or reduced form of CoQ10) in terms of energy and
developmental progress. He is reportedly no longer sleepy and
lethargic and has a stable gait, but is “still behind” in language
and cognitive skills and is in special education. He still has
idiopathic fevers but has not been admitted to the hospital for
15 months. He does not have as many infections but still has
gastric dysmotility. His seizures have reduced in frequency.
Standard protocol approvals, registrations, and
patient consents

We conﬁrm that we have received approval from an institutional ethics standards committee for this work, and we
have written informed consent for research from the guardian
of the patient for participation in this study.
Exome sequencing and haplotype analysis

Whole-exome sequencing (WES) (trio study) of the patient was
performed by GeneDx using the Agilent Clinical Research
Exome kit to target the exonic regions and ﬂanking splice
junctions of the genome. These targeted regions were sequenced
simultaneously by massively parallel (NextGen, Irvine, CA)
Neurology.org/NG

sequencing on an Illumina HiSeq sequencing system with
100bp paired-end reads. Bidirectional sequence was assembled,
aligned to reference gene sequences based on human genome
build GRCh37/UCSC hg19, and analyzed for sequence variants in the selected genes or regions of interest using a customdeveloped analysis tool (Xome Analyzer). Capillary sequencing
was used to conﬁrm all potentially pathogenic variants identiﬁed in this individual. Sequence alterations were reported
according to the nomenclature guidelines of the Human
Genome Variation Society. The WES identiﬁed a homozygous
splice site mutation (c.425+1G>A) in the TDP2 gene. For
comparison of the current patient with the Irish pedigree
previously reported,6 we conducted haplotype analysis. Variants were considered for homozygosity if they were (1) covered by at least 4 reads or more, (2) present in 80% of all reads
or more, (3) designated as a substitution, (4) uniquely positioned in the human genome, and (5) present in the exome
data of both individuals. Homozygous regions were determined using a sliding window, accepting 2 or less homozygous variants per 10 variants assessed.
Mitochondrial preparation and subcellular
fractionation

Mitochondria were prepared as described previously,7 with few
modiﬁcations. HeLa cells and ﬁbroblasts (control and patient)
were harvested, resuspended in homogenization buﬀer (HB
[0.6 M mannitol, 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 1 mM (ethylene
glycol-bis(β-aminoethyl ether)-N,N,N9,N9-tetraacetic acid)
(EGTA), 0.1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) (wt/vol]), and
subjected to diﬀerential centrifugation. Mitochondria were pelleted at 11.000g for 10 minutes at 4°C and resuspended in HB;
the postmitochondrial supernatant was retained after centrifugation (“post-mito spin”). For submitochondrial fraction preparation, HeLa cell mitochondria (300 μg) were treated with 1.6 μg
of proteinase K on ice for 30 minutes, followed by the addition of
5 mM phenylmethanesulfonyl ﬂuoride (PMSF). This fraction
was pelleted at 11.000g for 10 minutes at 4°C and resuspended in
HB. Mitoplasts were obtained by resuspending PK-treated mitochondria in 9 volumes of 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4) and
treated with PK, as described earlier. Inner mitochondrial
membrane proteins were extracted in the presence of 100 mM
Na2CO3, followed by centrifugation at 100.000g for 15 minutes
at 4°C. Proteins (30 μg) from each fraction were loaded onto
12% SDS-PAGE gel, transferred to the polyvinylidene diﬂuoride
(PVDF) membrane, and analyzed by immunoblotting using
primary antibodies to apoptosis inducing factor (AIF) (NEB),
eIF4E (Cell Signalling), EF-Tu (custom made), NDUFB8
(Mitosciences), and TDP2 (see Western Blotting, below).

37°C. TDP2-mutated patient primary human ﬁbroblasts were
established from a patient’s skin biopsy and were denoted 850BR. The control human ﬁbroblast cell line 1-BR.3 (denoted
here for simplicity as 1-BR) was previously derived from an
unrelated normal individual and has been described previously.8 For complementation experiments, we used 1-BR
cells that were immortalized previously with hTERT (denoted
as 1-BR hTERT) and a derivative of 850-BR immortalized in
the current study by retroviral-mediated hTERT expression
and selected in a medium containing 1 μg/ml puromycin
(denoted as 850-BR hTERT). For complementation with
human TDP2, 850-BR hTERT cells were transfected with either empty eGFP-N1 vector or eGFP-N1 construct encoding
GFP-tagged human TDP2 (denoted as TDP2-GFP-N1) and
stable transfectants selected for 21 days by growth in a medium
containing 0.5 mg/mL G418 (Gibco, ThermoFisher, Waltham,
MA). TDP2-GFP-N1 was generated by PCR ampliﬁcation
of the human TDP2 ORF using the primers TDP2_FW
(59-AAAGAATTCATGGAGTTGGGGAGTTGCCTG-39)
and TDP2_RV (59-AAAGGATCCAATATTATATCT
AAGTTGCACAGAAGACC-39) and subcloning the PCR
product into the EcoRI/BamHI sites of eGFP-N1.
CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing

A549 TDP2−/− cells were created as previously reported.9 In
brief, we used a 17-bp (minus the PAM) RNA sequence
targeting TDP2 exon 4 (59-GTAGAAATATCACATCT-39),
which was selected using the tool E-CRISP (e-crisp.org/
E-CRISP/) and cloned into the guide RNA vector #41824
(AddGene). The TDP2 guide construct was cotransfected
with hCas9 expressed from plasmid #41815 (AddGene) using
Amaxa Nucleofector plataform (Lonza, Basel, Switzerland)
Kit T program X-001. Transfected cells were enriched by
selection in 1 mg/mL G418 (Thermoﬁsher) for 5 days before
isolation of single clones and screening for loss of TDP2
expression by Western blotting.
Sanger sequencing

DNA was extracted from 850-BR cells using the DNeasy
Blood & Tissue kit (Qiagen, Manchester, UK). PCR
reactions used Phusion HF-DNA Polymerase (NEB) and
the following primers: TDP2_FW GCCAGTGTTGACCTAACCAATGAAGA; TDP2_RV CTGTAGAAATATCACATCTGGGCTGTACC; ZSCAN9_FW ATGAAGT
AACCAAGACTGAGGACAGAGAG; and ZSCAN9_RV
AGACCAGCTCAGCCACTGTGTGGATCT. PCR products
were puriﬁed before sequencing using a QIAquick PCR puriﬁcation kit (Qiagen).

Cell culture and vectors

Western blotting

Human A549 cells were grown in Dulbecco Modiﬁed Eagle
Medium (Gibco, ThermoFisher, Waltham, MA) containing
10% fetal calf serum (FCS), 2 mM glutamine, penicillin (100
units/mL), and streptomycin (100 μg/mL). Human ﬁbroblasts
were grown in Minimum Essential Media (Gibco) containing
15% FCS, 2 mM glutamine, penicillin (100 units/mL), and
streptomycin (100 μg/mL). All cells were grown at 5% CO2 at

Anti-TDP2 antibody was used at 1:5000 in Western blotting
and has been described previously.10 Anti-Actin (Sigma
A4700) was used at 1:2000. Western blot assessment of
OXPHOS components in patient primary ﬁbroblasts was
conducted as described previously,11 using antibodies against
NDUFB8 (Abcam cat# ab110242), SDHA (Abcam cat#
ab14715), UQCRC2 (Abcam cat# ab14745), COXI (Abcam
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cat# ab14705), ATP5A (Abcam cat# ab14748), SDHB
(Abcam cat# ab14714), COX II (Abcam cat# 110258), and
VDAC1 (Abcam cat# ab14734).

colonies (>50 cells) in treated dishes by the average number in
untreated dishes. For feeder layers, 1-BR cells were irradiated (35
Gy) and plated 24 hours before use at 5 × 104 cells/10 cm dish.

Clonogenic survival assays

Tyrosyl DNA phosphodiesterase assays

1-BR and 850-BR primary ﬁbroblasts cells were plated onto
feeder layers (see below) and 3 hours later treated with indicated
concentrations of etoposide for 21 days to allow the formation of
macroscopic colonies, which were rinsed in phosphate buﬀered
saline (PBS) and ﬁxed/stained in 70% ethanol/1% methylene
blue. A549 and TDP2−/− A549 were plated 4 hours before
treatment with the indicated concentrations of etoposide for 12
days and stained as described earlier. The surviving fraction at
each dose was calculated by dividing the average number of

Whole-cell extract (WCE) was prepared by resuspension of
1-BR or 850-BR primary ﬁbroblast cell pellets (1×106cells) in
100μL lysis buﬀer (40 mM Tris/HCl pH 7.5, 100 mM NaCl,
0.1% Tween-20, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM PMSF, 1x EDTA free
protease cocktail inhibitor), followed by 30 minutes of incubation on ice and mild sonication. The WCE was clariﬁed
by centrifugation for 10 minutes at 4°C at 16000g in
a microfuge and the protein concentration quantiﬁed using
the bicinchoninic acid (BCA) assay reagent (ThermoFisher).

Figure 1 TDP2 splice site mutation in an individual from the United States with SCAR23

(A) Pedigree analysis. White symbols:
wild-type TDP2. Black symbols: homozygosity for the TDP2 splice site
mutation c.425+1G>A (IVS3+1G>A) in
the proband (“1”). Dotted symbols,
heterozygosity for c.425+1G>A (IVS3+
1G>A). (B) Sanger sequencing of the
proband, demonstrating (left) the
homozygous TDP2 mutation c.425+
1G>A (IVS3+1G>A) and (right) the absence of the ZSCAN9 variant
c914A>G. Patient sequences are
shown at the bottom, and reference
sequences are shown at the top. The
2 nucleotides relevant to the mutations are underlined. (C) Pathologic
features of the Irish and US patients.
(D) Haplotypes of Irish patients
(51670; Irish pedigree) and the current patient from the United States
(1583786) carrying the homozygous
c.425+1G>A variant in TDP2. Only the
variants bordering and directly within
the homozygous regions and with
a minor allele frequency of 5% are
shown. Variants are indicated by their
accession number in the dbSNP database, and the position of c.425+
1G>A is in bold. The minimal overlapping region is delimited by
rs9396886 and rs749338 and is 15.1
Mb in size. Black bars represent the
homozygous haplotype as inferred
from exome sequencing data. TDP2 =
tyrosyl DNA phosphodiesterase 2.
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Clariﬁed WCE (15μg total protein) was incubated with 40
nM TDP2 substrate (Cy5-59Tyrosine-ssDNA19-BHQ) or
TDP1 substrate (BHQ-ssDNA13-39Tyrosine-Cy5) in reaction buﬀer (50 mM Tris/HCl pH8.0, 10 mM MgCl2,
80 mM KCl, and 1 mM DTT, 0.05% Tween-20) in a total
volume of 6μL at room temperature, and Cy5 ﬂuorescence
was measured at 640 nm at the indicated time intervals on
a BMG PHERAstar plate reader.
DSB repair assays
Cells were grown on coverslips until conﬂuent and then
treated for 30 minutes with 25μM etoposide or irradiated
with x-rays (2 Gy). After treatment, cells were rinsed and
ﬁxed for 10 minutes in PBS containing 4% paraformaldehyde at the indicated time points. Cells were
permeabilized (20 minutes in PBS-0.2% Triton X-100),

blocked (1 hour in PBS-5% BSA), and incubated with antiγH2AX (Millipore, 05-636, 1:2500) and anti-CENP-F
(Abcam, ab5, 1:2500) antibodies for 3 hours in PBS containing 5% BSA. Cells were then washed (3 × 5 minutes in
PBS containing 0.1%Tween-20), incubated for 1h with the
corresponding Alexa Fluor conjugated secondary antibody
(1:1000, 5% BSA), and washed again as described earlier.
Finally, cells were counterstained with DAPI (Sigma,
Gillingham, UK) and mounted in VECTASHIELD (Vector
Labs, Peterborough, UK). Images were acquired on an
automated wide-ﬁeld microscopy Olympus ScanR system
(motorized IX83 microscope) with ScanR Image Acquisition and Analysis Software, 20×/0.45 (LUCPLFLN
20×PH) dry objectives, and Hamamatsu ORCA-R2 digital
CCD camera C10600. For the analysis of G0/G1 cells in
patient primary ﬁbroblasts, only CENP-F-negative cells

Figure 2 Greatly reduced TDP2 protein and activity in 850-BR patient fibroblasts

(A) TDP2 and actin protein levels in WCE (20 μg total protein) from 1-BR normal and 850-BR patient primary fibroblasts, as measured by immunoblotting. (B)
TDP1 and TDP2 biochemical assay. Hydrolysis of a 39-phosphotyrosyl (TDP1 assay) or 59-phosphotyrosyl (TDP2 assay) bond releases the associated Cy5
fluorophore and alleviates quenching by the BHQ located on the opposite oligonucleotide terminus, resulting in elevated fluorescence at 640 nm. (C) Realtime (0–30 minutes) measurements of 59-tyrosyl DNA phosphodiesterase activity (TDP2 assay) in reaction buffer (as a negative control) or WCE (15 μg protein)
from 1-BR normal or 850-BR patient primary fibroblasts, using the single-stranded oligonucleotide (40 nM) with a 59-phosphotyrosyl-linked Cy5 fluorophore
and 39-BHQ. (D) Real-time measurements (0–30 minutes) of 39-tyrosyl DNA phosphodiesterase (TDP1 assay) conducted as above but using a 39-phosphotyrosyl-linked Cy5 fluorophore and 59-BHQ. Data are mean of 3 independent experiments ±SEM. Statistical significance was determined by two way analysis
of variance (ANOVA). ***p < 0.001. BHQ = black hole quencher; TDP2 = tyrosyl DNA phosphodiesterase 2; WCE = whole-cell extract.
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were scored. For A549 and A549 TDP2−/−, cells were gated
to the G1 population according to the DAPI proﬁle of
ScanR Image Analysis Software. For patient ﬁbroblast
complementation experiments, cells were gated accordingly to eGFP expression on ScanR Analysis Software, in
addition to the G1 population according to the DAPI
content.

Results
We recently described mutations in TDP2 in three Irish
patients from the same family with intellectual disability,
seizures, and ataxia, a disease now denoted as spinocerebellar
ataxia 23 (SCAR23)6. Here, we describe a 6-year-old patient
in the United States with very similar pathology including
developmental delay, epilepsy, and ataxia and in whom we
identiﬁed by whole-exome and Sanger sequencing possesses
the same homozygous splice site mutation in TDP2 (c.425+
1G>A) (ﬁgure 1, A–C). Whether there is a connection between the current patient and the Irish family is not clear, but
a comparison of the WES data from the two families revealed
that the two apparently unrelated aﬀected individuals of
whom their exome was sequenced share the same homozygous haplotype of ;15.1 Mb (ﬁgure 1D). It is important to
note that in contrast to the Irish patients, however, the current
patient lacks the mutation c.914A>G (p.His305Arg) in
ZNF193, a zinc ﬁnger protein of unknown function (ﬁgure
1B, right). We previously concluded that this variant was not

disease causing in the Irish patients,6 and the absence of this
variant in the current patient conﬁrms that this and also that
TDP2 mutation is the cause of SCAR23.
To enable additional molecular and cellular analyses of
SCAR23, we generated primary ﬁbroblasts (denoted 850-BR)
from a skin biopsy kindly provided by the current patient.
Western blotting failed to detect TDP2 protein in the 850-BR
patient ﬁbroblasts (ﬁgure 2A), consistent with the lack of
detectable TDP2 protein previously reported in lymphoblastoid cells from the Irish patients.6 The absence of detectable TDP2 protein in the lymphoblastoid cell lines was
explained by the impact of the TDP2 mutation on splicing,
which resulted in nonsense-mediated decay and greatly reduced (<20%) levels of TDP2 mRNA.6 To conﬁrm the impact of the splice site mutation on TDP2 activity, we used
a highly sensitive tyrosyl DNA phosphodiesterase biochemical assay. This assay uses a single-stranded oligonucleotide substrate in which hydrolytic release of a Cy5-labeled
tyrosine moiety present on one terminus of the oligonucleotide results in increased ﬂuorescence due to evasion of
a black hole quencher present on the opposite terminus
(ﬁgure 2B). By situating the ﬂuorescent-labeled tyrosine on
either the 39 or 59 terminus, this assay can detect TDP1 or
TDP2 activity, respectively. Although whole-cell extract from
normal 1-BR human ﬁbroblasts exhibited robust 59-tyrosyl
DNA phosphodiesterase activity, 850-BR patient ﬁbroblasts
did not (ﬁgure 2C). The small amount of activity observed in

Figure 3 Reduced DSB repair in TDP2-mutated patient fibroblasts and A549 cells after topoisomerase 2-induced DNA
damage

(A) DSBs were measured by γH2AX
immunostaining in normal 1-BR and
patient 850-BR primary fibroblasts before and after treatment for 30 minutes
with DMSO vehicle or 25 μM etoposide
(“0”), followed by subsequent incubation in a drug-free medium for the
indicated repair periods. (B) DSBs were
measured as above, in wild-type A549
cells and in A549 cells in which TDP2 was
deleted by CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing
(TDP2−/− A549). The level of TDP2 and
actin (loading control) in the cell lines
used for these experiments is shown by
Western blotting on the right. (C) DSBs
were measured as above in hTERT-immortalized 1-BR fibroblasts and 850-BR
fibroblasts and in the latter cells after
transfection with the empty GFP vector
or vector encoding recombinant human
TDP2-GFP. The level of TDP2 and actin
(loading control) in the cell lines used for
these experiments is shown by Western
blotting on the right. Data are mean ±
SEM of 3 independent experiments, and
statistically significant differences were
determined by the t test (ns = not significant, *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p <
0.001). DSB = double-strand break;
GFP = green fluorescent protein; TDP2 =
tyrosyl DNA phosphodiesterase 2.
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850-BR cell extract, compared with reactions supplemented
with reaction buﬀer alone, reﬂects nucleases in the cell extract
rather than residual TDP2 activity because similar results were
observed when we used cell extract from human cells in which
TDP2 was deleted by CRISPR/Cas9 (unpublished observations). The lack of TDP2 activity in patient cells did not
reﬂect diﬀerences in the technical quality of cell extracts because the level of TDP1 activity in these extracts was similar to
that in normal human 1-BR ﬁbroblasts (ﬁgure 2D). We
conclude from these data that the TDP2 splice site mutation
greatly reduces and most likely ablates both TDP2 protein
and activity in 850-BR patient ﬁbroblasts.
Next, we addressed the impact of the TDP2 splice site mutation on nuclear DSB repair rates in 850-BR patient ﬁbroblasts using immunoﬂuorescent detection of γH2AX as an
indirect measure of DSBs.12 Although similar levels of nuclear
γH2AX foci were present in normal and patient ﬁbroblasts
immediately after treatment with etoposide for 30 minutes,
the levels of these γH2AX foci decreased far more slowly in
the patient ﬁbroblasts during subsequent incubation in a drugfree medium (ﬁgure 3A). However, DSB repair was completed in patient cells within 8–24 hours, consistent with the
established existence of alternative, nuclease-dependent

mechanisms for repair of TOP2-induced DSBs in human
cells.4,13,14 Similar results were observed in human A549 cells
in which TDP2 was mutated by CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing,
conﬁrming the importance of TDP2 for repair of TOP2induced DSBs (ﬁgure 3B). More importantly, complementation of 850-BR cells with expression construct encoding
recombinant human TDP2 restored normal rates of nuclear
DSB repair, conﬁrming that the DNA repair defect in the
patient ﬁbroblasts was the result of the TDP2 mutation (ﬁgure
3C). This defect in DSB repair was accompanied by cellular
hypersensitivity to TOP2-induced DSBs because both 850BR patient ﬁbroblasts and TDP2−/− A549 cells were hypersensitive to etoposide in clonogenic survival assays (ﬁgure 4, A
and B). In contrast to etoposide-induced DSBs, both DSB
repair rates and levels of cell survival were normal in 850-BR
patient ﬁbroblasts after treatment with ionizing radiation
(ﬁgure 4, C and D), conﬁrming the speciﬁcity of the DNA
repair defect in the patient’s cells for DNA breaks induced by
TOP2.
Finally, because analyses of muscle biopsy from the patient
(see the case report) suggested the presence of possible
defects in the ETC, we examined 850-BR patient ﬁbroblasts
for defects in mitochondrial function. However, the patient

Figure 4 Hypersensitivity of TDP2-mutated patient fibroblasts and A549 cells to DNA damage induced by etoposide but not
γ-rays

(A) Clonogenic survival of 1-BR normal
and 850-BR patient primary fibroblasts in a medium containing the indicated concentrations of etoposide.
(B) Clonogenic survival of wild-type
A549 and TDP2−/− A549 cells in a medium containing the indicated concentrations
of
etoposide.
(C)
Clonogenic survival of 1-BR normal
and 850-BR patient primary fibroblasts as above, following γ-irradiation. (D), DSBs were measured by
γH2AX immunostaining in normal 1BR and patient 850-BR primary fibroblasts before and after the indicated
periods after γ-irradiation (2 Gy). Data
are mean ± SEM of 3 independent
experiments, and statistically significant differences were determined by
two-way ANOVA (ns = not significant,
***p < 0.001). TDP2 = tyrosyl DNA
phosphodiesterase 2.
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ﬁbroblasts failed to exhibit signiﬁcant defects in respiratory
chain complexes in biochemical assays compared with
a range of diﬀerent normal (control) human ﬁbroblasts
(ﬁgure 5A.a). Similar results were observed when we
compared wild-type A549 cells with A549 cells in which

TDP2 was mutated by gene editing (ﬁgure 5A.b). We also
failed to identify any impact of the TDP2 mutation or deletion in 850-BR ﬁbroblasts and A549 cells, respectively, in
the level of respiratory chain proteins as measured by immunoblotting (ﬁgure 5B).

Figure 5 Mitochondrial functionality in normal and TDP2-mutated cells

(A) Activity of mitochondrial respiratory
complexes in normal (red bars) and
patient 850-BR (blue bars) primary
human fibroblasts (A.a) and in wildtype human A549 (red bars) and
TDP2−/− A549 cells (blue bars) (A.b) was
determined as previously described.15
The mean enzyme activities in control
cells (n = 8) are set to 100%, and error
bars represent SD. (B) Levels of mitochondrial respiratory complex proteins
in
age-matched
control
fibroblasts (C1 and C2) and patient 850BR fibroblasts (B.a) and in wild-type
A549 cells and TDP2−/− A549 cells (B.b),
as measured by immunoblotting for
subunits of CI (NDUFB8), CII (SDHA), CIII
(UQCRC2), CIV (COXI), and CV (ATP5A)
and using VDAC1 as a mitochondrial
loading control. (C) Subcellular localization of TDP2 in HeLa cells (C.a) and in
normal (1-BR) and patient (850-BR)
primary human fibroblasts (C.b). Left,
cell-equivalent amounts of HeLa total
cell lysate (30 g total protein; lane 1),
cell lysate depleted of mitochondria
(“post-mito spin”; lane 2), mitochondria
treated with proteinase K (to remove
proteins associated with the outer
membrane; lane 3), mitoplasts (mitochondrial matrix plus inner membrane
proteins; lane 4), mitoplasts treated
with proteinase K (lane 5), and inner
membrane mitochondrial proteins
(extracted with sodium carbonate; lane
6) were immunoblotted for TDP2 and
for protein markers of the cytosol
(eIF4E) and each of the mitochondrial
compartments, intermembrane space
(AIF), mitochondrial matrix (EF-Tu), and
inner
mitochondrial
membrane
(NDUFB8).
Right,
cell-equivalent
amounts of 1-BR or 850-BR fibroblast
total cell lysates (30μg protein) depleted of mitochondria (“post-mito
spin”) and of mitoplasts were immunoblotted for TDP2 as above. The position of full-length TDP2 (arrow) and
a nonspecific band detected by the
antibody (asterisk; *) are indicated.
TDP2 = tyrosyl DNA phosphodiesterase 2.
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We next fractionated HeLa cells and both 1-BR and 850-BR
ﬁbroblasts into subcellular components, including intact mitochondria and mitoplasts, to examine whether TDP2 is located within the mitochondria and thus in the correct location
to repair mitochondrial DNA (ﬁgure 5C). Most of the material detected by the anti-TDP2 antibody and which migrated
to the position expected for TDP2 was present, as expected, in
the cellular fractions containing cytosolic and nuclear proteins
(ﬁgure 5C.a, lanes 1 and 2). However, a very small amount of
this material was detected in intact mitochondria and mitoplasts (ﬁgure 5C.a, lanes 3–5). In 1-BR normal human
ﬁbroblasts, most of the material detected by anti-TDP2 antibody was again present in the cytosolic/nuclear fraction, and
this material was TDP2 because it was absent from parallel
preparations from patient 850-BR ﬁbroblasts (ﬁgure 5C.b).
However, if TDP2 was present in mitoplasts prepared from
1-BR cells, it was below the level of detection in our experiments (ﬁgure 5C.b, arrow). We did note the presence of
a slower migrating band that was detected by the TDP2 antibody in both HeLa and 1-BR mitoplasts, but this band was
also present in parallel preparations from 850-BR patient
ﬁbroblasts, indicating that it was not TDP2 (ﬁgure 5C.b,
asterisk). Collectively, although we cannot rule out the presence of a small amount of endogenous TDP2 in mitochondria, we cannot detect defects in mitochondrial function in
SCAR23 patient ﬁbroblasts. Consequently, we suggest that
the neurologic disease pathology in SCAR23 is most likely the
result of a defect in nuclear DSB repair.

Discussion
We recently identiﬁed TDP2 mutations in a recessive hereditary genetic disorder associated with intellectual disability,
seizures, and ataxia, now denoted as spinocerebellar ataxia
autosomal recessive 23 (SCAR23)6. In the three Irish siblings
originally described, we also identiﬁed the mutation c.914AG
(p.His305Arg) in ZNF193, a zinc ﬁnger protein of unknown
function, which we concluded was not disease causing but
which we could not exclude as a contributor to the disease.6
However, in contrast to the Irish patients, the new patient
identiﬁed in the United States and reported here harbors the
same TDP2-associated haplotype but lacks the mutation in
ZNF193, ruling out a contribution of the latter and conﬁrming
the TDP2 mutation as the cause of SCAR23.
The TDP2-mutated patient ﬁbroblasts established here are the
ﬁrst such reported and have provided valuable information
concerning the molecular and cellular defect in SCAR23.
Consistent with TDP2 defects in other cell types, we observed
reduced rates of DSB repair and elevated cellular sensitivity
after treatment with the TOP2 poison etoposide. These phenotypes were the result of the TDP2 mutation in the patient
ﬁbroblasts because they were phenocopied in TDP2−/− A549
cells created by gene editing and were complemented by the
reintroduction of the wild-type human TDP2 transgene. Of
interest, the magnitude of these phenotypes is greater in patient
Neurology.org/NG

ﬁbroblasts and gene-edited A549 cells than what we have seen
previously with our previous gene-edited cell lines.9 We believe
that this is because the cell lines reported here are eﬀectively
TDP2 null, whereas our previously generated TDP2 geneedited human cells retained a minor isoform of TDP2 that is
expressed at low levels and is primarily cytoplasmic.
It is notable that TOP2 poisons are used widely in the clinic to
treat a variety of cancers, and we point out that the use of these
agents in patients with TDP2 mutations should be avoided or
at the very least treated with extreme caution. Although
TDP2-defective cancer cells will be hypersensitive to this type
of chemotherapy, normal cells will also be hypersensitive, as
illustrated in the current work by the etoposide sensitivity
observed in both TDP2−/− A549 lung cancer cells and
SCAR23 primary ﬁbroblasts.
The presence of mitochondrial dysfunction in the SCAR23
patient described here is suggested by ETC studies and the high
lactate and lactate/pyruvate ratio in muscle (see the Patient
Case Study in the Methods section). In addition, the current
patient exhibits phenotypes consistent with mitochondrial
dysfunction such as hypotonia, low energy, and fatigability. It is
unclear whether phenotypes consistent with mitochondrial
defects are also present in the Irish patients, although none
were originally noted.6 Unfortunately, neither ﬁbroblasts nor
muscle biopsy are available from these patients to address this
possibility. The lack of detectable mitochondrial defect in primary skin ﬁbroblasts from the current patient and in geneedited A549 cells does not support a major role for TDP2 in the
repair of mitochondrial DNA. However, the absence of mitochondrial defects in skin ﬁbroblasts from patients with mitochondrial defects in muscle is not uncommon.15 Nevertheless,
given the dramatic impact of the TDP2 mutation on nuclear
DNA repair, we suggest that any association of SCAR23 with
mitochondrial disease is most likely an indirect or secondary
dysfunction resulting from a nuclear disorder.16
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Alexander disease (AD) is an autosomal dominant progressive astrogliopathy caused by
pathogenic variants in glial ﬁbrillary acidic protein (GFAP).1 Clinical presentation of AD
includes infantile AD, characterized by psychomotor retardation, seizures, pyramidal signs, and
megalencephaly; juvenile AD, characterized by bulbar/pseudobulbar signs, hyperreﬂexia, lower
limb spasticity, ataxia, loss of intellectual function, and macrocephaly; and adult-onset AD,
characterized by progressive bulbar symptoms, ataxia, palatal myoclonus, bladder dysfunction,
and spastic paraparesis.1

Clinical report
The patient is a 35-year-old woman with progressive left hemidystonia, retinitis pigmentosa
(RP), and history of brain tumor. At age 8 years, she developed vision loss, limp, aﬀerent
pupillary defect, and optic disc edema. A pilocytic astrocytoma, World Health Organization
grade I, was diagnosed and resected. At age 14 years, she developed gait abnormality and
progressive left hemidystonia that responded well to botulinum toxin injections. She then
developed bilateral optic disc ﬁbrosis, bitemporal hemianopia, and bilateral posterior subcapsular cataracts and was diagnosed with RP at 22 years (ﬁgure, A–D). She also reported
chronic constipation, functional megacolon, uterine leiomyomas, and dysphagia.
Family history includes nonconsanguineous unaﬀected parents. Physical examination showed
relative macrocephaly, absent ocular horizontal and vertical pursuit, dysarthria, circumduction
gait and left-sided arm dystonia, muscle atrophy, hyperreﬂexia, and ankle clonus. Brain MRI
demonstrated a frontal resection cavity, cystic encephalomalacia, and ﬂuctuating enhancement
of the hypothalamus. At age 29 years, a new left middle cerebellar peduncle lesion was identiﬁed
(ﬁgure, E and F).
The patient was enrolled in the NIH Undiagnosed Diseases Network (UDN). Whole-exome
sequencing (WES) for her and her mother was completed. Her father was deceased at the time
of evaluation.
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Figure Clinical, histologic, and imaging findings

A 35-year-old woman with juvenileonset Alexander disease (AD) (A and B).
Note relative macrocephaly (FOC 56
cm, 94th centile) and esotropia. The
photomontage of the right (C) and left
(D) eyes shows the atrophic gliosis
from prior optic disc edema and the
marked retinal atrophy and secondary
pigmentary degeneration. The retinal
vasculature appears to show glial
sheathing and peripheral vaso-obliteration in each eye. Brain MRI with contrast at 29 years (E and F). (E) Axial T2
image demonstrates a T2 hyperintense
lesion centered in the left middle cerebellar peduncle (yellow arrow). (F)
Axial T1 image with contrast shows an
area of central enhancement within
the lesion (yellow arrow). Partially imaged is cystic encephalomalacia within
the frontal lobes bilaterally (yellow asterisk) with surgical changes in the right
frontal lobe not included. Slides from
patient’s brain lesion (G and H) demonstrating AD histologic features. The
prototypical histologic feature of AD is
prominent Rosenthal fiber formation
(G, solid arrows). An additional feature
unique to AD is the presence of
Rosenthal fiber-like eosinophilic cytoplasmic inclusions in astrocyte cell
bodies (G, open arrows). The cell body
inclusions are generally not seen in
other Rosenthal fiber–rich conditions
such as low-grade primary brain
tumors. Astrocytes with markedly
atypical nuclei (H, solid arrow) are also
a characteristic morphologic feature of
AD and can mimic the neoplastic cells
of astrocytoma or ganglioglioma. FOC
= fronto-occipital circumference.

Results
WES revealed a novel heterozygous variant of uncertain
signiﬁcance (VUS) in GFAP (MIM_137780) c.989G>C
(p.R330P, NM_002055) and a heterozygous VUS c.6196G>A
(p.D2066N, NM_006269) in RP1 (MIM_603937), both absent in the mother. The parental origin of the GFAP mutated
allele could not be concluded based on WES data and available DNA samples. The variant in RP1 was reported in 127
heterozygotes among 138,396 unrelated, unaﬀected individuals
in gnomAD database (gnomad.broadinstitute.org). Both variants are predicted as damaging in SIFT (sorting intolerant
from tolerant; sift.jcvi.org/) and Polyphen-2 (genetics.bwh.
harvard.edu/pph2). No other contributory variants were
detected in 256 known retinal disease genes.
2
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Pathology slides from the initial brain mass were re-examined.
Histologic examination showed features of AD, including
profuse Rosenthal ﬁber formation, Rosenthal ﬁber-like eosinophilic cytoplasmic inclusions in astrocyte cell bodies, and
scattered cells with markedly atypical nuclei (ﬁgure, G and H).

Discussion
Radiologic ﬁndings in AD vary with age at onset, and typical
characteristics have been described for the various forms of
AD. Serial radiologic imaging of our patient showed sequelae
of right frontal lobe resection, development of periventricular
white matter changes, and ﬂuctuating brainstem and hypothalamic lesions. Waxing and waning imaging ﬁndings, in the
absence of treatment, were inconsistent with a brain tumor.
Neurology.org/NG

Therefore, despite her previous diagnosis of a brain tumor,
these new ﬁndings were interpreted as non-neoplastic, and
the working diagnosis was non-MS demyelinating lesions.
Similar atypical MRI ﬁndings had been described before in
patients with molecularly proven AD.2 Dystonia and retinal
abnormalities have never been previously reported with AD.
Left hemidystonia in our patient may be secondary to ADrelated encephalomalacia or a possible delayed consequence
of right frontal brain resection.3 The RP1 VUS in our patient is
less likely to be pathogenic, given the presence of multiple
heterozygous carriers in population databases. It is unclear
whether RP is a phenotypic expansion of AD or an unrelated
ﬁnding (i.e., dual genetic diagnosis).4
Several histologic features of AD can mimic brain tumors.
Rosenthal ﬁber formation in astrocytes of the brain and spinal
cord, a pathologic hallmark of AD, is also seen in several
low-grade primary brain tumors (e.g., pilocytic astrocytoma,
ganglioglioma, and pleomorphic xanthoastrocytoma). Cytologically atypical astrocytes, a recognized feature of AD,5 can also
lead to misdiagnosis of pilocytic astrocytoma/ganglioglioma and
unnecessary invasive interventions. The presence of
Rosenthal ﬁber–like eosinophilic cytoplasmic inclusions in
astrocyte cell bodies serves as a “red ﬂag,” raising the index of
suspicion of AD.
Over 120 pathogenic variants in GFAP have been reported with
a possible dominant gain-of-function mechanism.6 GFAP
p.R330P substitutes arginine, located in the evolutionarily wellconserved structure of GFAP, with proline. Another change in
the same amino acid, p.R330G, was associated previously with
adult AD.7 The potential functional signiﬁcance of the p.R330P
substitution, our patient’s phenotype, and the histologic ﬁndings all strongly support GFAP p.R330P being a disease-causing
variant.
Although relative macrocephaly, spasticity, ocular movement
abnormalities, and autonomic disturbance (functional megacolon), as seen in our patient, have been described in juvenile
AD,1 the diagnosis of AD was delayed because of an atypical
presentation, including RP, left hemidystonia, atypical MRI
ﬁndings, and histologic features confounding the diagnosis. This
case emphasizes the clinical, histologic, and radiologic challenges
in diagnosing AD and demonstrates the importance of considering AD in the diﬀerential diagnosis of speciﬁc Rosenthal
ﬁber–rich brain lesions such as pilocytic astrocytoma.
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Catastrophic epileptic encephalopathy of unclear etiology following a mild metabolic insult
generally has a poor outcome. Here, we present 2 such unrelated individuals in whom wholeexome sequencing identiﬁed the same de novo recurrent mutation (c.1207C>T p.Arg403Cys)
in the gene encoding the guanosine triphosphatase (GTPase) Dynamin-1 like Protein
(DNM1L) (reference sequence NM_012062.4).
The dynamic ﬁssion and fusion of the intracellular mitochondrial network are essential to
facilitate mitophagy and thus mitochondrial quality and function.1 During mitochondrial division,
the GTPase DNM1L forms multimeric collars at speciﬁc ﬁssion sites, constricting portions of the
mitochondrial reticulum and generating fragments for engulfment and degradation.2
DNM1L has been implicated in several presentations of refractory epilepsy.3 Both of our
patients exhibited signs of preexisting developmental delay and presented with epilepsy during,
or recently following, a febrile illness or exercise. Elevated lactate levels, epilepsia partialis
continua, nonspeciﬁc imaging, and evidence of lipid storage myopathy all support mitochondrial dysfunction (See table for presentation summary and e-case report for details, links.lww.
com/NXG/A63). This evidence supports an etiological role for DNM1L in mitochondrial
epilepsy syndrome with fever sensitivity (MEFS).

Methods
We used IN Cell Analyzer 1000 (IN Cell 1000), a previously validated high-throughput imaging
method for quantifying mitophagy and mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) in cultured ﬁbroblasts
from patients compared with cultures derived from karyotypically normal controls. Cells were
immunostained for the autophagy marker Light Chain 3 (LC3) and the mitochondrial import
receptor, translocase of outer membrane 20 (TOM20) and analyzed with IN Cell1000. The
readout for mitophagy was colocalization of LC3 puncta with TOM20-positive mitochondria.

Results
We showed that the mitochondria in ﬁbroblasts from both patients are lengthened and
hyperpolarized (ﬁgure e-1, A and B, links.lww.com/NXG/A62). Total mitophagic ﬂux was
increased, showing that mitophagy is activated (ﬁgure e-1C, i). This is consistent with the
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Table Comparison of clinical presentations and investigations
Case 1

Case 2

Prepresentation development

Moderate language delay

Mild general developmental delay

Seizure features

Age 3: focal status epilepticus; continuous partial
seizures and a right hemiparesis

Age 5: asymmetric generalized tonic-clonic
seizures provoked by febrile illness.
Age 6: focal and convulsive status epilepticus
Persistent right-sided clonic and occasional nonor generalized convulsive status epilepticus

Etiological insult

5 days after influenza vaccination; concurrent
mild febrile illness

Shortly after febrile illness or exercise

Biochemical findings

Increased lactate level (2.7 mmol/L)

Increased lactate level (2.5 mmol/L)

EEG findings

Left frontotemporal eliptogenic focus

Focal right-sided clonic seizures associated with
left frontal ictal onset; nonconvulsive status
epilepticus with bilateral slow spike waves

MRI findings

Transient left thalamic lesion with progression of
T2 white matter hyperintensity

Normal morphology and myelination; global
bilateral cerebral volume loss

Muscle biopsy

Variable muscle fiber size and type II atrophy

Type II atrophy and cytochrome oxidase negative
(COX-negative) succinate dehydrogenasepositive (SDH-positive) fibers

Muscle lipid

Increased

Prominent in type I fibers

Muscle mtDNA

33% of expected (borderline low)

71% of expected (normal)

Mitochondrial appearance

Prominent—consistent with long mitochondria
in fibroblasts

Prominent—consistent with long mitochondria
in fibroblasts

Mitochondrial activity

Borderline low complex IV

Normal

Whole mitochondrial genome sequencing

No pathologic variants

No pathologic variants

Genes implicated in autosomal mitochondrial
disorders

No abnormalities in 17 genes

Normal NPC1, NPC2, and POLG

Whole-exome sequencing

c.1207C>T p.Arg403Cys in DNML1

c.1207C>T p.Arg403Cys in DNML1

Treatment

Moderate response to carbamazepine,
clobazam, and coenzyme Q

Moderate response to levetiracetam,
carbamazepine, and clobazam

mtDNA depletion documented in ﬁbroblasts (ﬁgure e-1C, iii)
and the borderline low mtDNA content in skeletal muscle
from patient 1 (table).

Discussion
In 2 patients, we identiﬁed a de novo dominant mutation in
DMN1L, the same mutation having now been identiﬁed in 4
unrelated patients with refractory epilepsy.3 Presentation
features and investigation ﬁndings supported an underlying
mitochondrial pathology. Altered mitochondrial dynamics are
now a well-established cause of disease (see supplementary
information for reference, links.lww.com/NXG/A63), and
defective mitochondrial ﬁssion may both cause synaptic dysfunction1 and impair responses to infection.4
In mice, constitutive homozygous knockouts of Drp1 (the
murine homolog of DNM1L) do not survive embryogenesis,
while conditional ablation leads to developmental defects,
both associated with abnormal mitochondrial ﬁssion.5 Individuals heterozygous for DNM1L p.Arg403Cys display
2
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a milder phenotype, both in terms of mitochondrial structural
and functional abnormalities and symptom severity.
Previously described cases similarly display several years of
relatively normal development followed by severe, refractory
epilepsy following a mild metabolic insult, vaccinations, or lowgrade fever, resulting in profound global developmental delay.3
As in case 1, nonspeciﬁc thalamic hyperintensities were seen on
MRI scans on the 2 previously reported probands with the
p.Arg403Cys mutation.3 Case 2 demonstrated diﬀuse cerebral
volume atrophy. These changes are in keeping with previously
reported nonspeciﬁc T2 MRI hyperintensities and cerebral or
cerebellar atrophy seen in other mitochondrial disorders. It
remains to be seen whether MEFS is part of the same clinical
spectrum of other conditions associated with status epilepticus
related to febrile illnesses, i.e., new-onset refractory status epilepticus or febrile illness–related epilepsy syndrome.6
DNM1L is required for division of mitochondria and peroxisomes, interacting with receptor Mﬀ and endoplasmic reticulum (ER) components. The missense mutation shared in
Neurology.org/NG

our cases lies in the middle domain of DNM1L,3 impairing
oligomerization and recruitment to mitochondria3 consistent
with our ﬁndings of elongated mitochondria in ﬁbroblasts
from both patients (ﬁgure e-1A, links.lww.com/NXG/A62).
Furthermore, knockdown of the DNM1L ortholog Drp1 in
mouse cells and its ligand Mﬀ can each cause mtDNA depletion and mitochondrial dysfunction,7 consistent with the
borderline low mtDNA content and COX activity in skeletal
muscle we demonstrated in case 1. This is likely due to increased mitophagic ﬂux (ﬁgure e-1C, i).
Our ﬁndings suggest that DNM1L is implicated as a genetic
contributor to MEFS. DNM1L p.Arg403Cys mutation
screening could therefore be useful in patients with similar
presentations and in identifying impaired mitochondrial ﬁssion causing synaptic dysfunction1 and defective response to
infection.
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Hyperekplexia (HPX) is a rare familial disorder characterized by an exaggerated startle reﬂex
and stiﬀness at birth. In 1958, Boris P. Silfverskiöld published a report on a Swedish family
aﬀected by “emotionally precipitated drop seizures.”1 This ﬁrst description of HPX became
seminal, but it would take 35 years before mutations in the glycine receptor subunit alpha-1
(GLRA1) gene were discovered as the cause of this disease.2 Subsequently, SLC6A5 and GLRB
mutations were discovered as causes of HPX.3 Here, we present a 60-year follow-up of the
Silfverskiöld family found to harbor the R271Q mutation in the GLRA1 gene. Some aﬀected
patients in this family display unreported features for HPX.

Methods
This report was made within the frame of a study approved by the local ethics committee
(Etikprövningsnämnden 2016/1661-31). The family consisted of 4 aﬀected patients (ﬁgure).
Phenotype details are provided in the original article and summarized in table e-1 (links.lww.com/
NXG/A64). Brieﬂy, 3 patients had early-onset violent and injurious falls triggered by unexpected
stimuli (II-1, II-2, and III-1) causing a skull fracture in 2 (II-1 and II-2). Three patients had
hypnagogic myoclonus and a good response to phenobarbital. At times, symptoms receded
spontaneously in patient II-1. Reported onset in I-1 (J.E.) was at age 40 years; he had startle with
falls once or twice per year. Siblings II-1 (A.W.) and II-2 (B.E.) lost consciousness sometimes after
startle-related falls.1 Patient II-1 was diagnosed with late-onset dementia and died at age 87 years;
patient II-2 was found drowned in a bathtub at age 76 years. Patient III-1 was aged 10 years at the
time of the publication; at present, she is a 66-year-old retired school teacher. She was diagnosed
with stiﬀ baby syndrome. Patient III-1 had symptoms until age 13 years. At that point, symptoms
receded spontaneously until age 27 years. When her symptoms reappeared, beneﬁcial treatment
with clonazepam was started and continued since then. Patient IV-1, born in 1976, presented with
insidious clumsiness starting in childhood and later startle reactions. She underwent surgery for
umbilical hernia at age 1 year. Stiﬀness became gradually persistent between startle reactions
during adolescence; treatment with clonazepam was started at age 22 years. She has also been on
continuous antidepressant treatment; Gabapentin was added later because of diﬀuse pain. She
works part time as a preschool teacher. At age 32 years, she developed anxiety, weight loss, and
gait diﬃculties. On examination, an exaggerated head-retraction reﬂex, hesitant gait, tremulous
jerks in all extremities, and tremor of variable frequency were evident; the latter indicates
a functional overlay. EMG displayed 80 ms polymorph bursts with a constant frequency of 7
Hz; there was no evidence of neuropathy; MRI of her brain was normal. The heterozygous
mutation c.896G>A (R271Q) in GLRA1 was found in patients III-1 and IV-1.

Discussion
The R271Q mutation in GLRA1 found in the Silfverskiöld family is consistent with a phenotype
previously described in association with GLAR1 mutations. HPX phenotype was variable in this
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Figure Updated pedigree of the Silfverskiöld hyperekplexia
family described originally in 1958

delay, learning disabilities, or sudden death.3 These features are
more likely to occur in patients with biallelic GLRA1 mutations
or in HPX associated with mutations in SLC6A5 and GLRB.3
Less often are heterozygous GLAR1 mutations associated with
mild developmental delay.3 R271Q is the most common
dominant GLRA1 mutation identiﬁed in families of diﬀerent
ethnicities; a founder eﬀect among Caucasian patients has been
proposed.3,5 R271Q is located in the second membranespanning domain of the receptor, which is expressed on the cell
surface but displays reduced current and channel opening.6
HPX occurs also as part of severe neurodevelopmental syndromes associated with mutations in ARHGEF9 and GPHN,
the latter is a lethal condition, which illustrates the importance
of etiologic diagnosis. A variety of animal models and in vitro
studies have provided valuable knowledge on HPX associated
with GLRA1 mutations,3,6,7 but questions about pathophysiology and variable expressivity still await answers.
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Phenotype details on patients III-1 and IV-1 are provided in the text, both
patients harbor the recurrent R271Q mutation in GLRA1.

family, but there are some novel features. For instance, the
waxing and waning course (patient II-1) and adult onset (I-1)
have not been described in other GLRA1 mutations. In addition, another patient (III-1) had a spontaneous remission for 14
years. Anxiety is unreported in HPX; in the index case, this
feature could be related to fears of fall. Also unusual is the
absence of perinatal stiﬀness, considered as one of the diagnostic criteria for HPX, and the functional overlay in the
index case. Incongruence and variable frequency of tremor in
the index case are compatible with a psychogenic movement
disorder. Reports on the occurrence of psychogenic movement
disorders in the context of a positive family history of hyperkinesias are scarce.4 HPX is responsive to clonazepam, and the
Vigevano maneuver is eﬀective during the neonatal period.3
HPX associated with GLRA1 mutations is in most cases an
autosomal recessive disease.2,3 Hypnagogic myoclonus and
umbilical hernia have been described in association with
GLRA1 mutations. We did not ﬁnd any of the other features
associated with HPX such as apnea, seizures, developmental
2
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Sandhoﬀ disease is one of a group of autosomal recessive conditions known as the GM2
gangliosidoses. Normal breakdown of GM2 gangliosides is performed by the enzyme β-hexosaminidase A. This enzyme consists of 2 subunits (α and β), which are encoded by the HEXA
and HEXB genes, respectively. Mutations in either of these genes result in buildup of the GM2
gangliosides, with HEXA mutations producing a phenotype of Tay-Sachs disease and HEXB
mutations causing Sandhoﬀ disease.
The classic form of Sandhoﬀ disease presents in infancy with symptom onset between ages 2
and 9 months. Symptoms include progressive weakness, intellectual disability, vision and
hearing impairment, exaggerated startle response, seizures, and death usually before age 3. Lateonset forms of Sandhoﬀ disease have been described but are much rarer. Adult-onset cases can
present with a wide spectrum of symptoms, including spinocerebellar ataxia, motor neuron
disease, sensorimotor neuropathy, tremor, dystonia, and psychosis.1 Speciﬁcally, in reviewing
cases with the motor neuron disease phenotype, most reports describe predominant lower
motor neuron features, with few cases showing both upper and lower motor neuron ﬁndings
similar to amyotrophic lateral sclerosis.2,3 More recent reports have identiﬁed an increasing
number of novel sequence variants (often compound heterozygous point mutations) that are
associated with the motor neuron disease phenotype,4,5 although the mechanism by which
these variants produce this speciﬁc phenotype is not well understood.

Case presentation
A 40-year-old woman was referred for evaluation of slowly progressive weakness of the lower
extremities over the course of 3 years. She reported weakness aﬀecting both legs, diﬃculty
standing from a chair, poor balance, and twitching in her thigh muscles. Additional symptoms
included anxiety, mood ﬂuctuations, decreased concentration, generalized fatigue, and poor
sleep. She denied numbness, pain, arm weakness, diﬃculty with breathing, speaking, or
swallowing.
On physical examination, she had mild weakness in the hip ﬂexors, knee ﬂexors, and knee
extensors, with full strength in all other muscle groups. There was mild atrophy of the knee
extensors with rare fasciculations. Deep tendon reﬂexes were reduced at the knees, but intact
elsewhere. Tandem gait was slightly impaired. The rest of the neurologic examination was
within normal limits.
Brain MRI revealed mild cerebral and cerebellar atrophy with preferential involvement of the
superior vermis. Lumbar spine MRI was signiﬁcant for mild degenerative changes at the L3-L4
levels and bilateral neural foraminal stenosis at the L5-S1 levels. EMG and nerve conduction
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Figure G473S conservation across species

Multiple protein alignment highlighting the evolutionary conservation of
glycine 473 in the human hexosaminidase subunit beta (HEXB) amino acid
sequence. Labels: Hs = Homo sapiens; Mm = Mus musculus; Dr = Danio rerio;
Dm = Drosophila melanogaster; Ce = Caenorhabditis elegans. The numbers on
the right side of each sequence correspond to the last amino acid depicted.

studies was normal except for neurogenic units in the knee
extensors and hip ﬂexors. The creatine kinase level was normal.
The pure motor nature of the ﬁndings and the EMG results
suggested a chronic form of lower motor neuron disease, and
the MRI ﬁndings did not adequately explain her symptoms.
The picture was not typical of any of the common lower
motor neuron diseases. Because there is no inclusive panel for
genetic motor neuron diseases and the aﬀected gene could not
be pinpointed clinically, whole-exome sequencing (WES) was
performed for further evaluation. WES revealed a compound
heterozygous mutation in the HEXB gene on chromosome 5
(c.298delC pathogenic variant and G473S likely pathogenic
variant). Subsequent hexosaminidase enzymatic testing
revealed reduced total hexosaminidase activity in leukocytes
(14% that of normal controls), consistent with a GM2 gangliosidosis. In addition, there was a high ratio of hexosaminidase A to B activity (79%), supporting a diagnosis of Sandhoﬀ
disease.

Discussion
This case describes 2 new sequence variants found in a patient
with clinical symptoms of Sandhoﬀ disease. The population
frequency of these 2 sequence variants was investigated using
the Genome Aggregation Database (gnomAD), which
aggregates data on 123,136 exomes and 15,495 genomes from
unrelated individuals.6 The c.298delC variant in HEXB is
predicted to result in loss of protein function and is absent
from the gnomAD, indicating a very rare, likely pathogenic
variant. The G473S variant in HEXB has been observed only
once in the heterozygous state in the gnomAD. The amino
acid position 473 is highly conserved across evolution, with an
invariant glycine residue present from Caenorhabditis elegans
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and Drosophila melanogaster to various species of vertebrates
(ﬁgure).7 The presence of these 2 sequence variants in the
compound heterozygous state, combined with the enzymatic
assay showing decreased hexosaminidase activity, implies that
these sequence variants are pathogenic and are responsible for
the loss of enzymatic activity.
Late-onset Sandhoﬀ disease is rare but should remain a diagnostic consideration in adults presenting with slowly progressive lower motor neuron disease, and discovery of new
pathogenic sequence variants such as the ones discussed in
this case will help further understanding of this disease and
facilitate diagnosis in future patients.
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Segmental neuroﬁbromatosis type 1 (NF1) is an under-recognized form of NF1 caused by
postzygotic somatic loss-of-function NF1 gene mutations that aﬀect a subset of cells in the body.1
This is in contrast to classic or generalized NF1, in which a germline NF1 gene mutation aﬀects all
diploid cells in the body. In the segmental NF1 variant, individuals typically exhibit clinical
features characteristic of generalized NF1, such as café-au-lait macules (CALMs), skinfold
freckling, and neuroﬁbromas, restricted to one segment of the body. For this reason, establishing
the diagnosis can be challenging because the underlying NF1 gene mutation is often not detected
in the blood. Underscoring the challenges of caring for individuals with this variant of NF1, we
describe a woman with segmental NF1 referred to us at 22 years of age for evaluation.
The patient ﬁrst came to medical attention at four months of age when her pediatrician noted that
she had more than six CALMs localized to her right abdomen, back, and hip. Over the next ﬁve
years, she developed additional hyperpigmented macules in this region, followed by freckling in
the right inguinal region. Collectively, these ﬁndings met the criteria for a diagnosis of segmental
NF1. On examination, the CALMs and skinfold freckling in the aﬀected region did not cross
either the anterior or posterior midlines, and there were no neuroﬁbromas, other hyperpigmented
lesions, or Lisch nodules detected. Because the aﬀected body segment could potentially include
her right ovary, at 28 years of age, she underwent genetic testing (direct Sanger sequencing, mixed
ligation-dependent probe ampliﬁcation, and interphase ﬂuorescence in situ hybridization
[FISH]), which failed to identify an NF1 gene mutation in her blood. She subsequently underwent biopsy of three of her CALMs (right lower back, hip, and abdomen), followed by primary
culture of these skin melanocytes for genetic testing as above.2 As shown in the ﬁgure, sequencing
and FISH revealed that all three CALM-derived melanocyte cultures shared a common 1.4
megabase deletion of the NF1 gene (type 1 total gene deletion [TGD]). Furthermore, in each
of the three CALMs, a diﬀerent second-hit mutation was identiﬁed that aﬀected the remaining
(non-deleted) NF1 gene copy.
This case report is instructive for several reasons. First, it underscores the utility of analyzing the
aﬀected tissues (e.g., melanocytes from multiple CALMs), rather than the blood, in establishing
a diagnosis of segmental NF1. Although this patient met the diagnostic criteria for segmental
NF1 on clinical grounds (regional distribution of CALMs and inguinal freckling), the genetic
ﬁndings provide a reference for future prenatal genetic counseling and diagnostic testing.3
Second, genetic testing of aﬀected tissue suggests that this patient sustained a total NF1 gene
deletion during post-zygotic development and thus aﬀected only a subset of her cells. Individuals with the generalized form of NF1 who harbor this type of mutation (type 1 TGD)
frequently have a more severe phenotype, with greater numbers of neuroﬁbromas and an
increased risk of cancer, compared with individuals with generalized NF1 caused by other NF1
gene mutations.4 By contrast, this patient with segmental NF1 has no visible neuroﬁbromas and
is otherwise healthy, which is diﬀerent from a previous report of several patients with segmental
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Figure Unique second neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) gene mutations in multiple café-au-lait macules (CALMs) from an
individual with segmental NF1

(A) Segmental or mosaic NF1 is caused by de novo NF1 gene mutations that occur during postzygotic development and affect only a subset of cells in the body.
Genetic testing of melanocytes derived from three different CALMs in the patient’s affected body segment (denoted by the diagonal stripes) revealed
a common 1.4 megabase (MB) deletion, resulting in total loss of one copy of the NF1 gene, and three unique second-hit mutations affecting the remaining NF1
allele. The insets depict both NF1 gene copies in the indicated cell types. (B) Locations (colored pinheads) and predicted messenger RNA (mRNA) and protein
changes resulting from the second NF1 gene mutations in melanocytes derived from three different CALMs. Two intronic mutations were located within splice
sites, and one exonic mutation resulted in a premature stop codon (nonsense mutation). Short black boxes denote introns; tall gray boxes denote exons.

NF1 and type 1 TGDs.5 In that series, four of the ﬁve cases
had either numerous dermal neuroﬁbromas or a plexiform
neuroﬁbroma. The less severe phenotype in the current
subject suggests that, compared with previously reported
cases, (1) her total NF1 gene deletion may have arisen at
a later developmental stage, (2) it is restricted to a diﬀerent
population of cells, or (3) modiﬁer genes additionally inﬂuence clinical expression. Third, each of the CALMs in this
patient contained melanocytes harboring a unique second
NF1 gene mutation that presumably resulted in loss of or
impaired function of the NF1-encoded protein (neuroﬁbromin) in those cells. This ﬁnding is consistent with
previous reports demonstrating biallelic NF1 gene inactivation in CALMs,6,7 similar to that observed in benign
tumors from patients with NF1.2 The ﬁnding that the
second-hit mutations were distinct in each CALM argues
that each macule arose independently, similar to benign
2
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neoplasms (i.e., neuroﬁbromas) that arise in this population
of tumor-prone individuals.
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Erythrokeratodermia (EK) is a rare skin disorder, likely genetic and usually present from
infancy. 1 There is patchy symmetrical involvement over the body surface, manifested in
progressive ﬁgurate plaques of hyperkeratosis and more transient areas of erythema.
There is signiﬁcant overlap in the clinical and genetic features of the “variabilis” and
“progressiva” forms of EK. Restricted cutaneous syndromes of EK have been described
associated with mutations in the connexin (GJB3, GJB4, and GJA1) and loricrin (LOR)
genes. The majority of patients with EK, however, have no pathogenic mutations in the
GJB genes or LOR.
Three diﬀerent mutations in the ELOVL4 gene have so far been described in patients presenting with a combination of EK and spinocerebellar ataxia (SCA34).2–4 We describe here
a novel variant in ELOVL4 associated with this syndrome. This case draws attention to the
importance of assessing subtle chronic neurologic dysfunction in patients presenting with EK
and, conversely, being aware of the occurrence of characteristic cutaneous lesions in this newly
described syndrome of spinocerebellar ataxia.

Case description and genetic results
A 60-year-old woman was referred for assessment of visual blurring and diplopia. Her cutaneous
disorder manifested around age 4 years, with widespread variable itchy areas of erythema and
progressive localized skin thickening. She had no success with topical Tazorac and compounded creams. Oral acitretin (25 mg) was helpful but discontinued because of alopecia.
Although her visual symptoms had only gradually appeared at age 50 years, she reported
noticing ataxia of gait as far back as teenage years. Her parents who were deceased at age 73
years and age 84 years had reported no symptoms of rash or ataxia. Her 5 siblings, similarly,
were asymptomatic from the dermatologic and neurologic standpoint. Two children were
biologically unrelated (adopted).
On examination, there were widespread demarcated brown erythematous keratotic plaques
typical of EK over her wrists, hands, inner thighs, knees, and ankles (ﬁgure, A and B). Neuroophthalmic deﬁcits included square wave jerks, saccadic pursuit, and alternating skew deviation
with superimposed periodic alternating skew deviation in primary position (period 2.5
minutes). Myotatic reﬂexes were diﬀusely reduced (1+) and absent at the ankles. There was
moderate rombergism and marked tandem gait ataxia, but no appendicular dysmetria. A skin
biopsy showed irregular acanthosis, papillomatosis, and hyperkeratosis, in keeping with EK.
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(1.0), and MutationTaster (1.0) predict the variant to be damaging, and the Sorting Intolerant From Tolerant (SIFT) program predicts it to be tolerated (table). It was not possible to test
parents, but 2 clinically unaﬀected siblings were tested and did
not carry this variant. The patient was started on baclofen,
starting at 5 mg tid and titrating up to 15 mg tid over 1 month.
She reported signiﬁcant improvement in the perception of
oscillopsia and the duration and frequency of bouts of diplopia.
She also elected to try application of beeswax cream (reported to
contain 30-32 carbon very long chain fatty acids) on her legs for
2 months, which was of no beneﬁt.

Figure Erythrokeratodermia (lower limbs)

Discussion

MRI of the brain showed only subtle ﬂattening of the ventral
pons and mild global cerebellar atrophy. Nerve conduction
studies and needle EMG studies were normal.

This case broadens the genetic mutation proﬁle of EK by
reporting a patient with a fourth variant in the ELOVL4 gene
associated with SCA34 (table). The ELOVL4 gene catalyzes the
rate-limiting reaction in elongation of fatty acids with a chain
length greater than C26. It is ubiquitously expressed, but particularly enriched in the retina. It is critical in the development of
the outer layer of the epidermis, the stratum corneum.5 Rare
diseases associated with dysregulation of ELOVL4 in addition to
SCA34 include 2 autosomal recessive conditions: hereditary
macular degeneration (Stargardt disease) and a syndrome of
ichthyosis, spastic quadriplegia, and mental retardation.6

The clinical presentation suggested the possibility of SCA34.
ELOVL4 gene sequencing (Prevention Genetics, Marshﬁeld,
WI) identiﬁed a variant (c.698C>T; p.Thr233Met), which has
not been reported in the literature or public databases. The
amino acid substitution programs CADD (27.9), PolyPhen-2

The clinical presentation of our patient is quite similar to what
was reported in a large French Canadian family with 32 affected members.2 In this large SCA34 family, cutaneous involvement began in infancy, with a preponderance of
hyperkeratosis over erythema. Gait ataxia was noted to start

Photographs of symmetrical brownish-red hyperkeratosis, most prominent
over the knees, lower anterior legs and dorsal foot region. There were similar
symmetrical lesions over the inner thigh and more subtle involvement of the
dorsal forearm and wrist region.

Table Clinical and MRI features of patients with ELOVL4 mutations associated with clinical features of SCA34
Present case

Ozaki et al.4

Bourassa et al.3

Cadieux-Dion et al.2

Mutation

ELOVL4; c.698C>T,
p.Thr233Met; heterozygous

ELOVL4; c.736T>G, p.W246G;
heterozygous

ELOVL4; c.539A>C,
p.Gln180Pro; heterozygous

ELOVL4; c.504 G>C, p.L168F;
heterozygous

Ethnicity

English Canadian

Japanese

South American

French Canadian

Number affected

1 clinically affected mutation
carrier

9 clinically affected from 2
separated families

1 clinically affected mutation
carrier

19 mutation carriers, 4
clinically unaffected

Age or mean age,
onset of gait ataxia, y

15

34

Mid 20s

51

Type of ataxia

Gait (no dysarthria or limb
dysmetria)

Gait, speech, and limb

Speech, gait > limbs

Gait (12/19), limb (9/19), and
speech (6/19)

Progression of ataxia

Independent ambulation
without aid at age 60 y

Slow, ambulatory aid after
age 60 y

Only 10-y follow-up

Slow: use of cane after 10 y,
use of walker by age 70 y

Oculomotor signs

Saccadic pursuit, square
wave jerks, and periodic
alternating skew deviation

Horizontal nystagmus (78%),
supranuclear palsy (33%),
and impaired smooth pursuit
(56%)

Horizontal nystagmus and
mild bilateral
ophthalmoparesis

Horizontal nystagmus in 7/19
and slow ocular pursuit in 5/
19

Myotatic reflexes

Hyporeflexia

Hyperreflexia and Babinski
signs in 89%

Normal

Hyporeflexia in 7/19

Erythrokeratodermia

Infantile onset and
persistent, though showing
cyclical exacerbations.

None

EK of forearms and legs

EK of infantile onset but
mostly resolving after age 25
y, noted in 14/19
Continued
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Table Clinical and MRI features of patients with ELOVL4 mutations associated with clinical features of SCA34 (continued)
Present case

Ozaki et al.4

Bourassa et al.3

Cadieux-Dion et al.2

Brain MRI

Mild cerebellar and pontine
basal atrophy

Pontine and cerebellar
atrophy in 100%, hot cross
bun sing in 67%

Moderate cerebellar and
pontine atrophy

Cerebellar and pontine
atrophy in 6/9 carriers tested

Support for
pathogenicity

Two asymptomatic siblings
did not carry the mutation.
Variant not previously
reported in public databases
(gnomAD, EVS, and
1000Genomes). CADD (27.9),
PolyPhen-2 (1.0), and
MutationTaster (1.0) predict
damaging. SIFT predicts
tolerated.

Segregation with affected
members of 2 different
families. A third family has
been reported in ClinVar
(RCV000522609.1). Variant
continues to be absent from
public databases (gnomAD,
EVS, and 1000Genomes).
CADD (23.5), PolyPhen-2
(0.99), and MutationTaster (1)
predict damaging. SIFT
predicts tolerated.

Variant continues to be
absent from public
databases (gnomAD, EVS,
and 1000Genomes). CADD
(26.5), PolyPhen-2 (0.99), and
MutationTaster (1) predict
damaging. SIFT predicts
tolerated. No segregation
data.

Segregation with disease
haplotype in 19 individuals.
Variant continues to be
absent from public
databases (gnomAD, EVS,
and 1000Genomes). CADD
(24), PolyPhen-2 (0.99), and
MutationTaster (0.87) predict
damaging. SIFT predicts
tolerated.

ACMG variant
classification

VUS (PM2+PP3+PP4)

Likely pathogenic
(PS1+PM2+PP1+PP3+PP4)

VUS (PM2+PP3+PP4)

VUS (PM2+PP1+PP3+PP4)

Abbreviations: ACMG = American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics; EK = erythrokeratodermia; EVS = Exome Variant Server database; SIFT = Sorting
Intolerant From Tolerant program; VUS = Variant of Unknown Significance.

usually around age 50 years. Our patient may be unique in
reporting prominent oculomotor symptoms. A periodic alternating skew deviation was signiﬁcantly improved when
treated with baclofen.
The possibility of SCA34 should be considered in patients
with EK, and clinicians should be aware that cerebellar
manifestations are relatively late and variable, whereas cutaneous involvement has an onset early in childhood. SCA34
should thus be considered in the diﬀerential diagnosis of genetic neurocutaneous disorders. Oculomotor manifestations
should be speciﬁcally assessed because they may be improved
with treatment.
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